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Satellite Radio Ready to Rock
by Leslie Stimson

V How is your favorite dealer
coping in post-consolidation times?

Page 10
V A New Mexico museum salvages
a34-foot, 10-ton transmitter.

Page 12

LAS VEGAS This is the year of digital
satellite radio. Barring any unforeseen production problems, Americans soon will
hear digital-quality audio from the developers of satellite-delivered DAB — Sirius
Satellite Radio and XM Satellite Radio.
Some consumers and electronic retailers
heard satellite-digital audio for the first
time in the United States at the Consumer
Electronics Show in January.
Sirius, XM and their receiver manufacturing partners are talking to retailers about
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Big expectations
"The market opportunity here is huge.
Our target audience is the 200 million registered vehicles on the road today," he said.
Based on analysis from The Yankee
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V How the MP3 revolution is creating new competition for our industry.
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from analog to digital easily —

•

right in your studio. You can get

•

the benefits of adigital console
for less than the cost of most
analog consoles To find out
more, call us tooay. Or, feel free
to act on Impulse.

•te

Every Business Day
at www.rwonline.com

It can accept either analog or
digital inputs and reconfigure
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NewsBytes Now

Transition to digital on your
timetable with the new Harris
Pacific Research & Engineering.
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WASHINGTON Every four years, news
media engineers and reporters plan inaugural
coverage, plotting their strategies and choosing their gear to cover events culminating in
the swearing-in of the president on the steps
of the U.S. Capitol and the parade back to
the White House afterwards.
Security was tighter than ever this year,
due to planned protests at the inauguration of

Impulse Digital Console by

.... b'.

V We give away
aBelar CSA-1
FFT Spectrum
Analyzer.
Pag
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Gave Radio Networks Less
Time to Prepare and Check
Gearfor Inaugural Remotes

See INAUGURAL, page 6

Why pay extra for analog?
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Beefed- Up Presidential Security

by Randy J. Stine
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INTERNET RADIO

See SATEWTE, page 3
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V Questions linger in the wake of
the AFTRA strike.

Page 25

Group, Steckbeck said Sirius expects to
have 20 million subscribers in 5 years,
and that another 20 million will sign up
with XM.
Sirius and XM figure that retailers
need to sell an average of 12 to 15 percent
more units each year to maintain the same
dollar value of their annual sales, so they
seek products on which they can make
more margin.
That's what Sirius and XM intend to do.
"Retailers can benefit from selling a
better type of radio ... and they.can earn

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com

next , evel solutions

Photo by. NPR .ySly

ENGINEERING

how to market the service to consumers
and about product orders of three-band
radios to be shipped this summer.
"We believe satellite radio, as acategory, will be the fastest-growing auto sound
product of all time," said Sirius' Tom
Steckbeck, Jr., vice president, retail marketing and distribution.
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NEWSWATCH•

NAB, Others
Fight Streaming Fees
WASHINGTON NAB and six broadcast groups await the next step in their
lawsuit filed against the U.S. Copyright
Office regarding its opinion that radio
stations should pay performance royalty
fees if they stream music on the Internet.
If subjected to liability under the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act,
broadcasters say, stations that want to
stream their on-air programming would
be forced either into individual negotiations with copyright holders of every
song they stream, or to secure a license

that covers streaming if they meet certain
qualifications.
The conditions to qualify for such
licenses are "onerous, and plainly were
not drafted with the formats of over-theair broadcasters in mind," states the complaint filed in U.S. District Court.
Broadcasters want the December 2000
decision by the U.S. Copyright Office
reviewed and vacated. Stations have
already paid copyright fees, and shouldn't be required to pay twice, they believe.
Broadcast groups joining NAB in the
complaint
include
Bonneville
International, Cox Radio, Emmis
Communications, Entercom, Infinity
Broadcasting and Susquehanna Radio.

NAB has dropped a separate lawsuit
against the Recording Industry
Association of America on this issue.

Furchtgott-Roth,
Ness to Leave FCC
WASHINGTON Two FCC commissioners plan to leave the agency.
Democrat Susan Ness, serving a "recess"
appointment, will not seek another term.
Neither will fellow commissioner Harold
Furchtgott-Roth, aRepublican.
Both Ness and Furchtgott-Roth said
they would continue to serve until depar-

ture dates are worked out with the Bush
administration.
• > The nTaitnrr of- the vommission is
changing, though it's likely to take several
weeks before the Senate schedules FCC
confirmation hearings. When Bill Kennard
stepped down as chairman in January, he
left only four commissioners, evenly divided between Republicans and Democrats.
New Chairman Michael Powell is
expected to name a Republican to fill
Furchtgott-Roth's seat and aDemocrat to
fill Ness' seat. Powell is also to fill
Democrat Kennard's seat with a
Republican to gain a3-2 majority.

FM CP Auction
Dates Moved
WASHINGTON The FCC has moved
back the auction date for 355 vacant FM
allotments in the non- reserved band,
from Feb. 21 to May 9.
Those who want to place a bid may
merge their bidding efforts before March
19 when Form 175 short- form applications are due.
See NEWSWATCH, page 5
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Satellite
Continued from page 1

commissions from having those radios
activated by aservice provider like XM,"
said Dan Murphy, XM's vice president of
retail marketing and distribution.
Another satellite company, WorldSpace,
is offering satellite-delivered digital radio
overseas, but it is targeting home and
portable product sales. But because most
Americans listen to their radio in the car,
XM and Sirius will aim first at the mobile
environment.
They plan to offer selling tools such as
training seminars, in-store merchandising
and promotions for retailers, who can sign
up to sell the services through 800 numbers and Web sites for XM, Sirius and their
receiver manufacturer partners.
XM recently added Sears to its stable of
retail partners and so far plans to merchandise its service in about 2,200 outlets.
Several receiver manufacturers exhibited satellite radio product at the CES show,
including Kenwood, Pioneer, Alpine,
Clarion, Delphi Delco, Jensen, Blaupunkt,
Visteon and Sony.
Product in the stores
"We believe satellite radio is going to be
an incredibly important consumer accepted
format, and we also believe (that) as traditional radio transitions to digital from analog, there's going to be tremendous consumer acceptance there as well," said Bob
Law, vice president for mobile electronics,
Kenwood USA.
Kenwood is developing receivers for
Sirius as well as for iBiquity Digital Radio,
which hopes to provide aterrestrial digital
radio service soon.

The receiver contains chipsets that can
decode the satellite signal; the receiver typically is installed in the trunk or under the
passenger seat and hard-wired to both the
head unit and the antenna.
Manufacturers showed some satelliteready models at CES, but plan amore substantial product ramp- up this summer.
Pioneer, for example, had three XM-compatible products at the show but plans to
offer 21 radio models this summer.

Antennas
XM displayed eight antennas for auto,
marine and truck use from Terk and
Antenna Specialists, as well as its own XM
antennas. The products were glass-mounted and roof-and hood- mounted products
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The N/A-COM roof-mounted
antenna is one of two antennas
Sirius featured on vehicles.

XM Satellite adio President/CEO Hugh Panero shows off
some of XM's prototype head units, receivers and adapters.
Aftermarket products will be available
first. Automakers are targeting the end of
this year to offer factory-installed and dealer-installed product, said Tracey Stanyer,
vice president, OEM for Sirius.
XM has two custom chipsets ready to
pass on to receiver manufacturers. S.T.
Microelectronics completed first-pass fabrication and initial testing of the silicon
chipsets. The baseband signal processor
chip and the source decoder chip will be in
each XM radio.
Dr. Ste11 Patsiokas, XM's senior vice

XM's SVP Technology, Dr. Steil Patsiokas, holds
one of XM's custom receiver chipsets.
Some satellite head units are available
now. Manufacturers also took orders from
retailers at the show for products that will
ship later this year, including more satellite-compatible head units, receivers and
adapters. Retail list prices range from
about $250 to $ 1,000, depending on the
product configuration.
For about $ 150 more than analog head
unit /receiver/antenna packages, customers
would be able to upgrade to the satellite
digital service, XM said.
Typically, manufacturers showed satellite-compatible head units and said the
"black box," or receiver, will ship this summer when Sirius and XM begin service.

receiver that gets both services, won't
occur until 2005 or ' 06.
Several antenna choices also were featured at the show.

3

president of technology, said getting the
chipset design completed was the last
remaining hurdle to having receivers in the
market on time this summer. He estimated
XM shaved several months of receiver production time by designing its own chipsets,
done with 26 XM engineers dedicated to
the receiver portion of the technology.
Sirius is using eight chipsets in each
receiver initially, but plans to reduce that
number later, Stanyer said.
He said Lucent Technologies has completed " first fabrication" of the Sirius
chipsets.
Both Sirius and XM believe true chipset
integration, so that acustomer can buy one

One custom-designed XM antenna system comprises two antennas enclosed in a
housing shaped like ashark fin. Patsiokas
said the use of asecond antenna will make
the audio more robust.
Sirius featured antennas shaped like a
computer mouse from N/A-COM and
RecepTec. The demo automol
drilled out so the antennas could
ed onto them. Sirius also is va

several antenna partners on developing
glass- mounted products and eventually
hopes to hide the antenna in the car.
Attendees could hear programming
examples from each service, in their
booths and in demo van rides.
Although both companies have terrestrial repeater systems already built in Las
Vegas, Sirius turned off its two repeaters
during the show so attendees could hear
the Sirius audio, in amobile environment,
directly from its three satellites.
XM demoed 20 channels, originating the
audio from its Washington studios, uplinking the signals to athird-party Ku band
satellite, and downlinking the audio to its
four local terrestrial repeaters.
While Sirius' satellites are up and being
tested, XM has yet to launch asatellite.
Boeing scrubbed aJanuary launch when it
appeared ameasurement was incorrect.
March 18 was the new target launch date
for the first of XM's two satellites. 40

IBiquity Looks to
2003 Receivers
LAS VEGAS The sole company developing digital technology for terrestrial
radio, iBiquity Digital Corp., expects 2003 to be its big year at CES. That's when
its manufacturing partners hope to have receivers to show retailers.
For iBiquity to reach that goal, astandard for in-band, on-channel digital audio
broadcasting must be set. IBiquity hopes that would happen by the end of this year.
It has been working with the standard-setting group, the National Radio Systems
Committee — separately as USA Digital Radio and Lucent Digital Radio, and now
as one company.
As Sirius and XM are developing chipsets for their three-band receivers, so is
iBiquity.
"Our schedule puts us at getting 'first silicon' in July of this year?' said iBiquity
Senior Vice President Ben Benjamin.
"We anticipate we will give manufacturers their production silicon in the
February 2002 timeframe, allowing them to begin to roll out units later in 2002 and
fully ramp production in 2003."
When might receiver manufacturers be interested in combining the satellite and
IBOC technologies into one product?
Asked about that, Bob Law, vice president of mobile electronic-; for Kenwood
USA, said, "We do expect, when the appropriate time is here, that our head units
will control both an iBiquity and Sirius ( unit), and at some point, I'm sure, an XM
box as well.
"I don't believe that it will be in the foreseeable future that you will have asingle box, or, certainly, not the capability to build it into ahead unit. The space just
isn't there, given the current state of the technology."
"Pioneer is analyzing all the digital technologies out there right now," said Keith
Burnett, senior marketing manager of the Car Electronics Division for Pioneer
Electronics USA.
Because iBiquity is selling its technology to manufacturers, not directly to consumers, its business models differs from that of Sirius and XM, which are selling a
subscription service.
Benjamin said iBiquity is considering three avenues for revenue: licensing its
technology to manufacturers, charging royalties on the sale of integrated circuits,
and collecting other royalty payments around certain software it would sell to
infrastructure developers.
— Leslie Stimson
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From the Editor

What It Is, What It Could Be
When readers sign up for our 25th
Anniversary Silver Sweepstakes at
www.rwonline.com, they also have a
chance to comment about Radio World.
Here's asampling.
Many wrote to compliment us. The
chief of a Clear Channel station in
Tennessee writes, "Excellent tool for the
radio professional. Information is the key
to success. Thanks for keeping us
informed!"
The president of afirm in Ohio loves
Who's Buying What and our occasional
Soundwaves personnel column.
A general manager in Minnesota said,
"I have dropped my subscription to
Broadcasting & Cable ... and Ilook forward to receiving Radio World. ... To tell
you the truth, it is the bible of the industry as far as staying up to date."
An Illinois chief engineer said, "You
seem to have everything covered. You
introduced me to my favorite dealer,
which always has the best price on anything Iwant to buy. Iwould not have
found out about them if not for the ads
in your publication. Love the technical
articles, actually, most your articles.
can't really think of anything Iwould
change."
Indeed we got lots of praise: "Good
job ... a must-read ... great rag ... happy
25th." Popular features include our historical articles, Workbench, product
reviews and the venerable Broadcast
Equipment Exchange.
And one writer was emphatic, "Never
lose Alan Peterson! His stories are the
greatest!"
Better yet
But there were plenty of suggestions.
A Virginia chief engineer would like to
see more maintenance tips for studio and
transmitter sites: "More info on the technical side of mergers, interviewing engineers who are consolidating stations and
what problems they run into, solutions."
The president of aPennsylvania media
group writes, "Iwould appreciate afeature written for the non- engineer
owner/operator explaining the functions
of the equipment advertised. It could be

111•

titled, ' What the hell does that thing do?
And how could it help my stations?"
Here's afellow who isn't quite sure
how he feels about advertisements:
"Good publication. Should stay free, or
get rid of the ads to keep editorial integrity intact."
From aproduction manager in Ohio:
"You have a lot of great stuff in your
magazine, however, you seem to leave
oat ' the people of color' in the media." A
company president in Minnesota wants
us to publish product pricing more consistently. An assistant engineer in
Pittsburgh would like to learn more about
installation techniques.
A lot of people use RW as a tool to
teach young people. An Illinois reader
trains students at asmall carrier-current
junior high school station, and would like
to see a section devoted to educational
radio. An associate professor of radio/TV
in Alabama uses RW in the preparation
of course lectures and recommends that
his students check out our Web site.
The GM of a station in Connecticut
asks, "Recognize that there are young(er)
people coming into radio all the time, so
you can't assume that these people know
all the history of radio and broadcasting."
An Infinity chief would like to see
more vendor profiles and added, "Got the
job Ihave now from RW classifieds."
Awesome.
"I've been areader for years," relates a
chief engineer in Montana, "and still am
amazed at the content you continue to
improve on; but it's just the business after
all, right? You have a way of leveling
everything to its most digestible level,
and Ilove it."
But aCE in Oregon said, "Please go
back to more engineering-related items
and less business/GM-related items." On
the other hand, aradio network reporter
in the Big Apple finds that Radio World
is too heavy on engineering and technical
aspects of the business.
The owner of aN.Y. engineering firm
would like lists of FCC actions, stations
bought and sold. In Wisconsin areader
wants more shortwave radio. A PD in

111.

Virginia seeks better coverage of smallmarket concerns. A tower company in
Kentucky would like more about maintenance of big steel.
An owner- chief in Pennsylvania
wants more IBOC coverage. Another
Montana reader thinks our Web page
could be abetter reflection of the newspaper itself. (Stay tuned.)
Among the many suggestions we
See MCLANE, page 15

Paul J. McLane

D

ennis Blais is the winner of aBelar
CSA-1, a versatile FFT spectrum
analyzer that can be used for AM,
FM and TV applications as well as just
audio. Retail value: $2,700..
The analyzer is the latest prize in our
online 25th Anniversary Silver Sweepstakes.
Did you sign up yet? If not, go to www.rwonline.com
Dennis is chief engineer of Mortenson
Broadcasting
stations
WJMM(FM),
WSTL(FM), WCGW(AM) and WUGR(AM)
in Kentucky, all of which carry Christian formats of various flavors.
When Icalled him to let him know he had won, Dennis was in the middle of
reading Radio World. That's what we like to hear! He said he enjoys the paper
immensely, particularly articles by Cris Alexander and John Bisset, and likes to
keep up with industry events in our news section.
His new analyzer is equipped with 2MHz RF/IF, 150 kHz wide-band composite, and 24 kHz [JR audio inputs, AES/EBU and analog. It can be used to view
the real-time spectrum of avariety of input signals. Its vacuum fluorescent display provides high-contrast images with several vertical and horizontal axis controls, allowing for easy adjustment to the amplitude and frequency scales.

Belar Spectrum Analyzer
An on-screen cursor function allows direct reading of any frequency and
amplitude displayed at 0.1 dB resolution.
And how fitting that this week's prize is contributed by Belar. Just two weeks
ago, the NAB announced that it will honor Arno Meyer, founder and president of
Belar, with its Radio Engineering Achievement Award at the upcoming
NAB2001 show.
Congratulations, Arno. And you, too, Dennis!

"Burk Technology's technical support is second to none. They are
there when you need them with afast response to questions. The
Burk ARC- 16 remote control is ideal for unattended
operation. Their products are very user friendly for both the operator and engineer. I'd recommend them to anyone."
Mike O'Shea, WUSF
Tampa, FL

if your transmitte
here....

"Buy the company,
not just the box..."

and you are here...
You're just aphone call away with
the ARC-16 Remote Control System
Phone: 1-800-255-8090 Email: sales@burk.com
www.burk.com
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Powell: Unsure of LPFM's Effect
The new Republican chairman of the
FCC is speaking in cautious tones about
the LPFM initiative he inherited from his
Democratic predecessor.
In his first comments to reporters as
chairman, Michael Powell said that when
he gave aqualified "yes" vote on the lowpower issue last year, he was "at aloss as
to whose version to accept," referring to
engineering data from the FCC, LPFM
supporters and the NAB regarding potential interference.
He said the LPFM technical debate
calls into question the FCC's current system of technical assessment.
Wider issues
On wider issues, having served as an
FCC commissioner for three years,
Powell seems comfortable handling a
variety of telecommunications issues, and
says he will wait for matters to come to
him for decisions, rather than seeking out
more issues to regulate.
His more deregulatory approach would
be ashift from that of Democratic predecessors Reed Hundt and Bill Kennard,
during whose terms the FCC required TV
stations to air more educational kids' programming and created rules for the
planned LPFM service, respectively.
The FCC increasingly finds itself on
what Powell calls "Internet time," and he
said the FCC needs to better handle uncertainty in the businesses it regulates. At the
press conference, Powell laid out general
goals, such as restructuring the agency, to
better reflect the convergence of markets.
While he did not get into specifics
about his plans, he shared thoughts on a

•

variety of issues:
LPFM — Powell still supports agradual roll-out of the new service, as he said
ayear ago when he voted for it, although
no official decision on the timetable has
been made. He believes language passed
by Congress last fall directing the agency
to conduct interference tests and an economic impact study resolves some of his
concerns.
After listening to engineers debate the

Photo by Leslie Stimson

by Leslie Stimson

New FCC Chairman Michael Powell
results of four LPFM interference studies
conducted last year, Powell said, he was
still unsure if the service would cause
interference to existing stations.
"That matter points out my concern
about the continuing ability to independently assess technological questions. ...
Part of what Ithink we need is we need a
greater independent ability to assess
those questions on the front end."
Powell also said some of the biggest
low-power FM opponents he met when
the issue was being debated were not big
radio group owners, but rather small

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

Upfront payments are due April 16.
(See Auction No. 37 Filing Public
Notice, DA 01-119.)
In connection with the auction, the
FCC will not accept applications for
minor FM modifications for both commercial and noncom FMs from March
7 to March 19. This is to ensure conflicts do not arise between auction participants that specify preferred sites
and FM minor mod applicants.

FCC Clarifies
'Count' Rules
WASHINGTON The FCC has finetuned its mass media attribution rules,
which define what kind of "interests"
count toward ownership.
The commission eliminated the single majority shareholder exemption to
the broadcast attribution rules.
Previously, minority voting shares
in acorporation with asingle majority
shareholder were not attributable, i.e.
would not count, under the multiple
ownership rules. Now, such shares of 5
percent or greater will be attributable,
if those interests were acquired on or
after Dec. 14, 2000.
The commission also clarified
aspects of its equity/debt plus attribu-

tion rule, under which the agency will
attribute financial interests amounting
to more than 33 percent of the total
assets of a mass media entity where
the interest holder is either a major
program supplier to the entity or a
same-market media entity.
The agency clarified how to determine the total asset base of an entity
so the percentage share of the firm
represented by aparticular interest can
be ascertained, and how to count
options and other interests in applying
the EDP rule.

Tauzin Now House
Commerce Chair
WASHINGTON Rep. Billy Tauzin,
R-La., has been promoted to chairman
of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee, formerly called the
Commerce Committee, a job he
sought for the last two years.
The former Democrat has named
his recommended slate of subcommittee chairmen for the 107th Congress.
Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., takes over
Tauzin's role as chairman of the
Telecom Subcommittee.
In the Senate, John McCain, RAriz., resumes leadership of the Senate
Commerce Committee.

independents.
"What you're talking about often is the
viability of the lower end, marginal stations in local and smaller markets who
almost can't afford to lose one more
advertiser, or one more listener, or it's
done for. What's ironic here is sometimes, these kinds of debates are presumed to be about little guys and really
big guys. Sometimes what it's about is
one class of little guys vs. another class
of little guys. In many ways, the stresses
of that issue are more there than they are
about big radio."
Telecom Act — Powell generally considers the Telecommunications Act of
1996 a success. The resulting competition and deregulation unleashed capital
and helped get DSL "out of the closet,"
in his words.
When asked whether cable re-regulation portions of the act failed, he said
higher cable prices are insufficient justification to reconsider the act.
"Americans like TV, multichannel TV
— programming consumers seem to value highly:' he said, citing more than 80
percent penetration of cable and DBScombined into American homes.
The Internet — The Net will prove to
be just a "cool experiment" if product
providers don't just give consumers interesting products, but also find a way to
make aprofit, Powell said.
DTV transition — When asked what
the FCC might do to help the DTV tran-

sition, Powell said, "Whether DTV succeeds or fails does not rest in the hands
of the government," but in the hands of
TV programmers and set makers.
Consumer acceptance of DTV, he said,
still remains a "wild card."
Digital divide — Powell rejects the
notion of aso-called digital divide splitting the country between those who have
computers, Internet access and other
telecommunications services and those
who do not. He joked that he has a
"Mercedes divide."

e

Corrected Correction
RW published aletter to the editor in
our Jan. 3LPFM Reader's Forum that
contained an error Here is the correction from the author
Irecently wrote acommentary concerning field-strength measurements
relating various classes of stations to
each other. The article indicated these
measurements were calculated at one
mile from the transmitting antenna. This
was atypographical error.
They were calculated at four miles
from the transmitting antenna. The
remaining figures are correct. Iapologize for any confusion this may have
caused. Regardless of the error, the conclusions remain the same.
Jim Trapani
President
JT Communications
Ocala, Fla.
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Studio CD+

Use StudioHub—the shielded CAT- 5wiring solution —
to connect all your analog and digital audio and
Ethernet linked studio equipment.
StudioHub is the factory- made wiring system that features acomplete line of pre- made cables and active
"Matchlock" adapters. Plug- and- play any studio connection or easily create acustom control surface.
Whether you're building asingle studio, or acomplete
network complex, you can save time and money and be
digital ready with aStudioHub pre-wire of your next
broadcast facility.

udiG ICL"--e-L;
from Radio Systems. Inc., 6oi Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 voice, (856) 467 -3044 facsimile, www.studiohub.com
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Inaugural
Continued from page 1

George W. Bush which, in turn, affected
equipment decisions by radio networks and
stations
Radio was well represented among the
thousands of media personnel in the nation's
capital.
The weeks leading up to the event were
hectic ones for news planners. Even though
it took 36 days for apresident-elect to
emerge, networks did not delay coverage
preparations.

codecs.
"We hate to try out any new equipment
during atime like that. It's the time for using
reliable equipment. By using gear that everyone is comfortable (with), knowing it will
work, we eliminate alot of risk. We've been
very happy with ISDN," Hindes said.
Inaugural coverage presented technical
and logistical challenges for the radio networks.
"What makes covering the inauguration
atypical is that you have amoving event
along the parade route," said Hindes. "It
starts at the Capitol and ends up acouple of
miles away at the White House."
AP Radio provided inaugural coverage on

Assembled Crowd Near the Capitol
"We knew we'd be there. We just didn't
know who would be joining us for sure for
quite some time," said Wally Hindes, assistant managing editor for Associated Press
Radio.

our affiliates to carry as much as
they needed," said Harvey Nagler,
vice-president of CBS Radio News.
He said CBS Radio installed
POTS lines at stationary locations
from the Capitol to the White
House to allow correspondents to
file reports. CBS Radio employed
Convex HotLine codecs for POTS
and CCS CDQI000 ISDN codecs
that fed Adtran ISU 2x64 terminal
adapters.
Even GSM circuit cellular
phones were used. GSM stands for
Global System for Mobile communications, adigital wireless technolRadio Platform Center Seen From
ogy compatible with POTS and
the Presidential Podium
ISDN used primarily outside the
United States.
— the Capitol, the Canadian Embassy and
"We have had pretty good luck with
Lafayette Park. NPR broadcast in stereo
GSM phones. Washington has so much RF
from its radio platform locations using
interference sometimes even cell phones act
MPEG Layer Ill algorithm joint stereo.
up, or you can't get acell when you need
Joint stereo is amode of MPEG stereo
one," Nagler said.
transmission using data reduction, available
To add to Nagler's worries, the electricity
in both Layer H and Layer III, according to
went out on the main radio platform located
one expert.
just to the west front of the Capitol building
Joint stereo differs from "normal" stereo.
several times throughout the morning of the
During passages in which the left and right
inauguration.
channels are quite similar, i.e. with reduced
Nagler said the problem probably was
separation, the data reduction dynamically
related to the weather. A drizzle, then steady
and automatically readjusts to become less
rain, fell that day. CBS Radio News had
aggressive. This is possible because more
backup plans drawn up in case the swearingdata is available to code waveforms that are
in was moved inside the Capitol.
more alike than in source material in which

its two radio networks. AP Network News
offered short-form reports while AP Hotline
News provided long-form programming.
Correspondents Lisa Meyer and Mark Smith
anchored AP's long-form live coverage.
To fill in the gaps along the parade route,
AP had broadcast positions staggered down
Pennsylvania Avenue for stationary reporters
to feed reports via KITS lines using Comrex
HotLine POTS codecs. AP supplemented its
coverage by using cell phones.
In addition to covering the parade route,
AP anchored its coverage across from the

Photo by NPR 's Shawn For

Photo by Brad Kaibield

Tight security
Because of security concerns, broadcasters were not allowed much set-up time
around the Capitol. With little time to test for
interference, most networks tried to stay
away from relying heavily on wireless mics
and RPU equipment.
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From Left: NPR Co-Hosts Elizabeth Arnold, Scott Simon; Director Charlie Mayer
"Broadcasters really don't get in to set up
along Pennsylvania Avenue until the morning of the inauguration. That just doesn't
leave much time for testing and looking for
interference," Hindes said.
Staffers of the Broadcast Operations
Communications Authority, the group that
oversees frequency coordination during the
inauguration, were present. BOCA is aprivate agency financed by news organizations.
It required broadcasters to submit RF equipment for tagging and inspection by the frequency coordinating committee beforehand.
Quick turnaround makes planning more
important, said Hindes. "You want to show
up, open up some boxes, plug in and go."
Most of the networks relied upon typical
live broadcast gear. Critical components of
the audio chain included cellular phones,
ISDN, POTS, T-1 lines and digital audio

presidential reviewing stand in Lafayette
Park. ISDN digital phone lines and Telos
ZephyrExpress codecs delivered audio to
AP's main studios in Washington for mixing.
Hindes said AP Radio used Shure M367
portable mixers and Sony MZ-R55
MiniDisc recorders to collect and prepare
audio. AP also had POTS lines installed at
the anchor location to allow laptop computer
dial-up connections to databases on its LAN.
CBS Radio News inaugural coverage,
anchored by correspondents Dan Raviv and
Dave Ross, included 60- second reports
throughout the morning and additional
updates as President Bush took the oath of
office.
CBS Radio also fed long-form coverage
from 11:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. Eastern to
its 500 affiliates.
"We wanted to offer plenty of options for

AP's Lisa Meyer takes a break from anchoring at the AP platform.
The wet weather caused some audio
problems for National Public Radio.
Moisture caused RF interference problems
in the headsets at NPR's anchor platform at
the Capitol. "Either rain seeped into acodee,
or our Crown CM-31IA headset microphones, and messed things up just prior to
the broadcast," said Shawn Fox, NPR election technical director. As aresult, Fox said,
NPR used Neumann KMR 811 short shotgun mics from that location.
"They're really not intended to be used
for that application, at least not when you
have amarching band 100 feet away, said
Fox. "That sometimes covered up our
announcers."
Another NPR weather casualty was a
Neumann RSM 160 mic being used for
ambience at the Canadian Embassy.
Faced with using shotgun mics from the
Capitol location, Fox said NPR used a
Millennia mic preamp to help cut down on
background noise. The on-site audio was
mixed on aMackie 1402 mixer. The audio
was then fed to NPR's Washington studios.
Fox said NPR used Musicam USA CDQ
Prima 220 codecs with Telos Zephyr backups at its three primary broadcast locations

the left channel is much different from the
right channel.
Joint stereo has amore natural sound, as
if ahigher data rate was employed.
NPR provided stations continuous coverage from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. Eastern.
Anchored by Scott Simon, Elizabeth Arnold,
Juan Williams and Neal Conan, NPR's sixhour special focused on all aspects of
Inauguration Day on more than 650 public
radio stations.
Cell phones for parade
NPR chose to cover the parade route by
cellular phone, with results that were less
than desired.
"We had some drop-outs on the air that
were really unfortunate. Cell service became
very spotty and it was tough to get good
lines through," said Fox.
CNN Radio Network covered the inauguration for its more-than- 1,900 worldwide
affiliates with aseries of short- form and
long- form programming. CNNRadio
Washington correspondents John Bisney and
Dick Uliano anchored from the Capitol. The
network provided its regular hourly news
See INAUGURAL, page 7
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Continued from page 6

updates supplemented by long-form programming made available to affiliates.
Contacted to ask about equipment used
for the inaugural events, aCNN spokesman
said the network was experiencing layoffs
and could not provide any information.
ABC Radio News provided status reports
four times per hour to affiliates throughout
the morning of the inauguration. Liveanchored coverage began at 11:06 am. and
was lead by Bettina Gregory, ABC political
analyst Steve Roberts and correspondents
John Bascom, Vic Ramer and Tim Scheld.
"Covering an event of this magnitude
takes alot of planning and organization. We
had been working on it since before the elecfions," said Chris Berry, vice president, radio
for ABC News.
"The only advantage of doing the inauguration is that it really doesn't change much
every four years. But it still requires alot of
teamwork?'
According to an internal ABC Radio
memo, no fewer than 80 people were
assigned to help cover the inauguration,
from reporters and engineers to editors and
newsroom assistants. Berry worked as executive producer of the long-form broadcast.
Pool coverage
ABC Radio handled TV/radio pool audio
coverage.
"We just plugged into amult-box at the
Capitol during the swearing-in and received
the feed," Nagler of CBS said.
Members of the radio pool include CBS
Radio, ABC Radio, AP Radio, NPR and
Voice of America. The pool allows broadcasters to defray some of the costs associated
with covering alive event.
ABC Radio deployed nearly 70 microphones around Capitol Hill to collect ambient sound during the swearing-in ceremony.
Sources including the Marine Corps band
and cannons for the 21-gun salute had to be
wired for sound.
"We actually worked in conjunction with
the PA sound designer to create aplan to
cover the entire area with mics in such as
way as to create an audio pattern of things,"
said Art Gauthier, ABC engineer in charge
of the Capitol Hill pool.
Gauthier said ABC Radio worked with
the vendor, Maryland Sound of Baltimore,
to put together arange of microphones for
pool coverage. Condensers, dynamics and
shotgun mics from ElectroVoice and Shure
were used. All mics were cabled to atransformer splitter in front of the Capitol. No
wireless mics were used due to concerns
about possible interference.
ABC Radio leased aMackie 32-8 digital
console for the pool coverage. The 32 input,
eight-bus console with a 24-channel
expander could handle the large number of
audio sources, Gauthier said. A Mackie
1642 console was used as asub-mixer for
crowd mics. Gauthier then mixed the broadcast from aproduction trailer parked on the
south side of the west front of the Capitol.
"It was really an amazing experience and
alot of work. Ithought the pool broadcast
went well. The weather was miserable but
caused us few problems," Gauthier said.
The radio networks were mobile during
the parade, thanks to aflatbed truck. The
truck preceded the presidential motorcade
and provided room for network reporters to
ride. ABC Radio provided aMarti RPU
transmitter for pool members to use. At least
one network declined to use the Marti
because of interference problems during

testing on the morning of the inauguration.
"Washington is weird. Because of the
location, you get so much interference from
surrounding buildings," AP's Hindes said.
The coverage plans of the radio networks
had to remain flexible thanks to tight security between the Capitol and the White House.
AP Radio lost one of its POTS line locations
after the Secret Service deemed the position
unacceptable.
"It was at the corner of Seventh Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue. We gladly moved:'
Hindes said.
Nagler has covered inaugurations since
1972. He said one thing has remained constant over the years. "Whenever you are
dependent on atelephone company to install
aphone line, it's always alast-minute hassle.
I've never planned an event like the inauguration and not had phone-line installation be
ahassle."
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SBE at NAB2001: Full Slate
The Upcoming NAB2001 Convention in Las Vegas
Will Be a Showcase for Society Activities
based network platforms
Immediately following the workshop,
from 3:30 to 6:15 p.m., SBE will offer a
Certification examination consisting of 50
multiple-choice questions relating to radio
and television broadcast station internal
network installation and operation.

Jerry C. Whitaker
RW regularly provides space for commentary from the Society of Broadcast
Engineers as aservice to the industry.
The annual NAB spring convention is
amilestone event for broadcasters. Again
this year, the Society of Broadcast
Engineers is playing aprominent role.
All is ready for the Broadcast
Engineering Conference, which is being
organized by acommittee of SBE- and
NAB-appointed members. Work on the
BEC began last summer when the first
call- for- papers announcements were
mailed.
This year, several unique sessions are
being offered at the BEC, including a
day- long broadcast-networking workshop
under the auspices of the SBE Ennes
Foundation. In order to bridge the gap
between traditional broadcast engineering and the increasingly important area of
information technology, the NAB2001
BEC will feature "Broadcast Networking
Workshop: Putting the Pieces Together."
SBE and NAB are co-sponsoring this
special Ennes workshop, to be held on
Saturday, April 21, at the Las Vegas
Convention Center.
The comprehensive workshop, which
will be moderated by Richard A.
Farquhar, CPBE, of RAF Associates Inc.,
will cover the following topics:
•9:15 a.m.: Network topologies/layouts
and common network protocols
• 10:30 a.m.: Wiring and connector
types, system standards and installation
practices
• 1p.m.: Maintenance, troubleshooting
and connectivity issues
•2 p.m.: Challenges unique to media-

SBE Web site for more information at
www.sbe.org
The instructor for the workshop will
be Terrence Baun, CPBE, of Criterion
Broadcast Services.
Meetings and sessions
The 55th BEC, continuing its tradition of excellence, offers a comprehensive examination of new technologies,
systems and products for radio and TV.
number of booths — affords attendees a
superb opportunity to check out new
technologies and products.
As in the past, NAB2001 also provides
unlimited networking opportunities in the
technical sessions, during the exhibition
hours and at any of the many social gatherings scheduled during the show. One
such gathering, the Ham Radio
Reception, along-time favorite of attendees, is scheduled for Wednesday
evening.
Meet with peers

The convention floor is the place to meet vendors
and shop for new products.

The exam is not software-specific and
is designed to emphasize hardware and
installation issues common to all platforms. A passing grade will earn the
attendee
Broadcast
Networking
Technologist Certification from SBE.
The exam is based on the material covered in the workshop.
Anyone interested in taking the exam
must register with SBE by contacting
Certification Director Linda GodbyEmerick at ( 317) 253-1640. Or visit the

The conference begins on Sunday,
April 22, and concludes Thursday, April
26. The conference will follow the same
schedule used in years past, with split
TV/radio sessions running from Sunday
morning through Thursday noon. The
exhibition runs Monday through
Thursday afternoon.
The NAB convention provides an
unequaled educational opportunity for
audio/video professionals. Furthermore,
the exhibition floor — featuring arecord
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Several SBE events and meetings will
also be taking place at NAB. The SBE
Board of Directors meets Sunday, April
22, from 8 a.m. until noon at the Las
Vegas Hilton. The SBE Membership
Meeting will be held April 24, at 5p.m. at
the Las Vegas Convention Center.
Both of these events are open to SBE
Members and are agreat opportunity to
hear what SBE is working on. ( A list of
SBE events and meetings will be posted
on the SBE Web site and published in the
March issue of The Signal.)
Also make sure to stop by the SBE
booth while you're touring the exhibit
floor. Books from the SBE Bookstore
will be available, as well as SBE logo
merchandise.
You can also pick up information
about membership, certification, educational opportunities and more. In addition, SBE is celebrating 25 years of
Certification. Show your SBE pride by
wearing your certification and membership pins, and if you don't have the proper pins, purchase them at the booth
before attending the Membership
Meeting on Tuesday.
Change is accelerating in the broadcast
industry. Digital radio and television,
advanced production tools and streaming
media will affect profoundly how broadcast professionals will do business in the
years to come.
Indeed, these technologies and others
may well redefine broadcasting as we
know it. Staying on top of leading-edge
developments has never been more
important, and the best place to accomplish this task is the NAB convention.
The joint NAB/SBE Broadcast
Engineering Conference Committee has
worked hard to provide attendees with a
wide range of topics and speakers. One
thing to keep in mind is that SBE members can register at the NAB member
rate, making the trip more affordable for
you or your company. We hope you can
take advantage of this opportunity and
attend the show.
Jerry Whitaker is technical director of
the Advanced Television Systems
Committee. He is amember of the Board
of Directors of the SBE and chairman of
the NAB/SBE Engineering Conference
Committee.
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Dealers: Times Are A Changing
'

Kees R.
The deregulation of the broadcast
industry was a stone that created many
ripples in the radio pond. Everyone from
station owners to engineers to the companies supplying sound-effect CDs have
been affected.
Nowhere are these changes more dramatic than in the world of broadcast
equipment sales. Asked to reflect on the
challenges they face, dealers speak of
small margins, blanket purchase orders,
online competition and asmaller base of
technically savvy customers.
Certainly, radio equipment dealers
face a world of relatively thin markups,
compared to their peers in the wider
retail world.
"Almost no dealer sells at retail, and
that's been true for 15 years," said Dave
Burns, who is president of rep firm Allied
AirNet Services and a former Harris
Corp. marketer.
"It's always ajuggling act, because the
buyer expects adiscount. The exception
to that rule is the exclusive product,
which can't be purchased elsewhere."
Jim Wood, president and chief engineer at Inovonics, a manufacturer, said
dealer margins have always been thin.
Manufacturers are affected too.
"We now have to spend more money
on advertising to assume ahigher profile
so we can deal with the large broadcast
groups," said Wood. "The biggest dealers
have an advantage, and Ithink it would
be difficult for asmall company to compete now."
John Shideler, vice president of
Broadcast Connection, adealer and turnkey
supplier, remembers atime when 99 percent of products were sold by dealers.
"But now manufacturers can get a
much bigger piece of the pie if they eliminate the middleman," said Shideler. "Or
if they don't make abigger profit, at least
they control their own sales."
Dealers remain an important part of

the industry landscape, according to manufacturers and customers, but the
demands are different.
Ron Paley, general manager of
MediaTouch, amanufacturer, believes it's
still aprofitable business for suppliers,
"particularly if they can add excellent
service and support to the equation."But
he said the margins are very slim for
those just selling "boxes."

As broadcasters

people who can give advice," said
Bryant. "It might be more cost-effective
to buy strictly from the lowest bidder,
but sometimes the relationship can be
even more important, provided prices are
similar."
George Molnar, chief engineer at
WNDU(TV) in South Bend, Ind., seconds that emotion. "Once you start to feel
comfortable with a vendor, you go back

are consolidated,

smaller engineering staffs don't have the time
or resources to integrate new systems.

— Mark Kalman
Sirius Satellite Radio

Mark Kalman, national broadcast studio vice president for New York-based
Sirius Satellite Radio and a long-time
radio engineer, is even more emphatic
about that point.
"I'm not sure that a 'box house' can
survive anymore," said Kalman. "As
broadcasters are consolidated, smaller
engineering staffs don't have the time or
resources to integrate new systems.
Larger supply firms with the ability to
support complex facilities are the more
logical choices for many stations."
The director of engineering and technical operations for ABC Radio is
Margaret Bryant, based in Dallas. Bryant
stresses that whether buying through a
dealer or directly from the manufacturer,
the relationship and trust are important.
"Some broadcast dealers have become
order-takers, but the need still exists for

FM " Relay" Receiver
Model 630 - $ 1250
A PROFESSIONAL FM RECEIVER
FOR DEMANDING OFF-AIR PICKUP
APPLICATIONS
The 630 is asingle- channel. frequency- agile
receiver for FM translators and other professional
uses. It features an adjustable composite MPX
output as well as balanced stereo program audio.
Remotely- selectable IF bandwidth and auto- blend
functions minimize adjacent- channel interference,
fading signals and noise.
Front- panel bargraph metering displays incoming
signal strength, MPX level and recovered audio.
and may also be switched to show multipath
distortion to aid proper antenna alignment.
Alarm outputs for loss of carrier and program audio.

to them over and over as long as they
stay in business:'
ABC procedures call for three bids on
each purchase, and Bryant will intentionally split up her business among
approved suppliers. "Idon't want all my
eggs in one basket," said Bryant.
User knowledge
With engineers becoming more scarce,
dealers have had to become more attuned
to what users need, said Paley of
MediaTouch. The company sells audio
management and automation products
directly to stations as well as through
dealers.
"Now, we're working with program
directors and general managers who may
have little product knowledge" compared
to engineers, he said.
For instance, MediaTouch sells certain
simpler
products,
such
as
its
iMediaLogger and Quic-Pix audio suites,
through dealers.
"These are products which are easy for
the user to install," said Paley. "They
don't require alot of tech support."
But the company finds it effective to
sell more complex products direct to
stations.
"With integrated systems, network
setups, automation or multiple- user
suites, there are no set rules and each
installation is different," said Paley.
Many manufacturers face the same
tough choice: Sell direct, or use a network of dealers? If the latter, how many?
Enco Systems recently announced it
was establishing its own direct sales

force in the United States, ending its
exclusive representation by Harris
Broadcast Communications Division.
"Harris did agood job for us, but the
primary reason we made this move was
to gain more control over our own destiny," said Don Backus, director of sales
and marketing. "We felt that having our
own sales force will allow us to maintain
the whole chain of information flow right
from our code writers to the end user."
Enco still will use dealers in countries
such as Japan, Germany, Poland and
Russia.
Backus echoed the sentiments of others when he said, "You don't have to go
to ElectroVoice to buy an RE27. ' Box'
products are easier to sell through arep."
MPAs
In the days when stations were
owned by smaller companies and by
families, experts say, radio equipment
suppliers tended to think of themselves
as business-to-consumer sellers. Now
that many groups have become behemoths, it's more of a business-to-business transaction.
Jay Batista is vice president of sales
and marketing for the broadcast division
of Harris Corp., which is both amanufacturer and adealer. He said large groups
want to enter into annual contracts with a
large equipment partner.
"They want more than just alow price
and easy shipping, and we want to keep
them very happy."
Thus the appearance of the master purchase agreement or MPA, sometimes
called ablanket purchase order, adocument that spells out a relationship
between equipment manufacturer and
station owner.
"These are the creative carrots used by
the bigger boys to say, ' If you buy all
your antennas and antennas from me, I'll
make you a great deal, — said Burns of
Allied AirNet.
Here is how it might work: "Godzilla
Broadcasting," which owns 900 stations,
promises to make any and all microphone
purchases within the next year from
"Bob's House of Microphones," guaranteeing 500 orders at minimum. In
exchange for this promise, "Bob's House
of Microphones" grants a discount of a
certain percent below retail price for all
these purchases.
"These MPAs were not feasible before
consolidation," said Burns. "But when
you own 1,000 stations, you have alot of
clout."
But is it always a "win-win" situation?
While MPAs may work out well for the
client stations, they may not be ideal for
the equipment suppliers.
"They can tie your hands," said
Batista. "Most ethical suppliers are reluctant to grant any special deals to one
group that they wouldn't give their other
See DEALERS, page 20
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"We were in alot of trouble and
you bailed us out.
Your
software and customer
service are above and beyond
the industry standard."
Katina Stamat
WPDQ- Howell, NJ

What do you do when you want more than software, but don't need aturnkey system?
Look to BSI's new studio automation kits.

Calendar

BSI's new Studio Kits give greater design and cost- saving opportunities to broadcast
engineers and studio designers. The three kits are optimized combinations of software
and hardware customized for small, medium and large market broadcasters.
"These are complete two- studio automation kits... just missing the
PC's," says BSI President Ron Burley, " System design is quicker
and easier because we've done all the difficult research
and testing."

irdlepetean
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"With our Studio Kits, all you need is a Pentium class PC and you're
on the air," says Burley. " Our customers often already have
computers or have the ability to barter them. Studio Kits give them
the ability to build atop- of-the- line system using that hardware."

b

complete systems start at $8,999 US.

Aug16-18, WaveStation
Weekend
Birthdays:
Mar 25 1942, Aretha Franklin
Mar 25 1920, Howard Cosell

Tip

Dynamic Web site

You don't need an expensive hosting service to
have adynamite station web site. BSI's $ 1499 US
WaveStation automation software can
automatically post to your web site what's playing,
recently played and what's coming up. Build your
own page with station graphics and text, then just
insert afew special HTML tags for WaveStation to
fill-in. You can even give songs and spots their
own web pages or frames. Banner ads anyone?

User file 11

setting anew standard for reliability,
affordability and power. Two studio

Apr 24, Demonstration of a new
product at the NAB by BSI
President Ron Burley. Call for
an invitation.

iiewroa.Lalr-

Each Studio Kit contains all of the hardware and software needed to
equip a production and air studio. Among the products included in
the Studio Kits are BSI's acclaimed WaveStation digital automation
system, Cool Edit Pro editing software from Syntrillium Software
and professional audio adaptors from AudioScience. Each kit also
comes with one year of free tech support and software upgrades.

BSI's turnkey automation systems are

Month

Issue 2

System Design Made Easy

The Studio Kits come in three configurations and offer
significant savings when compared to purchasing the
components individually. The $4,799 US Studio Kit 100 is
geared towards smaller markets and single stations. The
Studio Kit 200 provides the versatility and power required in —
mid- sized markets, for just $ 6,599 US. The Studio Kit 300, priced
at $ 9,999 US, is aworld- class package for major markets and
enterprise broadcast facilities.

Quote of the

KRQZ - Lenny Harris

Lenny Harris of Trinity Chirch realized
that he wanted to combine his love of
music and his ideals into a radio station
for teens. "We searched e long time for
an automation system," said Lenny. "We
didn't have a large budget, so we needed
something that was going to be
affordable, user-friendly and really easy.
"I downloaded the WaveStation demo and was able to igure it out just
by playing with it. Other stations Iasked about the program were really
happy with it. Iwas pretty sold on buying the WaveStation, and then I
went back to Ohio to see our network and they were using it. Ithought
if it worked for them, it would surely work for us."
WaveStation has been a KRQZ hero. " We were on network, but
nothing was coming out," recounted Lenny. " It only took me afew
seconds to get our next stopset on-the-air and line up afew songs to
cover the outage. WaveStation saved the day."
Lenny is really happy with his system. " We checked just about every
other kind of software out there. There're a lot of good people in the
industry, but BSI's WaveStation is the most reasonably priced and
user-friendly product that we found anywhere." Send us your User File story.

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International
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Paying Tribute to aRadio Giant
Local Enthusiast and Museum Operator Salvages
KOB(AM) Transmitter in Central New Mexico
10,000-watt "clear channel" operation in
less than 10 years.
The very equipment that powered
Goddard's dream would take his life in
December 1929, silencing the station
until after the New Year. He was electrocuted on the MG set that powered the
transmitter.

Tommy Bolack
The author is owner of the Bolack
Electromechanical Museum in Farmington, N.M.
From the small "radio shack" at the
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts in Las Cruces, N.M.,
KOB(AM) would evolve into
one of the nation's most powerful radio stations.
A dream of Ralph W.
Goddard
would
begin
unfolding in June 1920 as
tone and telegraph over a50watt transmitter. "Goddard's
Magic Mast," as the antenna
was called, was placed atop
the engineering building that
would later bear his name.
The following year would
see an increase to continuous
1,000- watt transmission,
reaching El Paso and all of
Dona Ana County. Regularly
scheduled programs began
airing in 1922 along with
entertainment presentations
— the same year KOB was
assigned its call letters.
The dream of regional
radio was unfolding, with
Goddard and his Model T
touring the state giving
demonstrations and encouraging this new engineering study.

The KOB Transmitter

Cutting a new path
The public service pioneer became a
source of information for more than 20
states with an increase of power to 5,000
watts in 1925. In a still-experimental
field, skills in this new "art" would prove
vital in design and construction of prototype units.
The establishment of the Federal
Radio Commission in 1927 would
begin to relieve congestion of the airwaves. KOB had become an area leader
and was allowed to increase its power
to 7,500 watts.
By 1929, radio sets were in 40 percent
of American homes. KOB had become a
•

paid off in the construction of aone-of-akind installation. The old 10,000- watt
transmitter was utilized as an exciter to
the 50,000-watt unit.
The pioneer station had become a
leader in dedication and standards for the
entire country.
A 35-year nonstop service record and
nearly 20- year standby service record
would represent over athird of amillion
hours of airtime for the 50-E.
Failure of KOB's main transmitter in

His dream would live on in George
Johnson with the action of Mr. Ralph
Pepperday of the Albuquerque Journal
moving the station to Albuquerque in
1932. In 1937, an RCA-5C prototype was
placed into operation at KOB the same
year the station became an NBC Radio
Network affiliate.
Once the North American Broadcasting
Agreement was finalized in Havana,
allowing the FRC to issue several 50,000watt licenses, the way was clear for KOB
to become one of the most powerful stations in the United States.
Again prototypes came into play, with
the first-to-be-built RCA 50-E transmitter,
which went on the air July 17, 1941.
Traditional ingenuity and expertise

mid- 1992 began a chain of events that
would finally allow the "Big 50" to find a
second home. Its age and low efficiency
required round-the-clock attention and a
copious amount of electric energy.
On Nov. 30, 1992, the "Big 50" was
laid to rest with an open house at the
transmitter site during this last day of
operation. At 5:30 p.m. "Taps" was aired
and a history was read, followed by a
half-minute of radio silence, afitting tribute to aloyal servant.
Few then would know that aloyal fan,
yours truly, Tommy Bolack, would give
the silent giant a second life and save it
from the souvenir hunters and the junk
man. With its size and beauty admired

50-E Specifics
The KOB 50-kW AM tiansmitter
was aunique marriage of a 1936 RCA
5-C and a1941 RCA 50-E.
Prior to KOB going to 50 kW, the 5C was converted from a5kW to a 10
kW by the addition of two more 892s
that were water-circulated series for
cooling. This operation continued from
1938-41. This unit was then converted
back to a 5 kW and used as the
"exciter" for the new 50-E.
The 5-C uses acomplement of tubes
with 6A67 oscillators, 807 as buffer
amp, 203 AS as the first RF amp and
two as asecond RF amp. Water-cooled
892s were used in the PA.
A dozen 872-As made up the rectifier component. Audio amplification
was accomplished using two 843s with
second Audio Amp having 4-845s.
Audio frequency is amplified by
push-pull class "A" driver followed by
Class "B" modulator transformer coupled to asecond RF amp. Final RF is a
linear power amp. RF carrier is modulated in the second RF amp by class
"B" modulator.
The RF exciter portion of the 50-E
was not purchased because the 5-C
would be used in its place. The main
modulator used two 828s for intermediate amplification and four 828 drivers.
Modulation was accomplished as
high-level Class "B" using two 893-Rs
that were later changed to two 5671s in
the years to follow. This unit was the
first to use air-cooled 893s and there
was serious concern over whether the
5,000-foot elevation air would prove
adequate.
Power amplification used four 893Rs Class "C" that were later converted
to two 5671s. The main plate rectifier
was equipped with six 857Bs hot cathode mercury vapor rectifier with a
heated spare.
A special switching arrangement
allowed afailed tube to be removed
from the circuit and the spare placed in
service without dismounting either
tube; slightly under 10 kV plate voltage was needed. At 100-percent modulation, overall efficiency was around 30
percent.
For further reading, check out
"KOB Goddard's Magic Mast: 50
Years of Pioneer Broadcasting" by Ann
Velia. New Mexico State University
Press published the book in 1972.

See KOB, page 24

All FM transmitters are not created equal
But they're pretty darned close
We think Bext transmitters last alittle longer, sound alittle better and cause fewer total trips up the mountain than our competitors'. But within reason, all the major manufacturers turn out identical performance. Unless you go to the cheaper brands,
you should expect well-engineered products that work reliably.

So why buy Bext?

Bext is known for excellent, stable, great-sounding FM exciters. We pioneered the frequency-agile

exciter in 1985. Our high-powered transmitters are just as well made. And our pricing is still lower than the Big Three.

And the company?

If you've had RF trouble, try Bext. Engineers who try us come back. Maybe it's because all we do is

RF, or it could be the support...or we like to think it's the family atmosphere...the way we treat our customers.

Any Special Offers?
O.'

All the time. Right now, we've put together afrequency-agile solid state 1kW FM transmitter with

2- bay antenna, listed in our catalog at $ 12,075, on sale for alimited time at $8,760. It would make agreat backup, huh?

RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985
1045 Tenth Ave San Diego CA 92101 • USA • 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474 • mail@bext.com • wwwbext.com
•••.,

these cities without chops. tailent and
know-how. Being late to the best ideas
and the cutting odge gear is not an
option. That's why the world's leading

2101 SUPERIOR .WENLIE
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McLane
continued from page 4
received were more stories about computer-based products, ratings methodology, old-time radio, AM design, schematics, employment information, FCC
actions, sales, noncommercial radio.
How about areader question column?
More pix of station interiors and floor
plans? More help in interpreting advertisements for equipment?
RW on online
Oh, and how about the Internet?
The owner of astreaming audio-video
portal owner said, " Icommend Radio
World on its non- biased coverage of
Internet radio and the radio industry in
general."
A network technical manager in
Michigan would like more on the
demise of dot- corn suppliers and the
dispute over fees for streaming content.
Several readers asked for more about
Net
radio,
like
this
one
in
Massachusetts: "Thanks for adding the
Internet Radio ( section), now that we're
assured it is, indeed, the future of
radio."
But a chief in Oklahoma feels differently: " I'm pleased with the editorial decision to devote a section to
Internet coverage. That way Ican simply skip a whole section. Ithink the
Net is a nice tool and fun toy, but
don't find it as compelling and
Second-Coming- of- Christ important as
many others seem to."

As editor, I'm particularly pleased
with the many readers who find time to
read Radio World, even in age of information overload.
From a public radio chief in Utah:
"Great magazine. A must-read even with
a busy schedule and the overwhelming
amount of information that comes at you
each day."
From the DOE of a West Virginia
broadcaster: "It would take more than
100 words to describe how valuable RW
has been to me. It is sent to my home so
I'm sure to read it, then it's taken to the
station to share. I've subscribed or read
RW since 1984."
A CE in Minnesota: "I've been forced
to cut back periodicals due to time constraints, but Radio World is not one of
them."
And from an Alabama CE: " RW is
the best source for info today, and
should be passed to each department
head at all radio stations."
A senior engineer with a broadcast
services company in New York told us,
"Radio World is agreat publication, and
provides an excellent source of engineering and product information in a
professional, accurate and concise manner to enable broadcast professionals to
keep abreast of new technology and current changes affecting the radio broadcast industry."
Sign that man up for the marketing
department.
And my special thanks to the reader
who wrote simply, "The greatest radio
publication available."
These are wonderful comments and
suggestions. Thank you for them. e

SYSTEMS

SurgeX Advanced Power Conditioners
The SX1115 Series is anew family of single- unit rackable surge suppressors and power conditioners from SurgeX.
These units are designed for protecting audio, video and computer gear.
Models are 15- amp load- capable and incorporate Impedance Tolerant
EMI/RFI filtering.
All have eight standard grounded AC receptacles on the rear panel, with
six switched and two always on. The R and RT models provide afront- panel outlet.

The RL model has two front- panel Neutrik connectors for Littlite gooseneck lamps and adimmer control. The RT has remote activation capability,
making it suitable for integrated power distribution applications.
Retail prices are $459 to $499.
For information contact the company in Pennsylvania at ( 215) 862-9344
or visit www.surgex.com
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RFS Broadcast

A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FMI10 SIL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in arock-solid, feature- packed package.

Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio

•
•

•

•

Complete RF Systems
for FM Radio
Broadband or Single
channel
Feeders, rigid line,
switching units, pressurization equipment
Range of combiners
from Starpoint
through to Balanced
Horizontal, vertical
and circularly polarized applications

A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a "rock-solid" SIL choice for any station.

RES Broadcast
59 Dodge Ave
North Haven CT, 06473
tel +1203 239 3311
fax +1203 239 9260
info@rfsbroadcast.com
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Complete System Under $
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back Guar'

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax: 315/673-9972
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com
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Shared Use of Transmitter Sites
This arrangement made for a simple
produces the same transformation as a
feed arrangement and left the entire towquarter- wavelength transmission line,
This is the last in a series of articles
er available for other transmission lines
transforming the short up on the tower to
on shared use of transmitter sites. The
and antennas without the need for isocouan open at the tower base.
previous part appeared in the Feb. 1 piers, isocoils or quarter-wave stubs. It
issue.
also kept the tower base at ground potenSkirt factors
tial, making climbing the tower much
We must consider several important
For the past several months, we have
safer in the presence of excitation.
points when skirting an existing tower.
taken a hard look at just about all the
The downside of the slant- wire
First, astructural analysis must be run
aspects of co-locating broadcast transmitarrangement was that it tended to directo determine whether the tower with all
ting facilities with other broadcast and
tionalize or distort the otherwise nondiits installed antennas and transmission
non-broadcast transmitting facilities.
rectional radiation
In today's tight tower space market,
pattern. The tower
co-location is sometimes the only reasonwould develop a
able solution for astation seeking anew
slight gain on the
home.
side of the slant wire
In this, the final installment of the
and a slight null or
series, we will wrap up our look at using
flattening of the ciran existing FM, TV or wireless tower as
cle on the side away.
an AM radiator, discussing skirting, tunWhile many such
ing, guy wire considerations, bandwidth
slant- wire arrangeand lease elements.
ments are grandfathered and still in use,
Making it work
the FCC no longer
An ideal AM radiator generally is an
allows new slant-wire
insulated tower, meaning that both the
feeds. In a lot of
tower base pier and guy wires are insulatways, this is too bad.
ed from the tower structure, electrically
If slant- wires were
isolating the tower from ground and other
still allowed, they
conducting objects and structures.
would make co-locaAn ideal AM radiator also features a tion much easier and
90- degree, 120- radial buried copper
less expensive in a
ground system. Take alook at just about
day and age when coany FM, TV or wireless tower and there
location is anecessity,
are two things you generally won't find:
not an option.
insulators and ground radials.
With slant- wire
A couple of thoughts come to mind: it
feeds off our list of
can't be easy to insulate an existing towpossibilities, we have
er, and plowing in aground system in the
one realistic option:
presence of streets and buildings is tough.
the folded monopole.
These factors do not necessarily disqualiThis is, in effect, a
fy its use, however. In many cases, crequarter- wavelength
ative engineering can be employed to
transmission line conmake such a tower work as aperfectly
sisting of a wire
acceptable AM radiator.
"skirt" on the tower.
We dealt with options for ground sysThe skirt is made up
tems in the previous part of this series, so
of a number of wires Shown are two skirted towers on Mt. Scott in Portland,
we'll set our focus this time on using a that are installed on Ore. The left tower supports an FM antenna and serves
non-insulated (or grounded-base) tower
the tower legs, faces as an AM radiator. The wireless tower on the right also
as an AM radiator.
or both on fiberglass
supports aone-bay FM aux antenna.
Years ago, the FCC allowed shunt-fed
rods that hold the
towers to be used as AM radiators. In this
wires at a fixed spacing from the tower
lines is capable of supporting safely the
case, agrounded-base tower was fed with
and insulate them.
skirt wires, insulators and hardware with
aslant wire that sloped up from an insuThe ends of the wires are joined at the
the maximum expected ice/wind load. A
lator on the transmitter building or tuning
base, and this becomes the driving point
wire skirt may look light and rather flimhouse to a point some distance up the
of the antenna. On the tower, the wires
sy, but it can add alot of weight and surtower that would produce an acceptable
are joined at the quarter-wavelength point
face area to atower. Add in a little ice
drive resistance.
and bonded to the tower. This cleverly
and wind and if the tower was loaded
W.C. Alexander

fully already, it could just be the straw
that breaks the camel's back.
Assuming the structural analysis
shows the tower to be capable of supporting the skirt, the next consideration is
how the skirt will interact with existing
antennas. Putting a skirt wire directly in
the aperture of an FM or TV transmitting
antenna really is out of the question.
Ideally, the top of the skirt will be 20
or more feet below the bottom element of
the lowest transmitting antenna. If the
tower is tall enough so that the quarter
wavelength shorting point can be reached
at alocation well below the transmitting
antenna aperture, this won't be afactor.
If, however, the top of the skirt must
be up in the antenna region, only the
expert services of aconsulting engineer
can tell you if the situation is workable.
This will likely require modeling of the
antennas with various placements of the
skirt wires with respect to the transmitting antennas.
Should the model show that the skirt
and transmitting antenna could co-exist
on the tower, the next step likely will be
range-testing of asingle bay of an exact
replica of the transmitting antenna on a
mock-up of the tower with the skirt wires
in place. Such range testing will reveal
what, if any, actual pattern distortions can
be expected as aresult of the skirt.
Just as the skirt wires will affect the
radiation pattern of any nearby
VHF/UHF transmitting antenna, the
proximity of the transmitting antenna to
the skirt will affect its Q and impedance.
Some compromise will likely have to be
accepted.
Ideal range
The guy wires on atypical FM/TV or
wireless antenna are not usually insulated. The exception may be those wires
that are in the aperture of the transmitting
antennas, which may be made of anonconductive material.
Skirting such atower will require the
guys to be insulated and broken up into
nonresonant lengths with compression
insulators. This can be an expensive
proposition, particularly if the tower is
tall with large wires and many guy levels.
The cost of this part of the operation
should be considered before committing
to acourse of action.
In consideration of the above factors,
it would seem for most AM frequencies,
lightly loaded FM/TV/wireless towers in
the 300- to 500- foot range would lend
themselves fairly well to skirting.
See FEEDLINE, page 23
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Rapidly Transportable
Mobile AM All- Band
Antenna Systems

*NEW PRODUCT*

Your No. 1Source For AM Antenna Systems1
And Accessories In The USA And Worldwide
Visit
Kintronic
Labs at the
NAB2001!
Booth
L1371 in
the
Television
and Film
Hall

High- Powered AM/Medium
Wave Weatherproof
Dummy Loads

We Design
And Build For
DRM Or IBOC

*NEW PRODUCT*

Digital Audio
Broadcasting

Model STM-AMAB-5K
5 kW All- Band Antenna Tuning
Unit And Associated
Telescopic Mast

Phone: ( 423) 878-3141

Fax: (423) 878-4224

Product Brochures Available At www.kintronic.,,,i

Model DL-300WP-4116E1A
Rated for 450kW Continuous

It's as simple as that. DADp R0 32, the
digital delivery system that's easy :o
learn, easy to use and easy to grow
is now easier to buy. Call ENCO
Systems direct at 800.ENCO.SYS.
Looking is hard, the choice is eaEy.
DADp R0 32—from ENCO Systems.
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Keeping track of all the satellite and fiber
optic communications products out there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAWNco. They count on us for everything from satellite antennas, receivers,
LNBs, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.
We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

You'll_ find
our prices
reasonable,
our reasoning
priceless. 4«
.4111111M,

But more than equipment, we offer expertise.
We can examine your situation and your budget,
and recommend exactly what you need. You save
both time and money by making the best possible
buying decision.
Call aDAWNco expert with your questions by
simply dialing 800.866.6969. Use the same
number for our free catalog, or
find it all on the web at
www.DAINNco.com.

DAWNco

DAWNco formerly known as Dawn Satellite

Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.
See us at NAB 2001

Sands Booth #T1125-T1126

-9111
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T-Shirt Now, Helpful Hand Later
Johrt Bisset
As the weather improves, this is a
good time for checking on the health of
your transmission lines.
Richard Mertz of Cavell, Mertz and
Davis ( 703-591-0110) provided an interesting SBE program outlining the use of
aRF analyzer to document both new and
existing RF systems.
In addition to checking the impedance,
bandwidth and return loss, the analyzer
can serve as atime domain reflectometer
to spot any line anomalies.

of this test. In addition to some faults or.
the sampling line ( seen at 100 and 150
feet from the input), a fault just before
the sampling toroid can also be seen.
Figure 3 shows the normal echoes, similar to Figure 1.
The analysis demonstrates why it is
important to evaluate everything before
adjusting a directional array, simply
because the antenna monitor is not reading properly.
So where do you find this service? In
addition to consulting firms kke CMD,
tower companies and a number of con-

* * *
Not all transmitter fires end in disaster,
but the repair costs can be staggering.
Many times, the insurance company
pushes for repairs rather than replacement. Pictures of the damage, prior to
any work being performed, are an engineer's best protection.
Figure 4, on page 20, shows apart of
the final cavity of an RCA-BTF-20E1
transmitter. Most of the damaged components have been removed, but aseries
of pictures were taken during each step.

your mother's silver, but when used in
the quantity to clean a final cavity's
parts thoroughly, you need plenty of
ventilation.
A rebuild of this scale isn't an
overnight project and shouldn't be
rushed. Taking the time to snap photos
of mounting bolts, positions and washerlockwasher-nut sequences is worth the
effort.
And what have you done to plan for a
backup while you are rebuilding your
main?
Something as simple as some 1/2- inch
coax and connector adapters to get your
FM exciter on the air or a low- power
LPB AM transmitter can be money well
spent.
I've heard of several transmitter fires
over the past couple of months, and

Figs. 1-3: An AM Station's Sampling Lines, Measured Using a Delta Electronics PRH-1 TDR
Figures 1through 3 show how this
kind of preventive maintenance can help.
The photos document an AM station's
sampling lines, which were measured
using aDelta Electronics PRH-1, ahighpower TDR.
Analysis of the photos turns up some
interesting effects. First, a 100- foot test
cable was used to couple the TDR output
into the sample line at the antenna monitor. The 5cm from the "test cable ends"
flag represents the 500-foot run of sampling line. The spike at the far right end of
the photo is the sampling toroid signature.
Figure 2 demonstrates the usefulness

tract engineers provide this service. This
periodic checkup of your lines is invaluable. Because you can't see inside transmission lines, it's difficult to spot
impending problems.
Iremember measuring aline for atelevision station and discovering a troublesome "bump" on the display. We measured out to the fault, finding it at the
junction of two sections of rigid line. The
tower rigger found aseverely heated bullet, which, if left alone, would have certainly taken the station off the air.
Just as our bodies need period health
checkups, so do our transmission systems.

Not only will the pictures document the
extent of the damage; in this case,
because the transmitter was to be
rebuilt, the pictures assisted in the
reconstruction.
Figure 5 shows the rebuild in
progress Quite a difference! After all
components were removed, the cavity
walls and shelf were cleaned thoroughly.
All reusable silver-plated parts were
cleaned with silver polish. This work
was done outside, because of the noxious
fumes the polish emits.
Using silver polish isn't a big deal
when you are removing the tarnish from

Listener Information Made Easy!
School closings...weather...concert info...lotto...
sports scores...traffic...ski report...contest info...
Audio OnLine makes it easy!

Use any PC and regular phones lines.

Audio OrLine is a multi- message. caller- interactive teleprone information
system that answers up to 16 calls simultaneously. Listeners instantly
get the irformation they want without waiting! A call- counter for each
message verifies caller volume for sponsors.
Audio OnLine operates unattended. 24/7/365. Listeners love it!
www.henryeng.com
Tel:

626.355.3656

Fax: 626.355.0077

HENFtY

except in Florida, they can't be blamed
on lightning strikes. Take some time to
clean up your transmitter site; add a
smoke and/or fire detector to your remote
control system.
Make sure you know the address of
your transmitter building. Post the street
number so it can be seen from the road;
this will assist emergency crews.
When Isupervised a remote transmitter site, Imade friends with several of the
neighbors, passing out T-shirts or baseball caps with the station logo. They had
all my contact numbers and Ihad theirs.
See WORKBENCH, page 20
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Dealers
Continued from page 10

MPA clients."
"MPAs are good for the customers
who want a long-term relationship with
some price guarantees, and we often
include free training and other intangibles," said Batista. Intangibles in this
case might also include on-shelf, instant
restocking of replacement products.
The two major types of MPAs are
"exclusive" and "non-exclusive." With
the former, the broadcaster agrees to buy
all of aparticular product from asupplier. The latter allows the broadcaster to
purchase acertain portion of that product
from another supplier.
"Non- exclusives are not really very
useful for the customers, because they
don't give them enough clout," said
Batista. A company, he said, wouldn't
feel obligated to give non-exclusive MPA
clients as favorable adeal as it does to
exclusive clients.
The popularity of such blanket deals
also depends on the autonomy that aparticular radio group gives to its engineers
in the field. If agroup were to standardize on one audio processor, for instance,
amaster purchase agreement might make
sense. If individual station staffs are
allowed to choose case by case, such a
deal might be of little use to the clients.
Higher level
Another trend observed by equipment
dealers is that customers are more sophisticated in the way they buy equipment.
"The consolidated companies are
much more organized about their capital
expenditures," said Tim Schwieger, president of dealer Broadcast Supply
Worldwide. "This can translate to feast or
famine for agiven manufacturer."
Equipment companies that become
suppliers to large broadcast groups will
find many more customers for their merchandise. Those companies whose products are not in favor can be shut out of
the picture.
"It behooves manufacturers and dealers to work very hard for their customers," said Schwieger.
Another sign of sophistication is that
much of the ordering process is becoming automated, or at least electronic. At
Harris, customers can log onto aWeb
site, find a catalogue of products and
prices and enter apurchase order online.
"Our customers can now link their

office systems to our office system, which
lowers their transaction costs and ours as
well," said Batista. "We can coordinate
accounts payable, accounts receivable,
purchasing and invoicing automatically."
Broadcasters seem to like the convenience of the Internet.
"You can get all the specs and prices
and use e-mail to get quotes," said
Molnar of WNDU. "Some of us work
crazy hours, so we can generate messages outside of normal business hours."

Workbench
Continued from page 19

We stopped acouple of vandalism incidents working together in this manner.
A stop at your local police precinct
and fire/rescue station is aworthy use of
time. Make sure they know your new
call letters and location.

With all the consolidation, you don't
need emergency response crews driving
to a location used three owners and 10
sets of call letters ago. You hope you'll
never need their service, but you'll never regret your efforts if you need to call
911!
I've talked to other engineers who
have extended this courtesy to their
electrician or HVAC contractor. It
works.
One year, Igot service for a burst
water pipe located in a wiring trough,
underneath the transmitter, at midnight
on Christmas Eve. Now Iknow your

is

•

Fig. 5: The rebuild is underway.

again, the camera documented how terrible things were, and Iincluded the pictures in my annual engineering accomplishments memo when I had my
review.
It's funny, though. Iwasn't anticipating the looming emergency when Ihad
bought lunch for this plumbing company's crew amonth earlier and made sure
everyone had a station T-shirt. It was
inexpensive insurance, given the magnitude of the catastrophe. The gesture created abond between the station and the
contractor that is still in place.
imagine my GM would have passed

A 1kW Sm'
TICKON

The question

really sad," said Burns. "It started with
unattended transmitter sites, and that was
the beginning of the end."
Bums said one contract engineer now
handles as many as 11 stations, each of
which employed one or more engineers
in the past.
"Our talent is going to other industries
because broadcasters are pushing for
technology which allows them to get rid
of people ... and the equipment industry
has responded."

first reaction would be, "Who would put
awater pipe in awiring trough?" Like
most of us, Iinherited that problem. and
that's another story!
Of more immediate concern was
locating the water meter shutoff valve to
stem the spray of water. It was located
across the tower field, buried under ice
and snow, in a location the plumber
knew and Ididn't! The problem got
fixed, and Ilooked like a hero. Once

Fig. 4: Part of the final cavity of an RCA-BTF-20E1
transmitter damaged by fire.

1
--

Will e-commerce eliminate the need
for salespeople? "No," said Batista, "it's
agood tool, but the face-to-face contact
is very important too."
But without doubt, the marketplace is
different than it was.
Burns of Allied AirNet laments some
of the recent developments in the business, visible to those who sell equipment
for aliving.
"(Radio) management believes they
can do without engineering, which is

•

out sacks of money that night, just to get
the problem fixed; but planning for an
emergency in the middle of a disaster
just doesn't work. Take a few minutes
now to make sure your house is in order.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is a district sales
manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at
(703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission
to ( 703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisseteharris.com
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frequently asked...

...but Not Yet.

However, over 200 other exciting products from ROL' are sure to fit many of the other needs in your facility.
You know

U5

by our slogan, "SPECIALISTS IN PPACTICAL PKECISION ENGlNEE1lNG"TM.

For your full- line product listing, including 13 NEW PRODUCTS for 2001,
call or write:

e-0O)912 es5 !.
,,;30e)
email: saleser
e . o
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The Broadcast Richardson name nay be new to you, but
its ideology is no:. . serviciing the customer. With the
acquisiton of turnkey dis:ributor Broadcast Richmond in
the Spring of 2000, Richardson Electronics realized the
combined strengths of each orgar ization would result in
avery dynamic procuct and service offering.
The Broadcest Richardson name signifies an expanded
direction for the company. By combining tie techn ca,
integration and consulthg expertise of Broadcast
Richmond with the wide p-oduct offering, unsurpassed

servie levels and logistic strengths of Richardson
Electronics, Broadcast Richardson is prepared to lead
the way in the broadcast industry.
Complimenting its specialized, value-added services,
Broadcast Richardson draws from hmdreds of product
lines to offer you custom product integration - to meet
your specific application.
Turn to us for your next component, equipment or
system need!

From one of our many product lines.

Broadcas: Richardson takes
great price in being the indlustry
leader in the design and supply of prewired
P.I.E. ( Program Input Equipment)
Rack Systems for AM, FM, TV
and HF applications.

AM Program Rack

TV Program Rack

Call Today! 800-348-5580

RICHARDS ON
tf.j_
More than 60 locations worldwide to serve you. E-mail: broacicast©rell.com, Internet: www.broadcast-richardson.com,
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Finland: Helsinki + 35 ( 8) 9386-90110, France: Colombes Cedex + 33.1.55.66.00.30, Germany: Puchheim +49 ( 8g) 890 214-0, Italy: Sesto
Fiorentino ( FL) + 39 (055) 42.08.31, Japan: ToKyo +81 (3) 5215-1577, Korea: Seoul +82 ( 2) 539-4731, Malaysia: Selangor +50 ( 3) 5511-5421,
Mexico: Mexico City +52 (5) 674-2228, Philippines: Pasig City 63 ( 2) 636-8891, Singapore +65 487.5995, Spain: Barceiona + 34 (93) 415
8303, Madrid + 34 ( 91) 528 3700, Sweden: Stockholm +46856470590 Taiwan: Taipei + 886 ( 2) 2698-3288, Thaila Id: Bangkok +66 ( 2) 7494402, The Netherlands: Amste -dam +31 (20) 446 7070, Turkey: Istanbul +90 212 264 3721, United Kiigdom: Slough +44 ( 1753) 733010,
Vietnam: Ho Cni Minh City +84 8.811.1919. Ir other international inquines call Corporate Headquarters LaFox, IL (630) 208-2200, Fax (630)
208-2550. CD 2001 Richardson Eectronics, Ltd. MK1089
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your service

Juggling Too Much?
Harris Can Help!
Taking care of today's broadcasting needs while
moving toward adigital future is atough juggling act.
You need to maintain and, perhaps, upgrade current
systems. Maybe you're even contemplating complete
station makeovers. Fortunately there's acompany
with the resources and dexterity to help you maintain
your balance: Harris.
Automation
Whether you need single-channel, multi-channel,
or news solutions, Harris has ascalable automation
solution to fit your precise requirements.
Transmission
Harris has everything from replacement parts for
your current transmitter to anew analog or digital
transmission system.
•TV - UHF, VHF, DTV, DVB-T
•Radio - AM, FM, IBOC, DAB
•STL - single to multiple site linking
Systems
Who but Harris offers everything from asingle console
to the design and installation of entire radio, TV, and
mobile studios? Come see our line of DTV products
to help you manage your entire system.
Service
Harris installs, maintains and repairs everything it sells.
And our broadcast training centers are available to
make your team as self-reliant as possible.
Don't Drop the Ball
Let us show you our newest solutions. Come to our
booth to discuss your particular balancing act. You'll
find us in booth L5023, ready to help.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www.harris.com
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should be a minimum. It will generally
take you that long to recoup the investment. Twenty-five years would be better.
The next key element of a good co-

powering down or going off the air for
tower/antenna maintenance, who owns
and is responsible for maintenance of
traps, filters, diplexing equipment, and

How well everyone gets along depends
largely on solid lease language.
While we are on the subject of individual responsibilities, it is often agood idea
to give aresponsible third party, such as a
local consulting engineer, charge of the
diplexer. This will alleviate conflicts that
will arise when one party makes arepair
or adjustment to the system that adversely affects one or more of the other users.
The third party will look after all the
users' interests equally and impartially.
Itrust this series has been of some
help to those who are contemplating a
site move or consolidation of facilities, or
those who are looking for new streams of
revenue. Remember co- location as an
often cost-effective alternative to new site
development.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting.

Continued from page 16

The Q of atypical folded monopole is
about 10. This can be improved somewhat by spacing the skirt wires farther
from the tower structure, but this presents
its own set of additional structural, loading and maintenance headaches.
If astub point is chosen on the tower
so that the feed point at the base has a
resistive component of about 50 ohms,
the reactive component will be about 500
ohms inductive. This will require a
capacitive reactance of equal value to
tune out, all of which creates something
of aseries resonant circuit. Naturally, this
tends to limit bandwidth.
There are techniques available to
improve bandwidth, and these should be
considered and discussed with your consulting engineer at design time. One is to
tap the stub point for a resistance other
than 50 ohms to obtain amore favorable
reactance. A conventional T- or L-network can then be used to match the feed
point to the transmitter.

Consider

giving a third party, such as a

consulting engineer, charge of the diplexer.
This will alleviate conflicts later.

location agreement is language spelling
out responsibilities of all the parties. This
should address interference resolution,
RFR compliance issues, procedures for

specific remedies for dealing with the
inevitable conflicts.
By nature, the interests of the various
parties will be at odds from time to time.

Remember the lease
The last point Iwant to touch on in
this series is far from the least in importance, and that is the lease agreement.
A good co- location agreement will
have, in addition to all the usual lease
language, a couple of key elements.
One is arelatively long term. A station
owner will make a substantial investment building out his transmission system at a particular site. Relocation is
expensive and difficult. The term
should be long enough to make the
build-out worthwhile.
For example, if it costs $ 100,000 to set
up atransmission facility at acommunity
tower, that $ 100,000 had better secure the
station ahome for many years. A station
owner can ill afford to spend that much to
move the station every five years.
How long is long enough? Ten years

()communications

Set the Dial for Success
Whether you create or deliver electronic content, the breakthroughs that affect radio come
together this April at NAB2001. Electronic media's Convergence Marketplace presents th

RadioSoft is offering training seminars to users of its ComStudy 2software.
"Each participant is given a complete overview of the software's capabilities," said Marketing Director Dale
Tahner. "So far we have had excellent
response?'
Classes are conducted at the com-

products

and services fueling the digital revolution, and your future

RadioSoft Offers
Training

e

°production

EL= PLACE

NAB2001 is the one place where you can truly experience the latest technology by

seeing

it

demonstrated Its ahands-on, practical way of comparing and selecting what's right for your company's
future And E-TOPIA, NAB's newest destination for next- generation technology.features breakthrough
companies that are reinventing radio Among the innovations you'll find are
•Audio Production • Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB) • E- Commerce • Streaming Technologies • Wireless • Webcasting
Put your technology discoveries into perspective at NAB's educational events. Conferences and Super Sessions
cover tactics to make you money and save you money. Topics include the impact of satellite radio on your markets.
streaming and webcasting as profit centers and the status of IBOC digital radio for AM and FM.
Plus, you'll hear Mort Grim at the NAB2001 Radio Luncheon when honors go to the NAB Crystal Award
Winners and Bruce " Cousin Brucie - Morrow'

Register online at www.nab.org/conventions

pany training center in Edgewater,
Fla., but corporations also can inquire
about on- site training. Users must
bring a laptop computer loaded with
ComStudy 2.
RadioSoft has conducted training
for employees of radio groups like
Clear Channel, as well as institutional
users like the National Weather
Service and U.S. Customs.
For information contact the company in Florida at (386) 426-2521.

.B Broadcasting
of Fame,
,1
,
0 Redolent
Bruce "Cousin Brucie" Morrow
WCBS-FM,
New York, NY

23

Mort Crim
Chairman/CEO,
Mort Corn Communications,
Motivational Speaker
and Creator of radio's
"Second Thoughts" series

Conferences: April 21-26, 2001
Exhibits: April 23-26
E-TOPIA Exhibits Premiere: April 22
Las Vegas, Nevada USA
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be displayed properly.
Upon installation of anew transmitter,
occupying only one- sixth the space and
consuming one-third the energy, the call
was made to the waiting new owner. Isuggested the open house and final tribute and
said, "When do you want me there?"
Iwas there to perform the final sign-off,
cut the power cables and dismantle the
transmitter. The next morning, loading
began on the two-day project for the move
to Farmington, N.M.
Followed by aweek of assembly, the
radio giant now stands on display at the
Bolack Electromechanical Museum so
many more can appreciate something that
few saw while it was doing service to so
many.
The Bolack Electromechanical Museum
is open to the public free of charge.
Museum hours are 9a.m. to 3p.m. Monday

KOB
Continued from page 12

since 1969, Ienvisioned saving this unique
piece of radio history in amuseum Ihoped
someday to build.
The carefully crafted curves and cobaltblue windows gave it alook that is as artful
today as it was in 1941. Artist John Vassos
is credited with the aesthetically pleasing
design. Four 50-Es were built; this is the
only one to survive.
My request was renewed from time to
time as KOB radio's management and
ownership changed over the 23-year waiting
period.
When
I built
the
Electromechanical Museum in 1989, space
was reserved for the entire 34-foot length
of the 20,000-pound transmitter so it could

Switchboard
through Saturday. Call the museum at
(505) 325-4275. The museum is looking to
purchase large high-powered water or aircooled transmitting tubes, especially the
RCA 862, 898 and 5831 or equivalents.
Contact the author at 3901 Bloomfield
Hwy., Farmington, N.M. 87401 or by
phone at (505) 3254275.
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Enter to win one of 25 great prizes in Radio World's
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
¡MAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of
serving you and the radio broadcast
industry. To mark this significant milestone, 25 of radio's leading equipment suppliers have teamed up
with Radio World to -,,xpress their
appreciation.
"Lim

SoniCase Protects
Field Gear

To become eligible to win, you need to
complete these three easy steps:
1) Register online ct our Web site
www.rwonline..:om

çeo et»

2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes
icon on our homepage
3) Fill out the electronic entry

Throughout 2001, Radio World tdr,
will conduct 25 random drawings.
Prizes and winners will be

form — that's i, you're done!
It's your chance to celebrate our
Silver Anniversary with these fine
Radio World supporters ...

announced in every issue of Radio
World all year long.
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Constructed with double layers of
1000 denier Cordura fabric, the
SoniCase is arugged equipment carrying case for field use.
The weather-resistant enclosure
provides storage for aportable DAT
recorder, two rechargeable batteries, a
microphone preamp, microphones.
cables and other accessories.
The case is compact for easy travel. It offers access to batteries and
connectors via openings that help you
charge and make changes without
having to unpack.
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Contest Rules: To enter the drawing, simply register online at www.rwonline.com/sweeps. 25 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest ends December 19, 2001.
One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however,
actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing. Federal, state and local tau laws may apply to prizes and ore the sole responsibility of the winner.

While in use, double-protection
against the elements is afforded by a
rain fly, which opens to reveal transparent plastic windows safeguarding
the gear. The zipped windows keep
moisture out while maintaining frontpanel visibility of components stored
on the case's four shelves.
A padded shoulder strap and securing waistband are included.
The SoniCase is available from
Sonic Sense for $ 195. An accessories
pouch attaches to the main body and
costs $32.50.
For information call (877) 3244463 or visit www.sonicsense.com

Station Services
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See Page 32
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AFTRA Looks Beyond Strike
negotiator for the AAAA and the ANA.
"In the end the industry was pleased
For about six months last year, major- with the settlement. The union got an 8-permarket radio personalities and free-lance
cent increase over three years. We were
announcers made their only personal
pleased that the union came to terms and
appearances on the picket lines. Virtually
came in on our budget:' Shepard said.
One question that has yet to be played
no new national radio or television advertising campaigns were recorded.
out is compensation for Internet work.
From early May until the
end of October, the world of
commercial broadcast production was in atizzy. Yet, in most
medium and smaller markets,
it was business as usual.
The American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists,
along with their brethren in the
Screen Actors Guild, was on
strike against the American
Association of Advertising
Agencies and the Association
of National Advertisers.
Ken R.

The money
At stake were millions of
dollars in fees and the rights
of announcers to participate in
One of Many AFTRA Strike Rallies in Los Angeles
future Internet revenue.
While union rates are standardized for
AFTRA is active at about 300 stations
specific services such as recording a60located primarily in major markets and has
second radio spot or singing ajingle,
agreements with these station owners to
Internet spot rates are yet to be determined.
represent their announcer talent. Free-lance
Greg Hessinger took the reins as
voice artists (announcers and jingle singers)
AFTRNs national executive director in the
in these markets have separate agreements
middle of the work stoppage last year.
with AFTRA.
"We're going to wait and see what the
The strike was settled on Oct. 23, 2000,
Internet market will bear, but producers still
when atentative agreement was reached
agree to make health and retirement contribetween the talent and producers. SAG and
butions," said Hessinger.
AFTRA members ratified this agreement
"In three years, when the current conshortly thereafter and union commercial
production resumed as striking announcers
tract is up, both parties will sit down and
returned to their microphones.
bargain accordingly. It's premature to fix
rates in away that will stunt growth for the
Ira Shepard is counsel to the joint policy
Internet."
committee on broadcast talent union relaShepard said that currently, most of the
tions of the Association of National
commercials on the Internet are banner ads
Advertisers and the American Association
without audio or actors, so it makes sense
of Advertising Agencies. He is the cheif

to wait and see what develops in the rapidly
changing Internet arena.
"There just aren't enough Internet ads
right now to justify arate. We'll just let the
free market set the rates over the next three
years for the Internet. At three years end,
nobody really knows what the future will
be:' Shepard said.
Besides winning jurisdiction over
Internet spots, AFTRA/SAG won several
other goodies for their station-affiliated
members and free-lancers. These include
an economic package increase of just over
8 percent in wages and health and retirement benefits.
Station monitoring
A committee also was established to
investigate aplan to monitor radio stations
for commercials.
A long-time AFTRA/SAG free-lance
announcer in Chicago who did not want
to be identified was pleased with the
settlement.
"Originally, producers didn't even want
to recognize AFTRA as having jurisdiction
over our Internet work. In my opinion, had
that stood, they then would have tried to
call everything ' Internet:" said the talent.
"That's really what the whole strike was
about, as we probably would have gotten
small increases in our rates even without
the strike."
This announcer lamented that astrike
was considered necessary.
"We were all out of work for six months,
but Iguess we had to go through this," he
said. "The producers out there don't hold
anything against the union talent now that
we are back at work, but producers got
used to dealing with new (non-union) people while we were goner
Dominique Bravo is AFTRA's national
director for legal and legislative affairs.
With the recent contract settlement, Bravo
said many AFTRA members are receiving
See AFTRA, page 30
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Down in
The Valley,
Radio Rocks
Steve Sullivan
It's not quite accurate to say that Spanishlanguage radio in the United States was born
in Texas' Rio Grande Valley. But you could
make astrong case that it came of age here.
This market, at the southernmost tip of
Texas where the Rio Grande empties into
the Gulf of Mexico, stretches inland for
almost 50 miles. On the U.S. side of the border, the Rio Grande Valley is defined by
three primary cities — Brownsville,
Harlingen and McAllen — plus numerous
small communities in between.
Across the border
Just across the border, the Mexican towns
of Matamoros and Reynosa frame a sub
market that, although unmeasured, is highly
influential to the sound of the Valley.
In 1949, McHenry Tichenor bought two
stations in his hometown of Harlingen,
Texas. Thirteen years later, one of those
stations, KGBT(FM) — the call letters
were the initials of Tichenor's wife,
Genevieve Beryl — became one of the
first radio stations in the United States to
broadcast Spanish programming full time.
Tichenor's influence on Spanish- language radio continued to grow throughout
the 1960s, until he turned over the reins of
Tichenor Media System to his son,
McHenry, Jr., in 1967.
From his home near Harlingen, the
elder Tichenor watched as his son continued to grow the company. In 1996, just
three years before his company evolved
into Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.,
McHenry Tichenor, Sr. passed away at the
See TEXAS, page 26
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Texas
Continued from page 25

age of 98.
Joe Morales, one of the nation's most
recognizable Spanish radio voices, is general manager of Hispanic Broadcasting's
three stations in the Valley — KGBT-AMFM and KIWW(FM).
"Tichenor was avisionary, aman with
alot of courage," said Morales. "He was a
man who loved the Hispanic people.
We're very, very proud to work for this
company he founded."
"Tichenor was the first Anglo to correctly identify the market," said Joe Nick
Patoski, a senior editor with Texas
Monthly magazine. "He let the market
play to the market, rather than dictate what

he thought they should be listening to."
That market is overwhelmingly
Hispanic. On the U.S. side of the border,
the population estimates approach 1million, 85 to 90 percent of which is
Hispanic. The population on the Mexican
side of the Rio Grande Valley is even larger, estimated at just over 1million.
Spanish programming
On both sides of the border there are no
fewer than 40 radio stations broadcasting
in the Valley. All 14 Mexican stations and
at least 16 of the 26 U.S. radio stations
broadcast at least aportion of their programming in Spanish.
Much of the music filling the airwaves
is homegrown. Tejano heartthrob Bobby
Pulido lives in the area, as did one of the
pioneers of Conjunto music, the late
Narciso Martinez. Also from the Valley is

Conjunto/pop crossover star Freddy
Fender.
While the sounds of Tejano and
Conjunto are pervasive, they do not have
an exclusive franchise on Valley radio.
"This is no longer aone-flavor market,"
said Bruce Smith, editor of the weekend
entertainment section for the Harlingen
Valley Morning Star. "As the population
base has grown and influences like cable
TV have come in and people are exposed
to different types of music, it stops becoming aone-note market."
Smith said top 40 and Tejano fight for
the format laurels here.
"For awhile, country was king, but like
in other markets, country has faded. There
was even atime when there was alot of
hair-band stuff going on back in the ' 80s
and heavy metal was king."
Texas Monthly's Patoski also said that

t
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Background: The agave plant grows
everywhere on the border.
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Drive this...
Just as a car needs a reliable driver, so
does every radio broadcast transmitter.
The Crown FM series exciters. drivers and
low power transmitters offer reliability
unsurpassed throughout the world.
Incorporating standard features as an
integral part of all power levels, the quality
in workmanship standard is consistent for
all of Crown Broadcast products.
The exciter/driver model offers high
reliability as an RF driver while maintaining
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal low
pass filter allows the exciter to be placed
directly on- air in the event of a main
transmitter failure.

Crown transmitters are stand alone low
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and audio
processor. Thousands of broadcasters
around the world have come to appreciate
the rugged. reliability of the Crown
Broadcast line of transmitters.
So when making your decision on a new
exciter. RF driver or low power transmitter.
reliability should be at the top of your list.
Crown Broadcast builds reliable transmitter
from 1watt to 2 kilowatts.
Contact Crown for reliable, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

crown
broadcast
PO Box 2000 • Elknart Indiana 46515-2000 • 219-262-8900 • 866-262-8919
Fax 219-262-5399 • www crownbroadcast corn

even within Spanish radio, the formats are
morphing and it's noticeable in the Valley.
"There was areal boom down there in
the ' 90s when the Tejano format became
hugely popular throughout the region.
Now stereo Latino is hammering it, which
is pan- Latin. What was once a pretty
monolithic Spanish-language radio is getting divided into niches now and that's
pretty reflective of radio in the Valley
today."
As they have in most markets, the outsiders are moving in. Although large and
national in scope, because of McHenry
Tichenor's local roots, Hispanic
Broadcasting's three stations are arguably
locally owned. However, the "mom-andpop" owners in the Valley are giving way
to the large corporate owners.
HBC competitor Radio Unica entered
the market in March 2000 when it purchased talk station KVJY(AM).
Entravision owns classic rockers
KFRQ(FM) and KVPA(FM), Tejano station KKPS(FM) and adult contemporary
KVLY(FM).
And in September 2000, Clear Channel
came to town, buying contemporary hit
radio/international KBFM(FM) and the
market's
lone
country
station,
KTEX(FM), from Cumulus Broadcasting.
It's hardly asurprise that Clear Channel
came into the market on top. When it
bought KBFM — B104 — from Cumulus
late last year, its contemporary and international format topped the market with a
Spring 2000 rating of 15.6. (Arbitron only
measures the market in spring and fall.
See sidebar for Fall 2000 ratings.)
That was well ahead of KGBT(FM)'s
8.8 and KVLY's 8.5. Clear Channel's
country station, KTEX(FM), ranked
fourth at 7.9. And according to Duncan's
Radio Market Guide, KBFM was the
highest-billing station, with revenues of
$2.9 million or almost 14 percent of the
total radio revenues in this market in 1999.
"We're in a unique situation in that
we're the only CHR and only country station," said John Greider, Clear Channel's
See TEXAS, page 27
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Sunset in McAllen-Brownsville, Texas
up of the market.
"The good thing about our situation is
that since Clear Channel has come in,
they've let us do what we need to do to

McAllen-Brownsville-Harligen
Commercial Radio Market Overview

KBFM(FM)
KGBT(FM)
KKPS(FM)
KVLY(FM)
KFRQ(FM)
KTEX(FM)
KIWW(FM)
KGBT(AM)
KURV(AM)
KRGE(AM)
KIRT(AM)
KTJN(FM)
KBOR(FM)
KBOR(AM)
KLIBR(AM)
KBIC(FM)
KVJY(AM)
KILM(FM)
KJAV(FM)
KSOX(AM)
KVPA(FM)
KZSP(FM)
KQXX(AM)
KRIO(AM)
KESO(FM)

BIAlr's1999 Est.
Sta:ion Revenue
,
$000s)

Owner

Format

Clear Channel Communications
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
Entravision Communications
Entravision Communications
Entravision Communications
Clear Channel Communications
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
Voice of Valley Agriculture
Christian Ministries of the Valley
Gomez Group
Trevino. Edgar
Trevino, Edgar
Trevino, Edgar
La Radio Cristiana Network
Christian Ministries of the Valley
Radio Unica
Sendero Multimedia
La Radio Cristiana Network
Voice of the Valley Agriculture
Entravision Communications
Alternative Broadcasting Corp.
Trevino. Edgar
Rio Grande Bible Institute
Alternative Broadcasting Corp.

CHR lntnl
Spanish
Tejano
AC
Clsc Rock
Country
Teja no
Spanish
News Tlk Sptrs
Chrst Span
Spanish
Var/Tej/Span
Spanish
Varty Span
Spanish
Chrst Span
Talk Span
Mexican
Religious Span
Oldies
Clsc Rock
Jazz RhyBls
Spanish
Spanish
Alternative

Station

Fall 00
Rating

2.800
1,800
2,800
2,000
1,600
1.650
1.300
1.000
750
500
250
350
250
250
200
O
O
400
0
O
250
50
O
O
O

175
113
10.3
8.3
7.2
61
4.7
4.0
3.4
2.3
1.9
ti
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.5
h.5
0.5
0.4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N A indicates the station is not rated in the market. but is heard there.

I
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David Awn her

general manager for the Valley stations.
"So really, we can go about our business
and do pretty much as we like knowing
we have areal corner on the market.
"We don't want to get arrogant about
that, but we can play it pretty much by the
books and the listenership comes."
Billy Santiago is the PD for KBFM and
KTEX. He said that so far, Clear Channel
has been content to let him continue playing what has worked in the past to make
the station No. 1.
"When you listen to B104, you hear an
eclectic mix of music. We've got international dance music and international bilingual songs. We play songs by Ricky
Martin, who is now in the mainstream
market, but he was big down here in ' 94.
We jump out on those kinds of songs early

Shawn., are ranked in order of Al 'MIMI Fall 2000 12+ share. Copyright 2000 the
Arbitran Company. May not be quoted or reproduced I. ithout the prior written
permission of Arbitron. Other information prewided by BIA Financial Network
through its MEDIA Access Pro Radio Analyzer Database software.

Background: Wood-Carved Madonna From the McAllen International Museum

tands the
test of time

And what about the stations south of
the border?
While Mexican listenership goes
unmeasured, its 14 area radio stations
broadcast into the U.S. market that is measured. Do the Brownsville- HarlingenMcAllen stations consider them athreat to
their own ratings?
"There are some Mexican stations with
some cume, but their programming is
very weird.' Santiago said. "They're all
over the road, they talk in the middle of
songs. They don't really have astructure
to their format. If they could get somebody in there who could teach them some
structure, they could present a threat.
Plus, they'd have to market themselves on
this side of the border and they don't really do that."
Local eccentric
Back in the 1950s and ' 60s. a man
named Ty Cobb, ( no relation to the baseball player,) hosted apopular radio talk
show from the top floor of the Cortez
Hotel in Weslaco, atown midway between
Brownsville and Harlingen.
Something of a local eccentric, Cobb
had four secretaries and he'd have them
send an invoice for $5 if he mentioned
your business on air. Carl Meiners, now
87 and avolunteer for the Weslaco Area
Chamber of Commerce. remembered a
sidewalk encounter with Cobb.
"I met him one day on the street and we
started talking and Itold him Iowned an
auto parts store. A day or two after we
met, Igot abill from him for $5. Iwas
surprised because Ihadn't ordered anything from him. Ithink Iprobably paid it
because whenever he mentioned your
business it was good publicity."
Nobody quite knows for sure if the

money went to Cobb or his station.
What is certain today is that radio
advertising in the Valley is healthy.
The local economy is fueled by retail
trade and manufacturing. The latter was
given atremendous boost by the North
American Free Trade Agreement, which
sparked the growth of industrial plants in
Matamoros.
Tourism is also big business in the
Valley. The warm climate causes the wintertime population to swell by nearly ahalf
million people. And nearby South Padre
Island has long been a favorite spring
break destination for college students.
While the market is unique in many
ways, radio advertising tends to feature a
pretty familiar group of clients, including
auto dealers, restaurants and nightclubs.
The last revenue reports available at the
time of writing were for 1999. They show
the Entravision stations, owned at that
time by Sunburst Media, leading the clusters with combined revenue of $5.15 million. Hispanic's three stations were second
with acombined $5million.
When Cumulus owned KBFM and
KTEX in 1999, those stations posted just
under $4.5 million in revenues. Clear
Channel's Greider said the group finished
"right at $5million" in 2000.
"We had areal strong year in 2000 with
local auto dealers. With some of the prognostications coming down for 2001, there
seems to be a little bit of caution going
into the year, so it will be interesting to see
how this plays out in the new year."
Greider said that despite a slowing
economy, he expects revenue to grow this
year.
"We've got a little bit of insulation
against the economy because of the two
factors we've got here. We've got weather
that's better than almost anywhere in the
U.S. So during the winter and early spring
of year we're looking at an influx of
300,000 or so ' winter Texans' in our market, which is aboost to our economy.
"And we've got the national Mexican
presence, with an additional clientele and
audience down there. And we know that
audience is listening, even though
Arbitron doesn't measure it. It's difficult
to get a handle on the dollars spent
because so much of it is spent either discreetly or completely on the side. It's just
aremarkable market because it's got so
many of these crazy little characteristics."
Steve Sullivan, co-founder of the
Advanced Interactive Media Group LLC,
lives near Austin. Texas.
Reach him at (512) 260-3313 or via email at sullicom@aol.com •

Introduced fifteen years ago and still going strong.
Pump up your sounc wrh StereoMaxx—the snreo image enlarger that sends the power of your music through

LOUD AND CLEAR
• Easy set up and

Jse

• MSI precision engineer ing
• Maximizes your .7.orr petitive souni
. . . witlout trashing your monaural Isteners
. . . without mak'ng m Jltipath wo -se

Contact Modulation Sciences,
the stereo authority.
121 Worlds Fair Drive, Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: ( 800) 826-2603 • Fax: (732) 302-0206
E-mail: saleseomodsciscom • www.modsci.com

.without creatinc acritical " snre) seat"
modulation

Thr price has not chan Jed either—$ 2,89

r

ieî acinnces

State- of- the- Art
Moseley Digital SIL
Moseley's Starlink SL9003Q is the
transmission leader: an open arch tecture,
all- digital. 4- channel aural STL without
compromise. Using spectrally efficient QAM
(quadrature amplitude modulation)
technology, it conveys up to four

B ROADCAST

linear uncompressed audio channels over a

SUFei

single narrow bandwidth 950 MHz SIL channel.
This uncompressed 16- bit linear audio is absolutely
uncompromised and can be configured with up to two pairs of stereo audio ( that's like getting
two radios for the price of one). AES'EBU I/O, combined with a built-in sample rate converter,
provide seamless connection without delay. User selectable digital audio sampling rates of 32,
44.1 or 48 kHz together with a choice of 16,32 or 64 QAM allow the optimization of occupied
bandwidth, robustness and connectivity to equipment in the all- digital air chain. Other features
include T1 ,E1connectivity and full metering and diagnostics.

MOSELEY SL9003Q-45
List $ 16,250.00

'
JO' $ 14,899.00

The World's
for Professional
Let BSW Work tc

sALe

$1,04900

ominator I! Multi- band Peak Limiter
The Aphex Dominator II 720 is a prec i
se
for applications requiring an ab so l
ute

stereo mu l
ti
-band peak limiter

pea

kce ili ng,

peak ceiling

adjustable i-i. 2dB steps over a 34 dB range; switchable low- to- mid and mid- to- high
crossover frequencies; remote control hardwire bypass; dynamic range 104 dB and THD
,stortion

of less than . 005%; balanced XLR I/O.

PHEX 720 List $ 1,350.00

L. sS 1.049,00

HURRY, Sale Ends
3/
1 5/01
We offer abest advertised price guaran
sales professionals with real-wor
9?00 AM to 900 PM Eastern Standard Tin.

Fabulous On-Air
Sound in aSlimmed- Do

mnia

Omnia 3 is the all- digital audio processor that offers the clarity, punch and
power of the original Omnia, at an amazingly affordable price.There's one
to suit every need ( FM,AM or the Internet) and each Omnia 3 includes
standard features not found elsewhere - like 48 kHz sampling, multi- band
processing, digital audio I/0s, integrated composite clipper and a
removable PC card for software changes.

OMNIA OMNIA3 List $ 3,580.00

FREI

Beyer
Headphones

Get pricing,

with the Purchase
of aRoland A-6

place and

Audio Workstation
with 2.1 GB Hard Drive for
up to 9 Hours Audio Storage!

thousanc
online,

The A-6 digital recorder from Roland makes it easy to mix vocals, music beds and sound effects. It's the
perfect workstation for a busy radio production studio. It uses an audio clip pad so you can easily save
and insert narration and music in real time, The large 2.1 GB hard drive stores up to 9 hours of audio.
Right now, we are including FREE headphones with your purchase!

7 days

high sound quality ( 20- bit

AID converter and 24- bit internal signal path); four stereo tracks; numerous " virtual" tracks for atotal of
32 stereo tracks which can be used to create the final mix- down; 99 professional- level audio effects
(noise suppressor, compressor/limiter, reverb, delay, voice transformer, etc.); 400 sound effects and music
tracks; non-destructive editing with undo; GPI jack for use with editing controllers.
Beyer DT231 lightweight, closed ear headphones perfectly compliment the Roland recorder/
workstation.They offer excellent bass response and brilliant sound. Soft ear pads ensure long-term
comfort. Includes stereo mini-jack and 1/4" adaptor.

ROLAND A6PKG List $ 1,894.00 iNLY $ 688.00

Call Your BSW Sales Representative

'LV
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DENON

Prices
Too Low To
Publish

On These Popular Broadcast Pieces

Best Source
Audio Products.
Your Advantage!
Trze

Desi—

f-

The Denon DN-C630 CD player is built robust for continuous use,

instant start; auto

cue; cue to audio ,.
vith adjustable threshold; variable speed; time remaining display; re- cue or
next functions; program play with 25 tracks; fade-in function; balanced XLR and
unbalanced RCA outputs; coaxial digital output.

DENON DNC630 List $ 599.00

same day shippi ig of in- stock items .,
experience and sales hours from
'Call or see www.bswusa.com for details.

Trusted CD Player with High- End Features
The Denon DN-C680 is engineered tp provide the ultimate ha flexibility and high performance.
•

prograrr play up to 25 tracks; large illuminated display; track search select; jag ,shuttle

wheel to perform searches -.
o 1frame precision; continuous/single/A-6 play modes; finish modes ( stop,
next, recue); auto cue; auto edit; autD space; pitch control; balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analog
outs; balanced AES/EBU diaital out.

DENON DNC680 List $ 899.00

Denon's Renowned Cart- Style
MiniDisc
For state- of- the art recording and playback, tne DN-11.1991R

\i‘ts
istomers to:

cart- style MD machire offers everything the broadcaster
could want.

Hot Start function ( load up to 10 tracks);

program play with up to 25 tracks; keyboard -. erminal for
remote operation, and titling; autc level record start; auto
track increment ( digital or analog.; records stereo or mono;
editing capabilities that include 211evels of undo and redo;
SCMS option ( onfoff ;,; rotary track selector knob; instant start
(less than 0.01 sec); auto cue to music; single/all repeat; cue

:heck availability,
track orders and browse
s of products — all

search ( up to 5 cue points per track); 86 frames per sec, for precise cueing/editingfader
start/pause; user adjustat le presets; headphone jack; balanced AES/E6U digital I/O;
balanced XLR analog I/O;

Da

rallel remote port, 25- pin 0- sub; RS-232C/422A serial port w/

terminator switch.

DENON DNM991q List $ 2,299.00

24 hours a day,
a week.
Quality AlIVIIFM/RDS Stereo Tuner
The TU-150ORDPis an affordable AM/FM/ROS stereo tuner featuring highly sensi•ive reception

,bswonline.com

performance ana detailed, clear sound. Features. sophisticated tuning circuit design; 4- stage
variable capacitors in its rant en Jguarantee accurate tuning of station frequenc.ei; lowimpedance output circuit ( 100 ohms); RDS compatible; 40 AM/FM station preset memory;
rack mount kit.

:
or Details

1 - 800 - 426 - 8434

DENON TU150ORDP List $ 399.00
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many clauses in the AFTRA contract
would have been provided even without the
agreement.
"Rules regarding schedule posting, personal appearances by the talent and overtime are just fine!' said Herbert. "But with
regard to salaries, AFTRA only provides
for minimums. We certainly pay our talent
alot more based on their experience!'
Herbert said AFTRA rules are somewhat
more burdensome for her accounting and
payroll staff, "but overall, if you have a
motivated group of people, the contract
becomes what you want to make it."
Across the river from Detroit lies the
town of Windsor, Ontario, where the
CHUM Group of stations resides, including
CKWW(AM), CIMX(FM), CIDR(FM)
and the legendary CKLW(AM), all under
the helm of Eric Proksch, vice president

increases in rates for the first time in years.
"Part-timers are now getting benefits and
better conditions with respect to turnaround, holidays and overtime. Without a
contract, employers are not required to provide those things," said Bravo.
Another feature of the AFTRA contract
mentioned by Bravo is aset of guidelines
governing severance pay.
"You can be working in radio successfully for years, and suddenly you get fired
when anew program director comes in,"
said Bravo. "With aunion contract, at least
they will have to give you alittle security."
The impact of unionization tends to
vary depending on
the market and the
station situation.
An unusual situation exists at the
Infinity stations in
Detroit, where because
of a merger, AFTRA
has an agreement with
WWJ(AM) but not
with sister station
WXYT(AM) in the
same building.
Georgeann Herbert
is the operations manager who oversees
The T-shirts tell the story at a rally in Los Angeles.
these stations. She said

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."

and GM.
"All our stations are AFTRA-affihated
and have been for a long time," said
Proksch. "Strangely, the Canadian labor
laws are more strict than the AFTRA contract, so even without the union, our
employees would be
treated very well!'
When Proksch
first arrived at the
station, he was
caught off guard by
the lack of interest
in the union by
most employees.
"We have avery
Greg Hessinger
strict set of rules we
as employers must follow, but the employees take a very relaxed approach," said
Proksch. The CHUM group of stations in
Windsor has about 30 employees under
AFTRA jurisdiction.
'AFTRA affords managers an opportunity to put together avery cost-effective
benefits package for the employees!' said
AMA's Messinger.
Good deal
-They get agood health and retirement
plan and aportable pension, and because of
our national scale we can offer these things
at acost that is far lower than what stations
could obtain elsewhere!'
Hessinger also pointed to the dispute
resolution mechanism his union offers its
members.
"It's far more streamlined and efficient
than litigation because we can settle things
through discussion and arbitration."
Because of the federal labor laws,
AFTRA groups in various markets must be
organized independently.

"However, we try to coordinate our
efforts among the markets to get some
strength of scale!' said Messinger. "When
we get interest in aparticular area, we try to
give them added leverage by having other
drives going on at the same time."
"Our biggest challenge is ensuring that
as companies develop new distribution
technologies, their employees continue to
share in those growth
opportunities," said
Messinger.
Hessinger is aware
of the changes that
have occurred in the
broadcast industry
and is trying to help
AFTRA keep current.
"There was ashift
that
took place severDominique Bravo
al years ago in which
services traditionally done by staff announcers were outsourcecl," said Hessinger, referring primarily to traffic and weather.
"We have been able to reach abalance
with the industry wherein companies have
been able to get the flexibility they need and
at the same time, preserve the standards for
the people working at the stations!'
Bravo said AFTRA is setting up seminars and inviting members of the public
and the broadcast industry to hear speakers
such as talent attorneys and agents talk
about negotiating contracts.
"Once we establish more of apresence
in the local markets, we will be looking to
add more stations!' said Bravo.
AFTRA currently has astrong presence
only in the largest cities, but welcomes
inquiries from any radio markets.
"However it's very important for us to
focus where we already have afoothold,"
said Messinger.
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STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales • ORDER TOLL-FREE1 1-888-GRACE-88

Selling ads is good.
....Sellin, more ads is better.
Sales Boosters' for April & May
:30 or : 50- second features you can SELL for:'

Taking Reservations
NOW!

«
EASTER *ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONALS WEEK
*
HOME I
MPROVEMENT MONTH *PROM NIGHT SAFETY
*HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION *MOTHER'S DAY
*
MEMORIAL DAY * MORE!!

ORDER FOR YOUR MARKET TODAY! CALL 1-888-GRACE-88

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut 2000 - to get amove on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued- up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.

ei*04

Log ou

360systems.com•
si;e0%

360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • Phone (818) 991-0360 • Fax (818) 9911360

For DEMO visit www.gracebroadcast.com

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY

GROUP. INC.

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES
Analysis - Installation - Support
7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

HIGHENERGY BUYOUT
PRODUCTION MUSIC
PROFESSIONAL SOUND EFFECTS,
I
NCLUDING COMEDY EFFECTS
It L
ASERS.

GHOSTWRITERS
800-759-4561
ON-LINE DEMOS AT
WWW.RADIO-MALL.COM

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, ext. 154.
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fthe migration to dgital is nput future,
then this is the route to tote. ntroducing the
largE size, big performance analog router
that also speaks Ducat dic tal, the SAS640C0

%mho Routing System. [ he

AS64000 is atrue

ROUTING

SYSTEM

analog and/or digital input
256 x256 Large

lybrid that allows you to scale PIE, number of
analog 3nd digital ports as need3d, now and in

Mono stereo with stereo * liking

:he future. Best of all, the SAS640C0 creates a

Wide variety of contrii1 panels

3atti to AES/EBU digital aud

3 with

it creatirg

analog obsolescence.
This means you can nix your ana eg
dicital I/O in the same router

118 dB analog dynamic range
Distribu:ed multi- processor architecture

3nd

'rame. Go direct analog to analog,
3r digital to digital. Mix it up
with au:omatic 24- bit crvEi«¡ion aralog to digital ani
fica versa. Either way, th inigue architecture sport;
in nterrupted signal
ntagritv

and

non -

locking flexibility.

And the SAS64000 is &Jule to integrate,
iLigrade and put iota service. Just plug in our

analog and/or digital output

nEw digital port expander and that's it.
Welcome

Digital 6, analog inputs and outluts
PC or automation control
+28 dEu tax. input output levels
Superb broadcast quality performance
Automatic 24-hit analog to
digi:al conversion

13

digital! —co- existing flaw-

lessly with analog— aid all in the
same framework. Interested? There's
much more to tell. Call
813 840 67« or e-mail
sales@sasaudio.com;
oi check ou- vdebsite at
sasaidio.com. If you're
moving into digital, then
the SASE4000 Audio
Routing System is
you conduit to
the future.
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AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS
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Programs and Services for Radio Stations
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Station Services, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Big Prize Promotions at Low Cost
KTWS(FM) of Bend, Ore., got a
free listener promotion with the
chance at abig prize in arecent event
at a newly renovated local mall. The
"Santa's Cookie Toss" event invited
listeners to KTWS ( 98.3, " The
Twins") to go to the mall and register
to win anew Honda Insight parked at
the main entrance. Once a day, the
station would call out one of the registered names on- air. That person
would have 98 seconds to call the sta-

tion to qualify for the cookie toss.
Fourteen contestants, selected in
the three weeks prior to the competition, lined up before a 6- inch- wide
bowl filled with milk. Their challenge
was to fling an Oreo cookie into the
bowl, parked 20 feet away. The winner would go home with the new
Honda.
SCA Promotions underwrote the
contest and paid Bob Thomas Honda
to offer the new car. The car dealer

Tod Boucher shows off his new Honda Insight.

Never Go Off the Air!

Get Scott Studios'

«CI

NAB Radio Show
Adds Net

BLE

Fail- Proof
Digital Audio System

Scott Studios Delivers Radio's Only SelfHealing Redundant Digital System
Major stations in major markets choose Scott Studios' Invincible.
It's amirrored pair of top-of-the-line SS32 digital audio systems,
plus Scott's exclusive diagnostic watchdog that double-checks everything several times every second by fast USB. At any hint of
trouble, the backup automatically starts playing where the problem unit left off! Invincible switches so fast that most listeners
hardly hear aglitch. In fact, one touchscreen controls both systems seamlessly so some announcers don't notice aswitch.
Hands-free redundancy is one of many reasons why major stations in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, DC, San Antonio, Phoenix and
Toronto installed Scott Studios' SS32 recently. 3,500 stations in the
U.S. have Scott systems and those of our sister company,
Computer Concepts Corp. More stations use our systems than
the second and third largest digital vendors combined! Our customers benefit from the biggest and best service and support staff
in radio's digital audio industry, with 105 people at your service.
Scott's Invincible SS32 is the most robust digital system of all! SS32
delivers more streams of perfect uncompressed and MPEG audio
than any other system. You get industrial rack computers, the fastest CPUs, mega-memory, hot swap redundant power supplies, ultra-fast RAID mirrored hard drives, extra cooling, NT networking,
two premium four-output stereo audio cards per system, the best
flat panel touchscreens and up to a5-year exchange warranty!
Nothing else gives so much peace of mind as Scott's Invincible.
Scott Studios SS32's user-friendly intuitive touchscreen is the simplest for announcers to use and gives all the features that creative
major market air talent demands.

(972) 620-2211
8

88
8 8

FAX: (972) 620-8811
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3
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got exposure for his business on both
KTWS and at the mall, while the
radio station got to offer agreat prize
to listeners at no cost to them.
SCA helps malls find promotion
partners. The company said its
approach can provide radio with an
opportunity to do a big promotion on
alow budget.
For more information call ( 888)
860-3757 or visit the company Web
site at www.scapromotions.com

For example, SS32 delivers:
•30 sets of 30 hot keys for instant play of jingles and effects.
•Cart walls that play song requests within 1to 3seconds.
•Display of last play and next scheduled play dates/times.
•Ripper puts CD music on hard disk digitally in 18 to 28 seconds!
•Easy voice tracking in context in air or production studios.
•Fast"no-dub" production uploads from Sound Forge.
•Phone recorder with audible scrub and waveform editing.
•SS Enterprise supervises 24 stations over the Internet!
For details about SS32 Invincible, go to ss32.com or call toll-free at
1-888-GET-SCOTT

Tech Expo
To bridge the gap between traditional radio content delivery
and new, rich media content
exchange,
the
National
Association of Broadcasters will
offer a complementary trade
show at The NAB Radio Show
this September in New Orleans.
The " Xstream" will provide
exhibitors and sessions on
streaming technology and the
future of electronic media delivery. Featured streaming technologies will include content development tools, storage and digital
asset management, encoding,
broadband delivery systems, ecommerce and hosting.

NAB•

stream

September 5-7, 2001

33923
3C3112
3332C
ellg:233

Shown above is the top-rated Big Boy" morning drive
personality pointing to the SS32 touchscreen at KPWR,
Power 106 FM in Los Angeles. For details, visit ss32.com
orcall 1888 GET SCOTT

Swag

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: scottstudios.com

A New Caelertme t LA, I
rom P,e
Md•conai Atto, ..1.on of 8,oAckasler,

New Orleans, LA

NAB President and CEO
Eddie Fritts said that it became
apparent that there was ademand
for more access to streaming
technologies from the NAB's
trade shows' attendees.
"We're working with industry
experts to make NAB Xstream
the perfect arena for broadcasters
looking to expand into the new
streaming industry."
NAB Radio Show registrants
will have access at no extra
charge to the NAB Xstream.
For more information about
the NAB Radio Show and NAB
Xstream visit the NAB Web site at
www.nallorg/conventions
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Joyner Tests RBN Ad Insertion
Craig Johnston
ABC Radio's " The Tom Joyner
Morning Show" was the first radio program to use RealNetwork's new ad insertion system, the Real Business
Application 2.0.
When RealNetworks announced the
system last fall, aprototype had been in
use by the Joyner show for ayear. Real
and ABC Radio Network engineers jointly developed that prototype.
Geoff Rich, executive VP of programming and Internet for ABC Radio, said
the company has had good results with
the system, and is realizing added revenues from the Internet-only ad sales.
"It is critical to monetize Internet
delivery of radio because of the incremental cost to the delivery of each stream
to an Internet listener," Rich said. "If you
have no way to recover your streaming
costs, the more they listen, the faster you
go broke."
Sales
ABC Radio formed a dedicated sales
force for Internet radio sales. Rich said
the arrangement gives focus to the
Internet sales effort. The Internet sales
force cooperates with ABC's traditional
sales force.
Prices for Internet sales are based on
projections, and are reconciled against
actual measurements of the streamed
audience.
"With the streaming audience growing
at double-digit rates, we're not afraid of
under-delivering," Rich said.
The RBN equipment consists of a
rack-mounted Unix PC. Rich said that it
takes up no more space than a stream
encoder. Internet-only spots are inserted
at that point, and the signal is input to a
frame relay and transported to RBN's
Broadcast Operations Control (BOC) in
Seattle. From there, it is distributed
through RBN's network to the Web.

If you have

enough to be profitably divided into
smaller slivers. He said that last
November on average just fewer than 600
online Joyner listeners received a
streamed signal at the same time.
"Radio programming," Rich said, "is
self-targeting. Tom Joyner draws a large
audience of 25-to-54 African-American
males. AM talk draws a strong 35-to-64
male demographics."
Reaching secondary demographics
will also be aproblem with targeted ads,
Rich said. "P & G (Procter & Gamble)
targets 25- to- 54- year- old women for
detergent, but they know others buy it
too. With regular advertising, they get
impressions from secondary buyers. The
question is, on the Internet do you want
to deliver only to your prime demographic, without spill?"
But Rich said the time for targeted ads
is not too far off, perhaps two to four
years. And he cites the tremendous
growth of Internet listeners.
In November 1999, the Joyner show
sent 290,000 streams, with an average
listening time of 21.8 minutes. A year later, it sent over 640,000 streams, with listening time averaging 38 minutes.
Rich believes the steady improvement
in encoding technology has allowed more
Internet listeners to tune in. And he sees
radio having an advantage over video service with the current state of listeners'
connection bandwidth: An Internet radio
listener can have a quality experience
with a32 kbps connection.

to purchase CDs online.
Another feature allows the player to
display "now playing" title and artist
information about music currently being
played. That feature came with Real's
acquisition of Multi-Point Inc., which in
1993 had developed a system to allow
radio stations to display title information
of music currently playing on billboards
Hurdles
Leo said the Multi- Point acquisition
solved one of Real's biggest hurdles in
building the ad- insertion system: interfacing with aradio station's automation
software.
Version 2.0 interfaces with automation
systems from Broadcast Electronics,
Computer Concepts, Scott, Dalet and
Enco. Compatibility with other systems is
expected to be added, according to Leo.
Multi- Point's founder Allen Hartle
remains at RealNetworks as head of their
Radio Systems Group.
Internet ads inserted in a station's
stream can be enhanced through linking
to a visual image or call to action displayed on the screen. RealNetworks
notes this will allow advertisers to reach
consumers in ways never before possible.
Rich sees the interactive ads as an
advantage to advertisers, where listeners
can click on an advertiser's logo in the

Mike Leo
player and be sent to the company's Web
site. Online listeners continue to listen to
the streamed audio signal while they surf
to other sites. But some research he's
seen gives pause to total reliance on
interactive ads: Ninety percent of Internet
radio listeners minimize or cover their
players while listening. He suggests that
the spots be able to sell based on their
audio track alone.
A final feature in the new RBN system
allows digital content to be added, such
as local and national news, sports and
weather, customized for the listener.

Soon
According
to
Michael
Leo,
RealNetworks expects to introduce targeted ad insertions soon. Inserting targeted ads will mean one major change in the
RBN system's block diagram: In order
that the radio station will not have to
send multiple streams to RBN, the targeted ads will be inserted at RBN's BOC.
In addition to ad insertion, the RBN

no way to recover your

streaming costs, the more they listen
the faster you go broke.

— Geoff Rich

The best sounding, most reliable
digital audio systems use
Digigram sound cards.

Real's Senior Product Manager for
RBN, Michael Leo, calls the system
"transparent" to astation's operation. The
rack-mounted PC is delivered to the station configured with the encoder and other systems. Station engineers do installation, with telephone guidance from a
RealNetwork's technician. Leo said if the
frame relay is in place at the time of
installation, the station can be up and
running in about four hours.
The station's traffic department, with
browser- based control, handles spot
placement.
At this point, the RBN system does
not insert targeted ads. While Rich feels
that will be important in the future, he
said the current audience isn't large

system offers other features. Perhaps most
important to the advertising community,
the system is "Arbitron- and MeasureCastready," allowing a station's streaming
activity to be measured by those third-party measurement and tracking firms.
RealNetworks also offers Internet
sales assistance through Real's own ad
sales force. The Internet audience represents some special opportunities, said
Shelly Morrison, Real's VP for media
and distribution sales. It is "an audience
that is twice more likely to engage in ecommerce and shopping online," she
said.
Through anonexclusive arrangement
with Spun.com, an e-commerce company, the RBN system will allow listeners
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Net Selling: MP3: Why Radio Should Care
Dead & Alive
Scott Fybush

Ken R.
The traditional "banner" ad online
is the grandfather of all Net advertising. But is it already adinosaur at the
tender age of five?
AdRelevance, a Jupiter Media
Metrix company that measures
Internet advertising, recently released
areport disputing that banner ads are
unsuccessful. However, the survey
reported that although 80 percent of
advertisers use the full banner, other
ad formats account for a majority of
impressions.

Peggy Miles
These other forms include pop-up
windows, buttons and GIF animation,
among others.
Peggy
Miles,
president
of
I
IIECTVOX.COM, acompany that provides
digital broadcasting, e-commerce and
Web consulting services, said one reason for the relative ineffectiveness of
See ADRELEVANCE. page 38

Bridging
and

the

For most radio stations, the biggest
question when it comes to a musical
presence on the Internet is whether or not
to provide streaming audio.
Perhaps there's some thought of offering aside channel or two, or experimenting with ad insertion. In an era when millions of computer users are programming
their own formats by playing MP3 music
files on their own machines, though, some
radio stations are finding ways to turn the
"MP3 revolution" to their advantage.

Music my way
How can traditional radio compete
with the personalized music mix that a
listener equipped with software like
Napster or Real Jukebox can create?
At San Diego's KSON(FM), the
answer is right on the station's Web site:
a link to MP3.com, one of the first and
largest MP3 sites, complete with an invitation to listeners to take advantage of
"free music downloads."
Some stations might see such alink as
aconcession to the enemy, but KSON's
Webmaster and midday air personality
Nick Upton sees an opportunity.
"For us, it has given us away to serve
the local music community more than we
could on the air," Upton said.
While Upton's playing the music of
Faith Hill and Brooks & Dunn on the air,
KSON's Web audience has the opportunity to check out artists like Natisha Lynn
and the Country Conscience Country
Band, local musicians who have
uploaded
their
songs
to
the
KSON/MP3.com site.
"It was difficult to find room on the air
for local artists, especially in the country
format," said Upton.
The local songs with the most downloads from the KSON/MP3.cœn site during the week do find their way to the airwaves at least once aweek, when Upton

the

gap

hosts the Sunday morning "Country
Download" show on KSON.
The station, owned by Jefferson-Pilot
Broadcasting, gets the Web site for free
from MP3.com in exchange for four minutes of ad time during the show each
weekend.

Nick Upton
For MP3.com itself, partnerships with
radio stations offer more than just a
chance to barter for some free advertising
time.
"Local music has turned out not to be
aratings-getter over the years, but (offering local music via MP3 files on the
Web) is a way to serve that set of the
community that wasn't hearing what it
wanted to hear on the radio," said
MP3.com Vice President/General
Manager Terry Ash.
"What we took alook at was local stations having atraditionally low penetration for their Web sites," Ash said.
By offering weekly charts of the most
popular local and national MP3.com
downloads, Ash said, stations can draw
more listeners to their sites and keep
them coming back more often.
Upton said the addition of MP3.com to

between

the KSON site has increased traffic, with
the promise of more to come.
"There are certain times where we
could drive more traffic to the Web site
by promoting it better on the air," he said.

Music money
Another benefit MP3.cont offers radio
stations is its " Spirit 2000" program,
which allows schools and colleges to create their own CDs of student-produced
music, which are then sold online
through MP3.com's sites. Stations that
participate in local schools' Spirit 2000
programs can add their partnership to
their public files to help them out at
license-renewal time, Upton said.
The biggest benefit for stations,
though, comes in the data MP3.com
makes available to them. Stations have
access to listeners' e-mail addresses far
their own marketing efforts. They also
get detailed information on who's downloading what.
"That, for a program director, has
always been guesswork," said Ash.
MP3.com is hardfy the only player
where MP3 and radio are concerned.
Over at Live365.com, the idea is to let
listeners take their own music files and
turn them into streaming "stations" that
can be accessed from any Net-connected
computer — and soon, thanks to a new
partnership, the Kerbango Internet tuner
that is expected to be on the market by
year's end.
Peril?
"Some people would say that's athreat
(to traditional radio)," said Live365 vicepresident of marketing Alan Wallace. "It
would depend on who you are."
Live365 is betting radio mations would
rather work with the concept than against
it. Through the company's "Private Label
Radio" service, the company is offering
stations access to its own high-capacity
See MP3, page 37
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WATCH

Net Central: AOL-Time Warner Power
Carl Lindemann
Web Watch is a roundup of all things radio and the Web.
Send your news and tips to Internet Radio editor Laura Dely at
LD@imaspub.com
The America Online-Time Warner merger marks amajor
turn in the evolution of the Internet into abroadcast medium.
Basically, it confirms the thesis offered by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology comparative media studies Professor
Henry Jenkins that appeared in these pages some three years
ago.
Jenkins argued that the evolution of early radio — which
began as a point-to-point form of communication, but transformed to the point-to-multipoint form we know today — parallels what would happen with the Internet.
Three years ago, that appeared utterly absurd. The core
architecture of the Internet seems resistant to broadcasting and
is better suited to pointcasting.
Even on the Web, egalitarianism seems to rule. One Web site
is pretty much on the same ground as the next. Suddenly,
obscure online publications like the Drudge Report managed
to scoop national news organizations. Lucky little guys who
happened to sign up for URL names like Altavista.com walked
away with millions as moguls moved in to stake out the prime
real estate to get whatever edge was possible.
Crash
Other issues cropped up with streaming media. In fact, the
recent failure of so many dot-corn ventures seems to show this
to be amisuse of the medium. Unlike radio, scaling audiences
online means increasing costs. Each listener gets an individual
stream and the cost for providing that grows quickly.
BroadcastAmerica finally collapsed under a mountain of
bills for such services. The only real hope of overcoming this is
by taking advantage of the Internet's one-on-one approach
through ad insertion. Time will tell as to whether revenues from
this will defray the costs.
So the Internet's idiosyncratic qualities makes it best suited
for e-mail and other point-to-point propositions. Broadcasters
have had the greatest success supporting traditional fare with
Web-based promotions, chat rooms for listeners and the like —
at least for now.

The AOL-Time Warner
deal marks an enormous move
toward centralization in what
had been a decentralized medium.

And then you have AOL-Time Warner. This marks an enormous move toward centralization in what had been adecentralized medium. While the Internet is international and unwieldy,
gated communities like AOL are able to focus and direct members to its pick of the Web. Add Time Warner to the mix and
there's no need ever to extend beyond the world as defined by
this conglomerate.
Aggregator
What the merger creates isn't quite the same thing as broadcasting. Still, it serves to aggregate large audiences — and with
it, the bulk of advertising dollars. Broadcasters face a tough
battle competing against this new Goliath. As broadband
becomes widely adopted, AOL may have achokehold greater
than that of the three TV networks in the 1960s and ' 70s. So, as
Jenkins observed, media history repeats itself.
The AOL-Time Warner deal also marks an interesting end to
the Bill Kennard era at the FCC. His advocacy for LPFM
seemed somewhat out of step in atime when micro-broadcasters might do better by going online. Though Kennard managed
to attach several conditions to the AOL deal, it seems likely that
the media giant will aim to squeeze out smaller voices.
Given the ambitious earnings estimates, AOL is going to

have to go all-out to satisfy investors. Don't be surprised if
what's coming online mirrors the way the NAB squelched
LPFM. Having Michael Powell at the FCC helm will only
accelerate the process.
During the AOL discussions,
Powell didn't seem to think that
any caveats were necessary.
Expect a free-for-all ahead —
"free" at least for those able to foot
the cost of lobbying.
Quickly
AOL wasted no time in getting set
to capitalize on the merger.
Kevin Conroy, a former top exec
at
BMG Entertainment, has takMichael Powell
en over AOL's digital music strategy to leverage the all-important synergy now possible.
"The online medium has the potential to transform the music
industry as dramatically as the phonograph, radio or the compact disc," said Conroy.
"Only AOL-Time Warner has all of the pieces needed to lead
this industry to the next level — tens of millions of subscribers
and users, an incredible library of great albums and songs, an
industry- leading technological infrastructure and some of the
world's best-known recording artists," he said.
And, as noted here earlier ( RW, Jan. 3), broadcasters are
going to have ahard time competing against the online arms of
record companies if saddled with paying onerous music licensing fees to these same companies.
Dot-corn demise
Meanwhile, the shakeout continues in the online world. The
latest seem like mere aftershocks following the total collapse of
BroadcastAmerica and GlobalMedia's departure from the
streaming radio biz. Audiohighway.com has also joined the
parade of busted dot- corns after filing for Chapter 11 in
January.
Others seem ready to weather the storm. eYada.com, the
Internet-only talk radio streamer, is cutting back on the 28
shows in their lineup. According to eYada CEO Bob
Meyrowitz, this trims the fat.
"After athorough review of our lineup, we have decided to
strengthen our schedule by focusing on 13 of our most popular
programs, which together account for about 85 percent of our
total audience:' Meyrowitz said.
Support and production staff for the 15 shows cut account
for 30 positions. Aside from this, eYada appears to be building
strength in the Arbitron Webcast Ratings.
"In the last month alone, we have increased our Aggregate
Tuning Hours (ATH) from 88,000 to an impressive 112,000,"
he said.
Despite the demise of the BroadcastAmerica, demand for
streaming services for radio remains robust. Real Broadcast
Networks has completed its all-digital Internet Broadcast
Operations Center at its headquarters in Seattle.
Cox Interactive recently announced that it is forming a
See WEBWATCH, page 37
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MP3
Continued from page 35

streaming infrastructure to offer their stations' audio online — as well as side
channels full of music that complement a
station's broadcast format.
As the company looks beyond home
computers to the future of the wireless
Internet, Wallace said services like
Live365 will be essential partners to get
radio stations into new Internet listening
environments, especially products like
Kerbango and in-car players.
"It's agreat back end for a station to
be able to thumb their noses at satellite
radio," he said.

Like MP3.com, Live365's model
includes interactive opportunities for listeners.
"(Stations) can turn around and go to
your fans and say, why don't you build a
side channel for us," said Wallace.
Wallace believes there's ahuge opening for radio to take advantage of opportunities like those Live365 is offering.
After aradio career that included stops in
Nashville, Phoenix, Houston and Los
Angeles, he thinks listeners are ready for
something new.
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these, said one analyst, is to get to radio
listeners where they do the most listening.
"So far the effect (of MP3s) is fairly
limited," said Malcolm Maclachlan of the

Connecting with listeners

"We've put up with it ( traditional
radio) because we've had no choice," he
said.
The key to the success of services like

Web Watch
Continued from page 36

strategic alliance with StreamAudio. Under the agreement, StreamAudio will provide the audio streaming and revenue-sharing ad insertion services for all of Cox
Radio's 83 stations.
Gregg Lindahl, Cox Radio Interactive vice president, said the arrangement
would go into effect in February, when their contract with Yahoo's Broadcast.com
expires. Lindahl has had the monumental task of bringing these properties online
— as well as getting folks at the station level up to speed
with the demands of multimedia production.
Already, WSB(AM) in Atlanta had the excitement of
breaking the news of former President Clinton's deal
with the special prosecutor in their market.
"We launched the station Web site that day," said
Lindahl, "They had to turn over the site with the breaking news three times."
Got it goin

Radio World
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Malcolm Maclachlan

Alan Wallace
consulting firm IDC. "About half of radio
listening is in the car, and so far you can't

major- label music conient right now
under the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act," Maclachlan said. The copyright
issues that have plagued services like
Napster, he said, stemmed from downloading music instead of streaming it.
The ultimate effect of the wide avail-

Anyone who wants to

can stream

major-label music content right now under
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
— Malcolm Maciachlan

on

Last September at The NAB Radio Show, Iwas most
Gregg Lindahl
impressed with the people at Interactive Pools. They
seemed to be offering just the spice for morning shows with Web-based contests,
pools and games. Now, NBG Radio Network will rep the service throughout the
radio industry.
Dean Gavoni, executive vice president of NBG Radio Network, sees this as a
strong addition to their current offering of radio shows that they either produce,
syndicate or rep to more than 2,700 station in the United States.
"This is another step furthering our efforts to expand NBG's offerings to radio
stations," he said.
The Madison Avenue crowd seems to be getting ready to deal with the deluge
of advertisers expected to be flocking online when ad insertion catches on in the
months ahead. Cybereps and Interep Interactive have merged, with Interep taking the 51-percent majority stake. The new company will operate under the
Cybereps' name.
Adam Guild, founder and president of Interep Interactive,
will remain with the merged company as president, corporate and business development. Mike Warsinske, cofounder of Cybereps, will continue on as CEO.
Likewise, Mediapassage and OneMediaPlace have
merged. This is anatural combination, according to Jerry
Machovina, president and CEO of OneMediaPlace.
"The merger will provide an opportunity for us to leverage
Mediapassage's extensive print and broadcast relationships.
By combining the OneMediaPlace front-end solution with
the Mediapassage back-end systems, the new company will
Adam Guild
provide customers with a complete product," he said.
Machovina will continue on as the co- CEO of the newly formed
OneMediaPassage.
According to Gil Scott Heron, the revolution will not be televised. However, the
folks at PenguinRadio might give some glimpse of the action. During the inaugural inanities, the Washington- based Webcaster streamed the D.C. Police
Department's radio signals.
As it turned out, the action was somewhat subdued. While the protests were the
most intense since the Vietnam Era, peace prevailed, unlike the fracas during the
notorious "Battle of Seattle" last year.
PenguinRadio President Andrew Leyden described this as a "great opportunity
for law enforcement officiais from all over the country to listen in and learn from
the tactics employed by the D.C. Police:'
Of course, this could be alearning experience for those on the other side of the
barricades as well. Wherever you are on the political spectrum, it's sad to think that
such intriguing offerings may be lost as things like the AOL juggernaut go forward.
Carl Lindemann is Radio World's Internet Radio news columnist.
RW welcomes other points of view.

get the Net in the car."
That's changing, though. At recent
trade shows, Live365 has drawn attention
with its Chrysler PT Cruiser equipped
with high-speed wireless Internet access
connected to a high-powered sound system. Once systems like that move from
the experimental stage to commercial
reality, Maclachlan said, the threat to
radio will grow.
"Anyone who wants to can stream

ability of MP3-based music online,
Maclachlan believes, will be to force
some changes back in the world of traditional radio.
"Radio will become more responsive
to consumer demands, with broader
playlists," he said.
Scott Fybush is afrequent RW contributor and editor of NorthEast Radio
Watch. Reach him via e-mail to
Sfybushl @ Rochestersr.com
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Continued from page 35

banners is that they look too much like
newspaper ads.
"That is not to say that impressions
don't count, it's just that it's not news to
us anymore."
Miles believes sponsored e-mail is the
strongest method of Internet advertising.
"It's hard to do, but all ads must contain a call to action, motivation and a
response mechanism."
Advertorials
Miles said "advertorials" can work on
the Internet. She gives the example of a
nursery that e- mailed an "advertorial"
about lawn and garden protection for the
winter. It mentioned products that are
available through that local merchant.
PricewaterhouseCooper/Internet
Advertising Bureau's survey of online
advertising for the second quarter of
2000 shows that the banner is still alive,
but losing ground quickly.
Peter Petrusky, director of new media
there, said part of the problem is that

Internet ads to get it rolling."
Not all Net gurus are enamored with
the state of Internet advertising.
"Anything is better than banner ads,"
said Jakob Nielsen, Ph.D., a "user advocate" and principal of the Nielsen
Norman Group.
"Users have issued acollective declaration of war on banners and have decided

Some radio stations may not even wish
to handle Net advertising themselves. In
those cases, companies such as
Gotmerch.com can be used.
John Broaddus is president of
Gotmerch, which handles e-commerce
for radio stations and other entertainment
sites.
Broaddus also sees the imminent
demise of the banner ad.
"They don't work and haven't worked.
The click-through rate is next to zero and
marketers know that now and they're
looking for other options."
Gotmerch.com tries to match customized merchandise to the station and
sell it for them in an online "store."
"If it's an alternative station, for example, we present the right mix of music
CDs, T-shirts and related items." said
NET RADIO

Broaddus. "The stations drive traffic to
their Web sites and we do everything for
them from store creation to credit card
processing, customer service and merchandise returns."
The
revenue
generated
by
Gotmerch.com is shared with the station
and there is no out-of-pocket cost for setup.
Broaddus believes that one flaw in
most Internet advertising is that it directs
traffic away from the original site.
"That's the last thing you want to do,"
said Broaddus. "When we set up an online
store, you keep everyone right there."
When it comes to using the Internet to
sell radio, Miles said success requires
training and commitment from the whole
station.
"It won't work if you just spend $50 or
barter your Web site." e

SERVICES

Jakob Nielsen

Streampipe.com Gets

to ignore completely anything that looks
like an advertisement on aWeb site."
Nielsen calls banners " the most
ignored form of advertising."

Stations Online

Sponsored e-mail

is the strongest method

of Internet advertising.
— Peggy Miles

Internet ads can't touch the emotions.
"But broadband is going to change
that."
Ryan Oettinger, senior manager of communications for AdRelevance, said that
some of the same tools used in the offline
world work on station Internet sites.
"Come to the sales presentation armed
with demographics of the viewers of your
site and a traffic count. It also helps if
you can list some other advertisers who
are already there."
Oettinger also suggests emphasizing
the biggest advantage of Internet ads:
immediacy.
"You can produce the ads very quickly
and they really don't take alot of talent.
You can also rotate them frequently."
Oettinger suggests that for best results,
stations should use both on-air and online
advertising to create apackage.
"Even if you have to throw in the
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Internet ad avoidance, he said, is hardwired into users' brains. "They immediately close pop-up boxes and will learn to
ignore other forms of (online) advertising
as well."
Nielsen's theory is that listening to or
reading ads online is contrary to the goaldirected navigation behavior used on the
Internet.
"This is the opposite of aradio environment," said Nielsen. "When you're
driving in your car and listening to radio,
you are in apassive mode where you are
receiving information, but not actively
seeking it out. This mode is highly receptive to advertising, which is why it works
so well."
Nielsen said that on the Web, "You are
going places with each mouse click so you
are not receptive to advertising which is
trying to get you to do something different
than what you wanted to do."

Streampipe.com focuses on providing streaming services specifically to the
broadcast industry.
Streampipe.com's services cover content creation, production, acquisition,
encoding and distribution.

greampie;

The company says its relationships with Young & Rubicam, PSINet and ATC
Teleports give the expertise needed to handle most station needs. Streampipe.com
also is aRealNetwork Level 3service partner.
For more information contact Streampipe.com at ( 703) 678-2000 or visit
www.streampipe.com

PoPstick Connects to
Listeners in High Style
PoPstick's PoPgram Radiogram aims to make astation's e-mail stand out.
With e-mail marketing on the rise, PoPgrams are designed to get noticed, with
animated graphics and minimal bandwidth. The flash-based creations provide fullmotion graphics and quality audio at all connection speeds for presentations to listeners and clients.
The custom media creation service ranges from $ 2,500 for motion ads to
$75,000 for full implementation of amarketing program.
For information contact PoPstick in Boston at (617) 867-0303 or visit the Web
site at www.popstick.com
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INTERNET RADIO AUDIENCE GROWS AGAIN

Despite radio industry concerns about the future of Internet radio, its
audience continues to grow.
Total time spent listening to online radio is up 16 percent from
December's numbers, according to MeasureCast. Meanwhile, Arbitron
reports that online listeners and viewers of streaming media spent more than
16 million hours listening to top Webcast networks in October, 2000.
Arbitron said an Internet-only aggregator, NetRadio, took first place in its
latest report with 4.6 million aggregate tuning hours — the sum total of all
hours that listeners tune to astation. Newcomer to Arbitron's top 10 Internet
radio stations chart is Live365, an Internet broadcaster that allows anyone
with acomputer to create his or her own radio station. Live365 was No. 4,
with 1.63 million hours of listening in October.
Alan Wallace, Live365's vice president of marketing, said the Webcast
ratings reveal the future of radio.
"In fact, our stations are now featured in Internet radio devices, such as
Kerbango and the iM Tuner, which is a testimony of the growth in the
(Internet radio) industry."
MeasureCast tracked a 10 percent growth rate in Internet radio audience
over the previous month in its January report. And the company found that
Net radio listening is significantly an at-work activity.
According to MeasureCast, 83 percent of Internet radio listening took
place between 8a.m. and 8p.m. EST, with the peak listening hour occurring
at 2p.m.
MeasureCast CEO and President Edward Hardy said that the Internet radio
growth trend is encouraging and that advertisers are aware of its potential.
"No other medium allows advertisers to deliver their messages to a well

The MeasureCast Top 10 — Jan. 2001

çblifiteL

1. WABC(AM)/Talk Radio

ABC Radio

2. MEDIAmazing /Listener Formatted MEDIAmazing

— Laura Dely

messurecast

Stations are rated by TTSL hours — Total Time Spent Listening — the number of hours streamed by the
broadcaster in the reported time period (Jan. 2001).
Channel/Format

educated and affluent demographic during daytime hours," Hardy said.
Joan FitzGerald, Arbitron's director of marketing/research and development, Webcast ratings, said the continued upward trend in Internet audience
numbers that Arbitron measures offers a business model for online radio
broadcasters.
"We envision that aWebcast channel will sell content through its network
or even through acombination of Webcasters, so that agencies and advertisers can target audiences of various channels."
ABC Radio Networks' WABC(AM), the New York talk radio station that
offers Rush Limbaugh and Dr. Laura Schlessinger, is once again No. 1in the
MeasureCast ratings. Callie Enterprises' listener- formatted MEDIAmazing
is second, followed by WPLJ(FM), a hot adult contemporary station also
owned by ABC Radio Networks.
MeasureCast also provided demographic highlights that indicate that
more men (72 percent) vs. women (28 percent) listen to online radio and
that the number of listeners in the 13-to- 17-year-old age group decreased
from 8percent to 4percent in January.
Online listenership was highest in California, where the percentage of
online media users rose from 13 percent to 17 percent in the month of
January. Texas was second; Florida and New York shared third.
The most popular formats, according to the MeasureCast report, were
talk, news/talk, classic rock and listener-formatted.
For the full Arbitron report, visit www.Internet.Arbitron.com. For the full
"Top 50" MeasureCast report, visit www.MeasureCast.com. Click on the
"January Internet Ratings Report" icon on the left side of the screen.

Arbitron Internet Radio Networks
Top 10 Report — Oct., 2000

335,053

wwwmediamazing.com

241,374

Network

160,165
151,818

3. WPLJ(FM)/CHR/Top 40

ABC Radio

WWW.

4. Radio Margaritaville/

Radio Margaritaville

www.radiomargaritaville.com

wpij. com

Classic Rock ( Internet-only)

Civean ,e.ny

Webcast networks (either radio station owners that stream their content online or aggregators of online
content) are rated by ATH — aggregate tuning hours — the sum total of all hours that fisteners tune to an
Internet station.

www. wabcradio. com

(Internet-only)
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1. NetRadio

NetRadio Corp.

beev. netradio.com

4,638,500

2. GlobalMedia

GlobalMedia

www.globalmedia.com

2,135,500

3. ABC Radio

ABC Radio

www.abcradio.com

1,761,100

4. Live365

Nanocosm, Inc.

www.Live365.corn

1,639,600

BroadcastAmerica

www.broadcastamerica.com

1,339,300

5. KSFO(AM)/Talk Radio

ABC Radio

www.ksfo.com

150,987

5. BroadcastAmerica

6. KQRS(FM)/Classic Rock

ABC Radio

www.kqrs.com

138,055

6. Enigma Digital

Enigma Digital

www.enigmadigitaLcom

496,800

7. WLS(AM)/News/Talk

ABC Radio

www.wlsam.com

122,214

7. Corus Entertainment

Corus Entertainment

wwwcorusentertainment.com

466,400

8. KGO(AM)/News/Talk

ABC Radio

www.kgoam810.com

117,508

8. New Wave Brdcast.

New Wave Brdcast

www.kpig.com

378,000

9. WBAP(AM)/News/Talk

ABC Radio

www.wbap.com

110,490

9. Fisher Broadcasting

Fisher Broadcasting

www.570kvi.com

311,400

10. KLOS(FM)/Classic Rock

ABC Radio

www.955klos.com

109,927

10. DiscJockey.com

DiscJockey.com

www.discjockey.com

298,800

NET RADIO

SERVICES

Access Offers
Web Expertise
Access Broadcasting provides
broadcasters Internet services
designed to create income from
local and regional clients, while
building cume and TSL. Its products

lal Access

BROADCASTING

include online business directories,
coupons. station/local event and
news management, banner ad management, online classifieds and personals, as well as tools for managing
and P-1 request marketing e-mail.
Ongoing sales and support staff
training and custom Web site design
are available.
For information contact Access
Broadcasting in Oregon at ( 541)
431-0036 or visit the Web site at
www.accessbroadcasting.com

RadioWave.com

Interactive RDS/RBDS

2001 and Beyond
RadioWave deploys in- stream ad
replacement technology for live broadcasts. The company says this effectively doubles radio stations' potential
inventory.
Its automated order entry systems
can manage advertising inventory
across any number of channels. A
proprietary interface links ad serving
technology to a general ledger
accounting program, providing verification of execution and invoicing of
campaigns on either an impression or
execution basis.
RadioWave works with the music
industry, including Virgin Records,
Capitol Records. Astralwerks Records
and Alligator. Blue Note Records
recently launched Blue Note Radio
with RadioWave.
RadioWave also has announced a
partnership with Microsoft to deliver
audio content to MSN Chat rooms, a
service known as Chat Radio.
For information contact the company
in Vancouven Canada, at ( 360) 7605000 or visit www.RadioWave.com

NEW,V
*1

Model 711 - $1200

THIS FULL-FUNCTION
RADIODATA ENCODER
LINKS TO STATION AUTOMATION
ADS radios are being supplied as standard equipment in a
growing number of new cars. This multi- featured encoder
communicates with station automation to send song titles,
phone numbers, contest results and promo or advertising
messages for immediate display on listeners' radios.
It also features the " TA flag," capable of temporarily
overriding other program choices - even tapes and CDs when your station broadcasts a traffic alert.
The 711 is quickly programmed with the usual format identifiers,
translator frequencies and other static data. Its RS- 232 serial
interface connects with any PC, and with most automation
systems for dynamic messaging. Giving access to all the most used RadioData groups and features, this versatile encoder
complies with both NRSC and CENELEC RadioData standards.
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1305 Farr Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.movon.com • e-mail: info@inovon.com
n
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Introducing
the CaShTM
miracle diet.

Lose three minutes
in an hour!
Gone are the days of hunt-and-cut editing, warbling time com-

something more important to do. Like kicking back and enjoy-

pression, and sped-up chipmunk audio. Now overstuffed,

ing acup of coffee—but, in the interest of your waistline, take a

overtime audio productions can be reduced through a real-

pass on the donuts.

time, undetectable process that can cut up to one minute of
audio from every twenty without reducing program content.
The Cash audio time machine from Prime Image is a fully
digital,easy-to-operate device that utilizes apatented system of
random "micro-edits" to reduce the length of any production,

For specifications, information, or orders contact Prime Image:
www.primeimageinc.com
408-867-6519

Pragge

whether voices, sound effects, or music. And Cash works automatically, in one pass, with no additional processing. Simply
enter the amount of time you want to lose and the period of
time over which to lose it. Then push the start button and find

The Digital Video People
Tel (408) 867-6519

Fax (408) 926-7294

www.primeimageinc.com

Cool
Edit,

Studi* Sesskns
EVALUATION

Marantz Puts Flash in the Field
ogy promises to be as much of an
advance over MiniDisc as MD has been
over the analog cassette.

Carl Lindemann
The Marantz PMD680 PC Card
Recorder is the manufacturer's second
offering in the portable digital recording
line.
Like the recently released PMD650
MiniDisc, the PMD680 will be immediately familiar to anyone who's ever
been out gathering sound for radio.
The form-factor and overall "look" of
the old cassette units have been
retained. But the new PC Card technolLINE

Tricks

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Radio World
PRODUCT

Cool

Though others manufacturers have
been working along these lines,
Marantz may come to dominate this
new category with the PMD680, much

March 1, 2001
inch mono mic connectors are augmented with line-in and -out RCA jacks. An
R.1-11 telephone jack is built in.
The multiple I/Os can be handled
only one source at atime selected by a
switch on the top control panel. The left
side has an additional S/PDIF digital out RCA jack.
As with the earlier designs, the 1/4-

DAW dump
By using the common computer storage format, this recorder becomes anatural extension of aDAW. Audio can be
dumped directly into the typical digital
workstation. If you need to get a story
up fast, there is no point in having to
wait while loading audio in real time, a
perennial problem with other formats.
1

OUT

Acoustic Treatment
For Radio Studios

as it did earlier with cassettes.
The PMD680 is amonoonly recorder
with ample I/O to work in most any pro
setup. On the right side, XLR and 1/4-

inch headphone jack is placed conveniently on the front panel and an integrated mic is on top. The unit runs on
See MARANTZ, page 44

Avoid Murkiness, Muddiness and Booms With
A Combination of the Right Materials
Bruce Bartlett

the absorption into the mid -bass
region will be extended. Low-frequency absorbers called "bass traps" are
available as Tube Traps from Acoustic
Sciences Corp. — Web site www.tubetrap.com

When you listen to an announcer or
a group discussion on your station, is
the sound boomy and muddy? If so,
you might need to upgrade the acoustic
treatment of the studio. This article
tells how to do atreatment yourself.
First, make the reverberation time
very short by adding sound-absorbent
materials. Porous, fibrous materials

You'll find endless features and more than
forty cool effects in every box of Cool Edit Pro!

Sound divided
Equal sound absorption is important to have at all frequencies up to
4000 Hz.
THREADED INSERTS FOR

US Patent 04,548,282
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Anatomy of the Tube Trap
S

such as fiberglass insulation, acoustic
tile, carpeting, curtains and open-cell
acoustic foam wedges best absorb
high frequencies.
Several manufacturers of acoustic
foam can be found on the Web ( see
sidebar), and their products are available from most broadcast equipment
dealers.
If these materials are spaced several
inches from the wall, rather than on it,

Here's why: Suppose a room is
highly absorbent at high frequencies,
but not at low frequencies. The highs
quickly will be absorbed but the lows
will continue bouncing around the
room.
Consequently, the reverberation
time will be short at high frequencies
and long at low frequencies. If you
pick up speech in such a room, the
See UNE OUT, page 47
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TRICKS

Number 9, Number 9...

Perform Cool Tricks in Cool Edit

Idid apromo once in which a "record" was
being played backwards in acongressional sub-

Alan R. Peterson

committee meeting for the benefit of lawmakers
bent on regulating subliminal evil messages.

IS I

Since its shareware debut afew years
ago, Cool Edit from Syntrillium Software
has evolved into afavorite audio editor for
field and studio production for radio.
The Pro version turns agarden-variety
PC into apowerful 64-track studio. The latest version, Cool Edit 2000, can be teamed
with aplug-in to convert any computer with
soundcard into afour-track recorder with
effects, for about $ 100.
Both versions are packed with enough
features to keep production directors very
busy and very happy.
Whether due to time constraints or a
lack of adventure on the part of the producer, many features in Cool Edit end up
neglected or underutilized. This is too bad,
as there is awhole wide world of processing out there beyond simple bandpass filtering, doubling and the classic sample stutter.
Which is why we offer the following
cool tricks you can do with Cool Edit.
Some tricks are out in the open, while
some require alittle digging to get to. All
are unusual, potent additions to your studio
arsenal. Try these out as they are shown
here, or use them as a springboard to
inspire you to create your own processes.

First came the need to record and reverse the
satanic phrase. " Your mother listens to 94.5.
WEBR," in ademonic voice. Once done, it was
mixed with some generic thrash metal music we

jr.sfoun .;¡enetate

!-1

ânalyze

Favoptes

When it came time to play the record back-

-00

wards, afictional congressional clerk placed his

-e

thumb on the "record" and spun it haphazardly

-30
-29

against the motor to hear the secret message.

-10

The jerky, inconsistent playback was accom-

0
.10

plished by drawing ajerky, inconsistent curve in the

-20

Cool Edit Pitch Bender, with a setting of three

-30
-40

semitones. When applied to the reversed mix, the

40
—00

result was more realistic than simple reversal alone.

70
1--80

This was saved under the name "Number 9,"
should Iever need to use the trick again.

096

010
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014

016

OAS

020

072

0.24
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026
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— Alan R. Peterson
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frequency. Then randomly highlight sections of about one-tenth of asecond and
use the Transform Silence menu item or
click the corresponding Toolbar icon to
zero the highlighted portions. Do enough of
these to the end and then loop the playback.
Faster pauses sound like packet data,
while slower rates sound like hand-keyed
code. If the effect is alittle too ho-hum, try
ring-modulating the tone to give it an angrier edge and begin with a square wave
instead of asine.
For realism, generate several files at different speeds and frequencies. drop them

Fig. 1: Expect this kind of waveform when opening a graphic file,
such as a . GIF, as an audio file. It sounds pretty neat, too.
between 200 Hz and 1.5 kHz. Make sure
you also click the box marked "Lock to
these settings only" and enter azero in the
"Modulate By" window. You may then preview the resulting mix before rendering it
to the original file.
When you are satisfied, apply some
compression and perhaps alittle EQ to the
file to make it sound as if it had just
bounced all over the ionosphere. Slow, gentle flanging and panning to simulate frequency drift also go along way in making
the effect legitimate.
Cool Edit Pro stubbornly will try to open
nearly any file as audio, whether it is or not.
See Fig. 1.
The first time this happens by accident,
the resulting screech in the headphones

When trimmed of extraneous noise, the
data bursts and gurgles that remain are light
years ahead of the modem bleeps everybody else uses in their spots and promos.
Humorously enough, this author has
found that the Cool Edit executable file
itself (coolpro.exe) has some wonderful
sonic possibilities, and when trimmed,
makes a fantastic background effect that
can be used in promos soliciting telephone
participation:

1.` „II EMI}
u„, „ , , • ,intMed
12

I
Edo

noise (which no studio should be without).

i•70

Ring modulator
Ring modulation has become ageneric
term referring to amplitude modulation
done at frequencies that create interesting
audible sidebands.
It is not frequently used in radio production, as it has the tendency to turn intelligible audio — especially music — into mush.
But applied to voice, it creates the effect of
audio received over ham or CB radio.
Due to its nature, the effect cannot be
tolerated for very long. But it works well as
one side of two-voice spots, adding adeeper reality than simple telephone filtering.
Ea<

had on file and aheavy helping of vinyl surface
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Fig. 2:A multitrack project becomes a pileup on the amateur
radio bands when you know what you are doing.
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Fig. 3: You can slow down avirtual
Cool Edit does not refer to the process
anywhere as ring modulation. But details
on the process can be found under
Windows Help if you do a search for
"modulate."
Open the audio file you wish to modify
in the Edit Waveform View (the main workspace). Pull down "Generate Tones" from
the menu bar, click the checkbox marked
"Modulate" and then enter a frequency

mg,-1
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vinyl record with the Pitch Bender.
causes the producer to stop playback, rub
his or her ears in confused pain, then close
the file and open the correct wave, vowing
never to do something so stupid again.
But stupidity, after all, is in the ears of
the beholder. Larger files, such as graphics
(.gif, jpeg, .bmp or similar) or even executable files that run programs (.exe) have
interesting sonic characteristics which
emerge when allowed to play until the end.

"Be the tenth caller right now (zap
effect) at 1-800-MIX- 1-0-7-3 to win the
Cash Call Jackpot!"
Here are two cautionary notes. First,
these zaps may become fairly generic in a
short time, so add some variation with
pitch-shifting, looping, stereo delay and other processing to keep them sounding fresh.
Second and more important, do not forget to save your new creation under adifferent file name and extension! Nothing
will make you feel like amoron faster than
overwriting and ruining the .
exe file of a
critical and expensive program needed to
run your station.
Returning to our ham radio theme for a
moment, Cool Edit is remarkably adept at
creating the sounds of Morse code and
packet radio bursts, with alittle help from
you.
Again, going back to Generate Tones,
draw afew seconds of atone at achosen

into the Multitrack View as in Fig. 2, then
randomly pan and fade them coming in
and out. Weave some white noise in and
out at alow level on another track. The
result is what radio operators call apileup
and sounds like the band is buzzing with
activity.
Another cautionary word: Someone in
your audience is going to know Morse code
and will tell if you surreptitiously sneaked a
potty word into your tracks. Whether this is
afineable offense is unknown, but why
chance it?
Syntrillium makes no secret about this
feature and prominently displays it in the
Menu bar of the Multitrack View window.
Many producers Iknow simply don't
know what to do with it or cannot get it to
behave the way they want. Comments
range from "not precise enough" to "what
will Iever need this for?"
See TIPS, page 49
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Slip Me aSlug from the Radio Mug
Alan R. Peterson
Dang, Ijust busted my favorite radio
mug.
It was abeaut. A high-quality handthrown ceramic coffee mug made by apotter named Susan Peterson (no relation) in
Huntington, Mass.
The mug was brown with gray and
cobalt blue highlights, with ahandle that fit
my fingers as if it weren't mass-produced,
but made just for me.
It was my constant companion since
1984, outlasting three morning show partners at one station, surviving a format
tweak at another, keeping me sufficiently
caffeinated at athird and providing the
inspiration (or at least the jitters) to crank
out mind-numbingly lame commercials at
yet another.
Jobs came and went, new cities and new
directions in career and life beckoned; exwives took the house and split. But through
it all, my favorite java jug was along for the
ride.
Now it's acasualty at age 17— avictim
of asudden gust of gravity in the kitchen.
Didn't even make it to voting age ... a
shame.

CHR format he was putting on
WHMP(FM) just outside of Springfield,
the first thing through the door with my
joke book was that lucky brown mug.
Sadly, the mug didn't last long there —
it was dropped by another jock, shattering
the handle.
We glued it together, but it didn't hold
and the handle disintegrated when Ilifted
it. A full cup of station mud spilled right in
front of the console.

When the pieces

zeg
i
,
To

at various stations. But like acamel sticking anose into the tent, my mug crept back
slowly inside until it again was by my
elbow.
The juggler
Iwas frequently tempted by the clay of
another. In 1989, Radio World sent me one
of their classic "FCC Lays an Egg" mugs.
Record companies and promotional item
manufacturers sent me dozens of giveaway

stopped rocking and

spinning around, Irealized what had shattered.

A
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That old soldier went out in such an
ignoble way — almost like the long-time
market legend that is told one Friday that
he need not come in Monday, or ever again.
But unlike that first brown mug Itried to
glue back together in 1984, there was no
saving this one. Too many pieces. As I
scooped the fragments up to pitch into the
pail, Icould only think about the years I
enjoyed having my brown mug with me
and what awacky ride it had along the way.

Just a mug
But Ihad to be pragmatic. Before Igot
too far along in reminiscence, Ihad to tell
myself, "Ah, it's just amug. Ihave plenty."
If the board had been one of those lowmugs. Stations Ipart-timed at let me have
Fortunately for me, areplacement came
profile jobs mounted through the tabletop, I as many as Iwanted.
along fairly quickly, courtesy Michele
would have been in deep fudge. Instead, the
All classy, some expendable, many I Kramer, the managing editor of Pro Audio
rotary pot mixer was mounted on top of the
wouldn't miss if Ilost them. They all piled
Review magazine. Ms. Kramer, no slouch
Set the Wayback Machine
table surface, so no coffee spilled inside
up at home while my favorite brown mug
on the potter's wheel herself, recently craftThe tradition of abrown station mug
and my hide was spared. But Iwas without
stayed put at work.
ed anew brown mug for me, to take along
began for me in 1981 at WMAS(AM),
my mug.
Iam both pleased and amazed to note
on the next great phase of my ride through
Springfield, Mass., where the free coffee
Iprocured my new one from the aforethat Ihave never had any catastrophic spills
the weird world of radio.
once flowed (and tasted) like the Mighty
mentioned Ms. Peterson, the potter at her
on any equipment, anywhere. Thanks to
This mug has avery different feel and
Mississippi.
workshop high in the Berkshire foothills.
what Icall "juggler's reflex," Ihave avoidcolor and holds agrew deal more coffee
Ihad no mug to call my own, so IapproThis handcrafted cup was the one that
ed spills caused by carelessness or accident,
than my old one ever did. But it carries on
capturing my favorite radio mug in hand
the tradition of having abrown mug by my
before any expensive damage was wrought.
side and reminds me alot of my favorite
But my luck was destined to run out.
old radio mug.
After being downsized from my public
Did Isay, "
favorite radio mug?" Iguess
access TV/radio gig last year, Ibrought my
that one is really my second favorite now.
mug home. While putting something away
The mug Inow have really is made for my
had been one of those
in akitchen cabinet, something slid inside
hand. And Ilike it fine.
on ashelf and tipped my mug out the open
Alan Peterson writes from Annandale,
low-profile jobs mounted through the
door. When the pieces stopped rocking and
Va., asuburb of Washington. Give yourself
tabletop, Iwould have been in deep fudge.
spinning around, Irealized what had shat10 points if you knew a thermochromic
tered.
mug changes color with temperature. •

If the board

priated one used as agrease-pencil holder
in production room A, replacing it with a
hideous macaroni-encrusted frozen juice
can, crafted by some Cub Scout who once
visited the station.
After an eternity rinsing and scrubbing
the vessel out — evidently there was more
in there than just grease pencil marks — I
put it to work as my personal mug. It didn't
leak and its remnants didn't kill me, so I
kept it.
Before long, it was my constant companion in production, lubricating my voice
and inspiring new directions in radio advertising on aclassic pair of two-track Scullys.
The brown beauty kept me awake on the air
during some of the softer, slower and
squishier music blocks when we did the
"Music of Your Life" format live.
The mug soon became a good luck
charm. It fueled me with the inspiration to
create the spots that landed our station a
couple of advertising awards. The potent
contents once unintentionally kept me
awake well past my beddie-bye one night,
and in sleepless frustration, Ibegan pecking
at atypewriter, creating the first published
article Iwould ever sell.
So in 1983, when "cousin" Brucie
Morrow came calling to ramp up anew

solidified the tradition of owning abrown
radio mug.
The mug was simple in appearance, but
it commanded respect in the station's coffee
comer among the other mugs. It looked
classy — lacking the razzle-da771e of the
"official" station promotional mugs. It didn't feature silk-screened pictures of pet kittens, as did the continuity director's personal coffee cup.
Absent were the inspirational clichés
found on the sales manager's mug, and the
declaration of "World's Greatest Golfer" as
imprinted on the Big Boss' number. It didn't even have my first name imprinted in
those wacky letters that change color when
hot liquids are added, whatever that effect
is called.
Unlike its owner — me — my mug
stood quiet and dignified among its peers.
If some part-timer had my mug in his or
her possession during ashift, Iwould scowl
at them, offer up ageneric station mug and
transfer the contents. My mug was then
taken back to where it was found, or secreted in my mail slot until needed again.
Like smokers banished to the great outdoors to assuage their nicotine demons, my
mug and Iwere exiled from studios when
"no food or drink" policies went into effect

Get J-ocused.
24 -bit Analog I/0 • 24/96 Digit3I I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
cffers I/0 and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."
-Pro Audio Re% iew
April 2000
"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."
-Recordine Magazine
February 2000
"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."
AUDI@ QUALITY:5 [ out of 511

-Llectronic Musician
August 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. *468. NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660 ph.449.515 3265 • www.lynxstudio.com/rw
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Marantz
Continued from page 4I

eight AA batteries or aspecial rechargeable power pack.
Eating eight alkaline cells for two
hours of recording can be costly, so the
power pack is a necessity. The power
pack can be recharged in the unit. A 13 V
plug-in power supply is included.

Marantz does not bother with extensive
editing capabilities. That is what the
DAW is for. For those that insist, asimple EDL marking system allows different
sequences of cuts to be played.
The "transport" controls are simple
enough — forward/reverse, play/pause,
record/mark and stop. Finally, the backlit
display does a good job with metering,
showing time elapsed and time remaining.
The most complicated aspect of the
controls is setting
the
presets.
Changing recording
formats
requires
altering these.

uncompressed files and those captured at
moderate levels (e.g. 128 kbps) of compression. At that rate — about 10:1 compression — audio takes up about 1MB
per minute.
A pair of 64 MB cards could tackle
most events. Drop down to 64 kbps and
double recording capacity with only a
moderate loss in quality. At the LP record
setting, highs were noticeably missing at
32 kbps. Even so, speech was quite intelligible. For AM broadcasts, it might do
fine and provide terrific economy.
The only issue Ihad with the unit
itself was some confusion over the way
the presets are laid out. The way it's
organized is that the user first selects

1
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Product Capsule:
Marantz PMD680
PC Card Recorder

4, Thumbs Up
=

Great audio quality
/ Ample I/O
/ Rugged
/ Simple and familiar controls

=

Thumbs Down
High cost of PC card memory
/ Bit-rate layout

For more information contact Marantz
Professional/Superscope Technologies Inc. in
Illinois at ( 630)820-4800, fax (630) 820-,
8103 or visit the Web site at
www.superscope-marantzpro.

The PMD680 features digital ...
The only things you might add would
either be aUSB or 1394 (FireWire) connector. But that really isn't the way to
move audio data in and out, given the
convenience of the card format.
The front-loading PC card slot makes
it simple to pop out the static RAM cards
and feed them into acard reader attached
to adesktop computer or into the PC card
slots built into most laptops.
Full control
At first, the array of nine switches, five
buttons and an on/off switch located on
the top for setting the basic controls
seems abit involved. Just afew minutes
with the manual clears up any mystery.
Most of these options are as simple as
whether to turn off the built-in speaker or
select the input source. Again, some of
these are carryovers from earlier models,
like the record level that chooses between
manual or automatic level settings or the
mic attenuation — 0, - 15 dB or -30 dB.
The recording mode switch is familiar,
although the SP/MP/LP settings hide the
difference between this and more conventional recorders. This switch chooses
between different levels of bit rates for
the formats supported — MP2 (MPEG 1,
Layer H), Broadcast Wave ( BWF) or
standard PCM WAV files. The buttons
under these allow for renumbering or
erasing tracks as well as other light editing functions.
Unlike some digital recorders, the

After deciding
between
MP2,
Broadcast Wave
... and analog connections.
and WAV, the three
between PCM/MP2/BWF, then enters a
choices in bit rates set by the top switch
submenu to choose the bit rates for the
can be changed. MP2 compression levels
format. But choosing bit rates is really
in the SP setting can range from 192 to
geared to MP2 and not PCM.
64 kbps; on the LP ( long play) goes as
PCM quality is about sampling rates
low as 32 kbps.
and bit-length (e.g., 16-bit, 44.1 k). Here,
Most users are likely to find a single
the PCM "bit rate" is 768 kbps. But the
happy medium for their purposes. The
submenu can change that. Unfortunately,
presets also can be used to change the ID
PCM recordings made at other rates were
numbers built into BWF files.
unidentifiable when transferred to the
After popping in aPC card and powercomputer.
ing up, the PMD680 takes alook to see if
the card is properly formatted. This is not
Laptop compatibility
quite as fast as snapping acassette in —
According to Marantz, this layout is
the user has to wait afew seconds.
for future compatibility with the WAV
Reformatting a 32 MB card required
format. For now, the better way to set up
turning the unit off, then putting it back
for PCM recording is to set the top menu
on while holding the format/erase button.
for MP2 and then select the 762 kbps rate
It took just a few moments and then it
(uncompressed) as one of the options.
was ready to record. The factory default
But the submenu can change that.
recording format is MP2.
Unfortunately, PCM recordings made
After some experimentation with a
at other rates played back fine in the unit
beyerdynamic M58 and an ElectroVoice
but were unidentifiable when transferred
RE- 11 mic, MP2 seems to be right for
to the computer. Again, the way to avoid
most uses. While Iwill admit to apreferthis pitfall is to stick with the MP2 or
ence for uncompressed audio, PCM
BWF presets.
recording eats way too much storage to
The real joy here was snapping the PC
be practical with pricey PC memory
Cards out and putting them into alaptop.
cards.
The cards were automatically identified
While 400-plus MB cards are availas an additional drive and either could be
able, they cost as much as $ 1,000. This is
drop-and-dragged into the hard drive or
even harder to justify given that Iam
opened directly by audio editing software.
hard-pressed to differentiate between

The WAV files are easy for most any
audio software to handle. MP2 compatibility is somewhat rare. Still, Sonic
Foundry's Vegas Audio handled it easily.
Again, all but the lowest bit rates sounded just fine for radio production.
Of course, the real-world test is bouncing this around for a few weeks in the
careless hands of various individuals out
covering assorted assignments. The
Marantz is too new to have much of a
track record as far as such ruggedness.
But compared to the cassette units, this is
likely to be far more durable.
With few moving parts, little can go
wrong mechanically. The plastic case
seems able to handle abit of abuse. As
long as the circuit boards do not crack
and the unit does not end up in the drink,
it should hold up well.
The upshot: this new Marantz is awinner. But for a few minor qualms, it is a
straightforward recorder that is wellthought-out and will be familiar to those
who have been raised on the company's
cassette units.
The hardest part for many is the fact
that MD has only recently become the
format of choice. But the MP2 capabilities here give quality and flexibility that
MD's ATRAC can't touch. Add the standard PC Card format's easy interface
with computers and there's no contest.
At $ 1,249 this is anice investment. Of
course, if stereo production is your thing,
that is another matter. However, Marantz
will soon release a stereo version of the
unit called the PMD690 weighing in at
$1,499.
For field reporters grabbing sound and
running back to deliver the goods, this is
the way to go.
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For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:
BROADCAST

EY BROADCAST co m
PRO

800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21704
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-IDenver, CO

Westwind Media.corn

is a leading digital audio provider for
Internet communities such as Lycos, iVillage.com, Fidelity Investments,
TheStreet.com and PeopleWeb. These clients demand the best,
and Westwind's audio engineering department ensures that level of
performance...even on connections as slow as a28.8 dial up!
"We've tested other processors and nothing comes close to the
consistently high audio quality and loudness of the 2020".
The Aphex 2020 is a digitally controlled analog processor that is
configurable as the high quality, cost-effective, one box solution for
FM, Satellite Uplink, Mastering and Webcasting.

"It wa3 no surprise to us that the number
one FM station in town also uses the
ifs

2020 -

the best sounding processor

on the air and cn the

eb."

FOR THE FINEST PROCESSING FOR FM ,SATELLUTE UPLINK, MASTERING AND WEBCASTING
CALL APHEX TODAY OR VISIT WWW.APHEX.COM TO SCHEDLLE ADEMO

APHEX
SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world sounds sm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.ccm
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Need anew

TRANSMITTER?
Compact

size,

Made Easy with the AES-200

Lightweight unit,

MOM

Switched mode power.
Universal 85-260 mains,
Adjustable RF Power:

s

2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs
Remote Control/Status

BNC Loop- through for
external MPX/audio,
"D" Type Control

Uses:

Connector, Fan Cooled,

Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching

Unsurpassed Specifications

Digital Studio Switcher

a.m..... a

Includes SWR and Overtemp Protection
aMMI•la•

$2195

Professional Digital Dubbing

plus shipping

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

(2-25 Watt model Only 51295 )
These and Other Fine Quality Products
Available in the US exclusively from

Progressive Concepts

5 Crestview Avenue

bdi

Mic Boom Arms
•We hang with Frasier,
Howard & Don...they get
noise-free, precision
,mic placement
*New model
14199 especially
for studio integrators'
*Order from your favorite
dealer today!

ALLIED

INDEPENDENT

Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

t"
ass-.

Invaluable Remote Broadcast Extension orGreatTest
Gearfor Your Tool Box? HmmmmM... You Decide!
The CircuitWerkes RP- 1
combines ahigh quality mic
amp with aheadphone amp
in one battery operated
package for extending your
remotes into locker rooms
and other distant locations
OR for testing out lines, etc.
The RP- 1is agreat addition
to your remote setup and its
host of handy features,
including calibrated meter
makes it an incredibly versitile
addition to your station's
arsenal.
Whether you're
doing
news / sports
actualities, general remote
broadcasting or just need a
handy, portable test set, you'll
love the versatile features &
performance of the RP- 1.

. .

M,DIst

Model TM4013
•

60 dB control range.

•

Meets all NRSC requirements.

•

Time domain contoured, integrated release.

Tri Maze

•

Easy access compression and mix controls.

•

Dip switch selectable pre and de- emphasis, 75 or 150 uS.

•

Mix down peak metering, permits precise yet simple setup.

•

Triggered absolute level expansion, auto- mode for voice or music.

•

Zero hysteresis post filter clipping, provides up to 2 dB loudness
without center channel distortion products

Phone: 719-336-3902

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Please call for quotation
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone: 530-662-7553

Woodland, CA 95776

Fax 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

The RP- 1's Features Include:
> Headphcne amp has a vanable level
balanced input and adjustable sidetone
so you can monitor an IFB or cue return
source AND your program audio.
Program bus is fed by balanced mic
preamp and an auxiliary unbalanced line
in each with individual controls.
›. Built in, variable level, 1kliz, sine wave
calibration osdllator.
> 10 segment, calibrated, LED metering
switchable to program output or cue input.
> Momentary pushbutton switch, user
settable for cough or PTT
» XLR mic and program output connectors.
›.. 1/4' stereo headphone/cue jack and

belt dip standard.
> Phantom power for condensor rnics.

(352)335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

> List price is just $299.00

> Two hour+ run time on 9V alk. batteries.

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible me of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for "custom boxes".

111111111
DC-8A Dial- Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

.„.
_ ttiliestlellel

Gainesville, Florida 32607

3716 SW 3.1Place

IMMTI to o Is

REBUILT POWER TUBES

111•

> Attractive & rugged metal enclosure with

CircuitWerkes

Broadcast Technology Company

Econco

1

.... .......» ,

fi

3.5mm auxiliary input jack.

Reliable, Quality Processing From:
P.O. Box 751 • Lamar, CO 81052

REPRESENTATION

Email: dbocw@aol.com

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Tri Maze Complete AM FM Processing Package
CAM IMITAIM

111131
11111311,

Contact Dave Bums (165) 935-3893

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

305 South Bartlett Rd , Streamwood, IL 60 I07

(630)736-9822 Fax (630)736-0353
www.progressive-concepts.com

.1t0[1111.•

best

••

,e

2 Input AES3 Switcher

Encoder

& Compressor/Limiter,

Only

of the

outs

/111.480

Features:

Filtering, Built-in Digital

111111
«UM»

with some

0.C. White Co.

35-200 watts, Harmonic
Stereo

1,\N
ân

AES3 Switching And Distribution

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.

14jax

•
•
MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybhd provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings ( DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels
The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

UI-411 Universal Interface
Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter controVlogic, detecting phone line "ring", etc.

OMB

SRC-8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full & half duplex models).

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!
Internet. www.broadcasttools.com

II II II II

MSO-8 Control Panel
Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

E-mail .bti@ broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

BROADCAST

tools

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

e
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STUDIO SESSIONS

•When building a new studio, reduce
noise transmission through the walls by
using plastered concrete blocks,
because massive walls reduce sound
transmission. Alternatively, nail gypsum
board to 2 x4 staggered studs on 2 x 6
footers (Fig. 2). Staggering the studs
prevents sound transmission through the
studs.
•Fill the airspace between walls with
insulation.
By applying all these acoustic treatments, you can get the boom and noise
out of your studio.
Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer and technical writer for Crown
International and the author of " OnLocation Recording Techniques," published by Focal Press. 4)

Line Out
Continued from page 41
sound is likely to be bassy, boomy and
muddy, due to the persistence of lowfrequency reverberation.
In other words, if your studio has a
lot of fibrous absorbent materials but
has no bass traps, you can expect dull
and muddy sound. Carpet or acoustic
tiles tacked to all the walls is not the
way to create agood-sounding studio.
Try these treatments instead:
•Carpet the floor
• Attach open- cell acoustic-foam
wedges on or near the walls. The thicker the foam, the better the low- frequency absorption. Four-inch-thick foam on
the wall absorbs frequencies from about
400 Hz up.
•Install afloating acoustic-tile ceiling.
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RPG Flatffusor
This acoustic treatment also will
reduce flutter echoes. So will making
the walls non-parallel, or using diffusors such as the kind made by RPG
Diffusor Systems.
Frequencies at which the room resonates, most noticeable below 300 Hz,
are called " room modes" or " normal
modes." Resonance peaks of up to 10
dB can occur. Room modes occur in
physical patterns called " standing

Get Your

Fig. 1: Placement of Traps

Fig. 2
The airspace absorbs low frequencies.
•For bass trapping, buy ASC Tube
Traps. Some studios have made their
own bass traps out of 35- to 55-gallon
rubber trashcans. Stuff each one with
fiberglass insulation - wear a dust
mask and gloves - cover the open end
with burlap or muslin and place one in
each corner ( Fig. 1).
• For wide- range absorption, try
pressed fiberglass board. Nail OwensCorning Type 703, three pounds per
cubic foot, onto 2x6studs, spaced four
feet apart on the existing wall, with
fiberglass insulation in the air space.
Place the absorbent material in patches,
rather than all together. The patches
promote an even distribution, or diffusion, of sound in the room.
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waves." They give a tubby or boomy
coloration and should be minimized.
The frequencies at which the room
resonates depend on the dimensions of
the room. If the dimensions are identical, the same modal frequencies will be
reinforced in all three dimensions,
greatly emphasizing certain low frequencies.
On the other hand, if the dimensions
are not multiples of each other, the
modes will be different for each dimension. Then each room mode will be
reinforced in only one dimension and
there will be amore even distribution of
resonance frequencies.
The table shows several room dimensions that distribute the modal frequencies uniformly. Units are in feet.
Choose a combination of height, width
and length that works well with your
existing facility's dimensions.
Height

Width

Length

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

9.1
9.4
10.1
10.2
11.6
11.8
12.8
13.0

11.1
11.8
11.3
12.3
16.8
13.6
18.6
21.0

Height

Width

Length

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

11.4
11.7
12.6
12.8
14.5
14.7
16.0
16.2

13.9
14.7
14.1
15.4
21.0
17.0
23.3
26.2

Materials Here

too, such as 8x 11.6 x 16.8 feet.
Take the bottom three numbers as
another example: If your ceiling height
is 10 feet, the room width should be
16.2 feet and the length should be 26.2
feet. Or use another combination, such
as 10 x 14.7 x 17 feet.
A common misconception is that
nonparallel walls eliminate standing
waves. Actually, low- frequency standing waves are not significantly affected
by surface irregularities less than 1/4
wavelength in size.
For example, waves of frequencies
below 280 Hz do not "see" a skew of
one foot in anonparallel wall. A better
solution is to use bass traps tuned to the
resonance frequencies of the room.
How can we quiet any noises from outside the studio?
•Weather-strip doors all around, including underneath.
• Replace hollow doors with solid
doors.
•Put several layers of plywood and carpet on the floor above the studio and
put insulation in the air space between
the studio ceiling and the floor above.
PRODUCT

Acoustic Solutions Inc.
Richmond, VA
Phone: ( 804) 346-8350
Fax: ( 804) 34.6-8808
Website: www.acousticalsolutions.com
Illbruck Inc.
Minneapolis
Phone: (612) 521-3555
Fax: (612) 588-8396
Web site: www.illbruck-sonex.com
Folded Space Technologies
Atlanta
Phone (770) 427-8761
Web site: wwwfstechnologies.corn
Acoustical Sciences Corp.
Eugene, Ore.
Phone: ( 800) ASC-TUBE ( 272-8823)
(541) 343-9727
Fax: (541) 343-9245
Web site: www.tubetrap.com
RPG Diffusor Systems
Upper Marlboro, Md.
Phone: ( 301) 249-0044
Fax: ( 301) 249-3912
Web site: www.rpginc.com

GUIDE

PressFit Connector Made to Fit
PressFit series RF connectors from Bomar Interconnect Products are designed
as low-cost PCB fixturing.
The vertical BNC connector's gold center pin is made with small fins that
wedge into the mounting hole when the connection is pressed onto the board. The
device uses existing footprints as opposed to requiring distinct connections to
accommodate the center pin and all four posts.
The system is designed to prevent the PressFit from floating during soldering
regardless of the thickness of the PCB.
For more information contact Bomar Interconnect Products in New Jersey at
(973) 347-4040, fax (973) 347-2111 or visit www.bomarinterconnect.com
iiiiiir
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For example, if your ceiling height is
8 feet, the room width should be 9.1
feet and the room length should be 11.1
feet for best distribution of room
modes. Other combinations will work,
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ediaStation

The Smart and Powerful Radio

THE ULTIMATE STUDIO AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Announcer 5.1

Rebuilder of Quality Tubes Since 1840.

Automation System.

75412 Highway 25

Radio Automation, think different!

Covington, lA 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
vnwifreeland-inc.com
E-mad freelcard-inc.comefreeland-inc.com

,› New Concept
•

New Design

410

High Quality

•

Powerful

•

Easy to Use

•

Excellent Value

4110

Plug-In Technology

e

Internet, DAB and

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ROAD 10 POWER TUBES
SAVE ABOUT 50%
OFF NEW TUBE PRICES

Has been installed in many radio stations worldwide with
spectacular results.
For More info on ANNOUNCER 5.1 Contact:

E-commerce ready

411›

Windows NT/2000 based

•

Digigram and Soundblaster (WAVE) cards
mediation - Postbox 43 07 12 - 80737 Munich - Demeter
Tel. + 49.8131-8305.0

Creates a completely automatic radio station
Mix music 8. superimpose sounds in real time
Incorporates announcing and music in real time
Fade in fade out mix in real time
Discriminates by Genre in generic programming
Neutralizes loss & Deterioration of records
Program commercials & music in drag & drop without limits
Compressed audio (WAV, MP2, MP3)

Fin + 49.8131-8305.25

stotion@medintron.com

www.medlotron.com

mediation -Solutions for Broadcasters

D&C Electronics
1-800-881-2374 in USA
352-688-2374 outside US
dandcelectronics.com
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**COME SEE & TRY THE SYSTEM AT BOOTH R3027 IN
LAS VEGAS AT THE NAB 2001 SHOW**

rnediatron

POWER
AMPLIFIERS

xtatibur etettronic5
HA- 1Hybrid Adapter

REMEMBER THE CORTANA
FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.

•

HAN1;` ,,

r

IT FEATURES...

ML HYBRID

titxtatibur

• BROAD BANDWITII

HA- 1HYBRID ADAPT,

for better sound,

• GROUNDED ANTENNA

for lightning & static electricity,

The HA- I Hybrid Adapter allows you to use

• EUMINATES ISOCOUPLERS

your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

telephone — old, new, single line, multi- line, etc.
DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

the telephone line is needed. With the HA- 1's

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

front panel push-button out, your telephone func-

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

tions normally. With the button pushed in, the

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line: nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it
would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call your favorite , dio Invadcast dealer today jiff Ere alibur pakh«.i.s!

THE MOST COMPLETE FM
TEST SET AVAILABLE
AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!
• complete
proof of
performance
instrument
• Frequency
agile

Model 10/3000
to uatts in. 3000 mans out.guaranteed.
harmonic tiller

78" LIA Flange connector
VSWR
Remote On-Ott Gain Control

Broadband. no tuning
Single-phase 190-265Vac (
a: 30A

At- a- glance status indicators

Uses the same modules suc have been supplying for sears to Ilarris aid Continental
Weighs less than 300 lbs, no chassis weighs more than 75 Ills, one person can install

ri

Silicon Valley
POWER

AMPLIFIERS

The RF Peoole

Ph: 408 986 9700 Toll free: 800 986 9700 Fax: 408 986 1438
e-mail: maims: sspa.com

smessaispa.com

ALSO

Since the HA- Ihooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to

• Converts
standard XY
scope into a
spectrum
analyzer
The 0E1 Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a rew standard for FM performance measurement
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter Line. Contact QEI today and let us put our
innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

A El

http://wvAv.qei-broadcast.corn
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

no
4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5648

fax 505-325-1142

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION
•STL's • RPU's • TSL's
•Exciters • Optimods
•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin
• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

TECHNICAL SERVICE

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
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Tips
Continued from page 42
Addressing the latter first, paying clients
love "new and different." Although vocoding is not anew technology, it's new to a
client when he or she hears the name of
their business sung or spoken in avocoded
voice. A good example is the old Goodyear
Arriva tire commercial of some years ago,
where the musical signature line was the
product name vocoded.
The Electric Light Orchestra likewise
made extraordinary use of vocoders. Go
back and put " Mr. Blue Sky" on the
turntable for arefresher.
Cool Edit allows aremarkable degree of
control over all parameters of the vocoding
process, but there are some limitations,
especially in the Interval Size and
Resynthesis Window settings.
The Source Wave (your voice) must be
over-pronounced in order for the effect to be
understood. Lip-lazy vocal techniques will
become apparent, as the resultant vocoded
wave sounds feeble, so speak clearly.
But in all fairness, old-style analog
vocoders were similarly temperamental. It
takes time to work with the process to find
settings and avocal technique that perform
properly. And here is how.
Open the Multitrack View window.
Place the voice track you wish to use as the
Source Wave in Track One. In Track Two,
drop in the Process Wave — the audio that
will replace the voice in the finished work.
Audio in Track One will be impressed
upon that in Track Two, with the rendered
wave being directed to Track Three, or other desired track location.
The part where most folks lose it is in

Radio World
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highlighting both waves for the process to
begin. The mouse is used to highlight the
sections carefully where vocoding is
desired; if both wave segments in the
Multitrack View do not turn avibrant green
when highlighted, they have not been properly selected.
Spin me round
A production effect Iparticularly like is
the abrupt speed- down, as if someone
stopped aturntable with the edge of athumb.
This makes aneat and interesting cold end to
apromo or acall letter re-entry bumper.
Highlight the last syllable of recorded
copy, or the last drumbeat of the music bed.
From the Menu bar, pull down Transform
Time/Pitch, then Pitch Bender. The graphical screen shown in Fig. 3comes up. Drag
the rubber band down to pull the pitch
down as far as you want.

The Pitch Bender works in .
semitones. If
you have never endured piano lessons in
your youth, asemitone is the difference in
pitch from one musical note to one directly
next to it, up or down (C to C#, let's say).
Twelve semitones are in an octave, 24
semitones are in two octaves and so on.
Knowing this helps to determine how much
you wish to drag down the pitch.
The Pitch Bender is doubly effective for
doing what Icall a "Number Nine," in honor of the Beatle song of similar title. This is
agreat trick that simulates avinyl record
being imprecisely spun backwards by hand
to seek death clues or satanic messages.
See the first sidebar.
Cool Edit Pro has become popular due
to its low price and the inclusion of more
than 40 studio-grade effects and processes,
plus the ability to link to third-party and
aftermarket DirectX effects.

By eliminating the processor rack and
the steep price that normally accompany
this much versatility, the publishers of the
Cool Edit product line created anew preference for radio production. In fact, Bob
Ellison, one of the founders of Syntrillium
Software, has his own favorite tricks that he
has shared with us in another sidebar. Try
these out too.
Don't be afraid to use these effects, as
they will greatly add to your bag of magic
tricks. And don't forget Cool Edit Pro's
best trick of all: Open Help/About, then
drag the little flower to the narrow end of
the logo to play agame of classic "Pong"
against the programmers of Cool Edit.
If you come up with any other tricks you
think would be of interest to other production pros, e-mail them to me at alanpeterson@earthlink.net for inclusion in a follow-up here in RW..
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Bob's Bits
Bob Ellison, co-founder of Syntrillium
Software, has afew favorite Cool Edit effects
he isfond of Add these to your list.
To create variable effects such as areverb
that slowly fades in, use Ctrl-right-click-anddrag to make anew copy of amultitrack
wave object. Then double-click on the track
and apply the effect you want to alter. Then
return to multitrack view and use the
Amplitude envelopes on the track with the
effect and the one without the effect as the
Wet and Dry controls, respectively.
For quick little custom echoes, use Shiftright-click-and-drag in the multitrack view to
make anew copy of the wave block you want
to echo. Place the new copy in anew track
and offset it for the echo. You can do this multiple times, of course, varying the amplitude
and tone of each echo as you please.
Remember, this creates anew copy of the
wave block, not the wave file itself. To do that,
hold the Ctrl key instead of the Shift key
while you do the right click-and-drag.
Again with the Shift-right-click-and-drag:
Zoom way in so you can see discrete wave
peaks and valleys. Slide one copy of awave
block just alittle to the right to create interesting interference patterns between the two. The
resulting special effect can be subtle but
beguiling, with aslightly metallic edge.
While you can perform ring modulation as
described in the main article, you can also use
Edit/Mix Paste to perform modulation as well.
I'm abig fan of the Pitch Bender, again
found under Transform/Time-Pitch. It's great
for making small adjustments to pitch, such as
when asinger just barely misses an important
note or for generating quirky special effects.

pu
Twice a Day
The AM Edition
Preview the day's events, including
session information, product coverage.
exhibit maps and more.

Lml

The PM Edition

Tun]

Discover news as it happens in this late* r131
breaking afternoon edition. New this year is
the Broadband Connection, a special report
showcasing the latest streaming technologies. And for the third year, the Tuesday edition will feature
an exclusive audio special section.

In]
as
Publlshing Group

You can't miss it!
Limited Advertising Opportunities Available.
Call 301-870-9840 or visit http://www.imaspub.com/nabdaily.html
For Rates & Information
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

CART MACHINES

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION

Want to Sell

Ell

izeusticsFinr
e-11811-71111-1108 1

Full product line for sound
Icontrol & noise

elimination.!

'
WWW.acousticsfirstcoml

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Crown stereo power line, one
amp. $275. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
360' ROHN 80 guyed tower,
6 months old, disassembled
& ready to go! $ 20,000. 1800-831-5060.

S.W.R.

FM Antennas

Great Antenna .--.->
i,
Great Price!

HALL

_

1804) 9844255

Hectronics

Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port maxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomrnefiastInet.

LPFM ANTENNAS

$95!
3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com
Six 490' towers, 24" face.
Three have lights. Tom White,
Mt Wilsom FM Bdctrs, POB
250028, Los Angeles CA
90025. 310-478-5540 ext 230
or tomwhiteekmozart.com.

Want to Sell
Alesis QuadraVerb digital
effects processor. Hundreds of
effects from flanging to pitch
change,
gd
cond, $ 225.
Dennis Scott, 615-309-8688 or
ds.musicehome.com.
Gentner/ADC 48 DR TRS BO
PU. Like new, never used
prewired TRS patch panels
with extra long 30' snakes
punched down to 3 ea 66
blocks, excellent, 10 available,
BO/will separate. Don Payne
or Kim Hurst, WZPL, 9245 N
Meridian #300, Indianapolis IN
46236. 317-816-4000.
Lexicon
LXP1
reverb.
Tabletop model, great sound,
$250. Dennis Scott, 615-3098688 or ds.musicehome.com.
Presonus
ACP22
stereo
compressor, limiter, gate, new,
$295;
Auditronics
stereo
sliders, new, model 340-560
plus extender boards 110EX62-A and 110-EX9-2-A. J. Price,
214-321-6576.
UREI dual graphic EQ. 10
band, excel cond, $ 295.
Dennis Scott, 615-309-8688 or
ds.musicehome.com.
Want to Buy
Operator & service manual
for chip; Burner model storey
system P-240; MCI; processor
board PCA 2500-0611. J.
Price, 214-321-6576.
Yamaha BP-2bass generator.
Have pedals, need schematic
and/or any info or literature for
this unit. Electronics a plus.
Bob Meuse, Muse Audio Arts,
191 E El Camino Real #209,
Mtn View CA 94040. 650-9692433.

superiorbroadcast.corn
Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326
••A
003B
100'
self
supporting tower, BO. Max
Latham. KMRL, POB 1307,
Buras, 70041. 504-657-7003.

AM

Ground Systems

Reliable, On- time Installation ,
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
i

1-877-766-2999
Want to Buy

Components to build athree
tower, two pattern 25 kW AM
facility. Looking for cabinets,
phasor
parts, ATUs. Tom
Hodgins. Alexandra Comm, 45
Campbell Rd, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-527-1000.

BE 10 spot, like new, 10 mono
slot play w/manuals, $800;
ITC triple deck play, $ 150. J
Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29,
Middleville NY 13406. 315891-3110.
Dynamax CTR33. 3deck R/P,
great shape, $ 1000/B0. J
Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29,
Middleville NY 10406. 315891-3110.
Harris 994-7993-001 twin 1/2
rack width mono PB cart
decks; Gates 994-6701-002
mono PB cart deck; BE 5301B
triple mono PB cart deck ( s/n
9065301
22891).
John
Mulhern,
KSCB,
1410 N
Western Ave, Liberal KS
67901. 316-624-3891.
Harris Gates stereo R/P,
$200. J Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt
29, Middleville NY 10406. 315891-3110.
ITC 3D mono, BO; ITC RP
mono unit, BO. Jaul Hansen,
WYRQ, 16405 Hover Rd, Little
Falls MN 56345. 320-6322992.
ITC ESL IV erase/splice finder,
$200. J Lalino, WLAL, 319 Rt
29, Middleville NY 10406. 315891-3110.
BE Series 2100C stereo cart
record/PB deck, excel cond,
BO. Tim Zeimann, KTAA, RR
6, Box 6000, Big Sandy TX
75755. 903-636-2000.
CD PLAYERS

Transmitters, Antennas, SIL Systems

contact

Audicord 101 single PB deck;
Audicord S21R single mono
R/P deck ( s/n 5265); Audicord
A56 dual mono R/P deck ( s/n
A216). John Mulhern, KSCB,
1410 N Western Ave, Liberal
KS 67901. 316-624-3891.

Fax 800/644-5958

Want to Sell
Sony CDK-3600. 360 CD, 2
deck
changer,
never
in
service, ( 6) available, $3900
ea. Gary Wachter, KKDA, 621
NW 6th St, Grand Prairie TX
75050. 972-263-9911 x550.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

FACILITIES

Want to Sell

Want to Buy
BE Audiovault AV100 cards.
Need play/play daughter cards
also. Jon Hosford, WNCS, 169
River St, Montpelier VT 05667
802-223-2396.
Space is available!
Advertise today!
For information, call
703-998-7600 ext. 154

Arrakis 5000SC 12 channel
console, BO; Maze Maxi 110,
old style, 10 channel rotary pot
console, BO. Tim Zeimann,
KTAA, RR 6, Box 6000, Big
Sandy TX 75755. 903-6362000.
Want to Buy
Altec 9475 amplifiers. Need 23 in good condition; Spectra
Sonics 101
preamp/amps,
must be in good condition.
Bob Lindahl, Lindahl Studios,
10680 SW Wedgewood St,
Portland OR 97225-5127.
503-644-0643.
Gatesway 80, McMartin, Sparta
or comparable functional retired
small broadcast board with
rotary controls. Good condition
please
with
manuals
or
diagrams available. Will pay
shipping or pick up in person up
to 125 miles from Washington
DC. Email with details to:
pennowenseaolcom.
DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell
Tascam M-216 16 channel pro
mixer, $ 150. Mike McConnell,
KWOF, 3232 Osage Road,
Waterloo, IA 50703. 319-9610852.

Radio World
FINANCIAL/
LEASING SERVICES
STATION OWNERS, BUSINESS
OWNERS turn
your
invoicesreceivables into cash.
We buy invoices accounts
receivable nationwide- no credit
reports, no tax returns- Lyndon
Snyder- 718-347-2940.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING

RCA BA6A compressor, any
condition. RCA BA-74-A preamps. 541-747-5205.
CBS Audimax & Volumax
comp/limiters.
Mark Wilson
Recording, 709 D St, Springfield
OR 97477. 541-747-5205.
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTERJANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
'You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Collins-Autogram IC10. 10
pot
stereo
console,
gd
condition, needs cue module,
$1000 + shpg.
Howard
Espravnik, 915 N Water St,
Gallatin TN 37066. 615-2303618.

Orban Optimod 8200 FM
processor, rebuilt with version
3.0 software. John Mulhern,
KSCB, 1410 N Western Ave,
Liberal KS 67901. 316-6243891.
Valley People Dynomite multi
processing unit. Compression,
limiting, gating, d'essing in one
stereo unit, has external
trigger & stereo link, $295.
Dennis Scott, 615-309-8688 or
ds.musicehome.com.
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any
other
old
tube
compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At
http //www baycountry corn Or
Call Md We Will Fax It To You
7117 Olivia Rd

AKG C414EB. large diaphram
multipattem condenser, excellent
condition, $800; RCA 77DX ribbon
mic, re-ribboned at Enak, excellent
condition, $ 1500. Mark Schackow,
Schackow Recording, 307 4th Ave
E, Lemmon SD 57638. 605-3743424.
Telex transmitter and mic WT-50,
$125; Telex transmitter and mic
WT-200, $ 125. J. Price, 214-3216576.
Want to Buy
GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL
AWARDS WANTED. PAYING
TOP DOLLAR! 615-352-3456,
fax: 615-352-1922, email:
billbrvantmgmtehome.com
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.
RCA 77- DX,
44-BX,
KU3A's, WE- 639's, On- Air &
recording lights wanted, top
dollar paid! 615-352-3456,
FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billtniyantmg_mt@home.com.

Baltimore MD 2I220
877 772- 103F
786 51 30812

Toll Free

FAX
E-mail info(a)bayr °unify corn
Member of BBB

Ground wire, 4gauge, 50' roll, 4
rolls available, never used, $20
each COD. Douglas Neatrour,
Radio Omega, 379 N 9th St,
Lebanon PA 17046. 717-2706651.
H.H. Scott loudspeakers, with
wall hanging brackets, one pair.
John Mulhern, KSCB, 1410 N
Western Ave, Liberal KS 67901.
316-624-3891.
Middle
Atlantic
UTR-1
universal shelf for 1/2 rack
equipment,
19"
standard
available, $ 18 each COD.
Douglas
Neatrour,
Radio
Omega, 379 N 9th St, Lebanon
PA 17046. 717-270-6651.
-

•

-

;

RFWarningSigns
9"x 12" $ 13.95
10"x 19"$19.95

CAUT10II

BidrOlii CON 984-425
Snakes XLR to RCA, 8 ins &
outs, $ 75 per run. Dennis
Scott,
615-309-8688
or
ds.musicehome.com.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Alesis
Monitor
Two
loudspeakers, one pair, excel
cond. John Mulhern, KSCB, 1410
N Western Ave, liberal KS 67901.
316-624-3891.
WIUMWMOMMANDRAMBWOOMS,
new & rebuih for Elcom, Nords, OEA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson Si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

E-V Sentry 100A loudspeakers,
with ceiling/wall tilting cantilever
mounting arms, one pair. John
Mulhern, KSCB, 1410 N Western
Ave, Liberal KS 67901. 316-6243891.

Want to Sell
COMPLETE

Digilink
Ill
systems ( 2),
complete
with
cables &
manuals. Currently operating &
will be available on 3/1/01. Angie
Sugalski, 864-585-1885.

Harris Executive 10 channel
stereo, a classic, $950. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Cr,
St Marys KS 66536. 785-4376549.

States OHM-SPUN 35409-S
non-inductive resistor ' toaster', 70
ohm, lkW. John Mulhem, KSCB,
1410 N Western Ave, Liberal KS
67901. 316-624-3891.
600
ohm
isolation
transformers (
6), 1 input, 4
outputs, brand new, still in
original box, $40 ea. David
M
a
n
ce,
WTOJ/WANT/WOTT/WBDI/W
BDR,
199
Wealtha Ave,
Watertown NY 13601. 315782-1240.

HALL
706 Rose Hill Dr.

Electronics
Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)

804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Monti's Deal:
Toscam DA -30 MKII
DAT Recorders
Rebuilt $ 595.00
w1 30 day warrenty

Lots more Used / Rebuilt
gear on our website.
Visit our web site for .nore information.
scileseholls.com www.halls.com techehalls.com)

EE

March 1, 2001

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your
frequency,
full
guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell

EV 642 Cardline, used once,
includes cables & metal cast.,
$800. JLem, WLAL, 319 Rt 29,
Middleville NY 10406. 315-8913110.

OtaniARS1000, 10.5" PB, 7.5-15
ips, excellent condition, BO. Jail
Hansen, VVYRQ, 16405 Hover
Rd, Little Falls MN 56345. 320632-2992.

Fostex E-2, 2 trk tape recorder
featuring center track for timecode,
roll around cabinet, $ 1295, sell or
trade. Dennis Scott, 615-309-8688
or ds.musicehome.com.

Otan MX5050 2HD record/repro
deck, fair condition,
needs
extended warmup to operate, has
moderate wow/flutter on music.
John Mulhem, KSCB, 1410 N
Western Ave, Liberal KS 67901.
316-624-3891.

Ampex 354-2 stereo r- r in
excellent condition, $695;
Ampex 440 stereo with Ampex
AM 6x2 mixer, $695; Ampex
440C in console 3.75-30 ips,
$995. J. Price, 214-321-6576.
Ampex 8 track 1" heads, new
set, $ 750; Ampex 16 track 2"
heads MM1100, new set, $350
ea. J. Price, 214-321-6576.
Ampex ATR-700 record/repro
deck, poor to fair cond, but some
excel
parts
on
board.
motor/transport seems to be in
gd shape. John Mulhern, KSCB,
1410 N Western Ave, Liberal KS
67901. 316-624-3891.
Beaucart stereo play, $ 100 ea
or ( 3) e$250. JLalino, WLAL,
319 Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.

VIF
Hold Down Knobs
Pressure Rollers
Motor Rebuilding
SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
Now

800-848-4428
•
MASTEFIGARD

MCI J.H. 110 stereo in console,
$695; MCI stereo electronics B-C,
$150; MCI power supplies, $150. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Nakamichi MR-1, like new, 3
head deck, $800/130. J Latino,
VAAL, 319 RI 29, Middleville NY
10406. 315-891-3110.
Otari ARS 1000 DM stereo repro
reel units, (2) known working, gd
cond, ( 1) unknown. John MuIhem,
KSCB, 1410 N Western Ave,
Liberal KS 67901. 316-624-3891.

Pioneer RT707 consumer-grade
reel recorder deck. John Mulhem,
KSCB, 1410 N Western Ave,
Liberal KS 67901. 316-624-3891.
Rawcion Smith full track 7.5" reel,
hi-speed tape duplicator, 5copies
per run, excellent condition, BO.
Bob Burkhardt, WBAA, 1740 Ent
Purdue University, W. Lafayette IN
47907-1740. 765-494-5920 or
reburkhardteourdue edu
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Tascam 32 record/repro deck,
fair to gd cond, needs new reel
brakes, sometimes has poor fast
wind/rewind torque on large hub
reels. John Mulhern, KSCB,
1410 N Western Ave, Liberal KS
67901. 316-624-3891.
Tascam MSR 24 track analog
recorder w/Dolby S, 24 irks on 1"
tape format, sound great, low head
wear, includes alignment tape &
free blank Ampex 456. Also
includes remote control RC-808,
$3250. Dennis Scott, 615-3098688 or ds.musicehome.com.
Technics head block RP-2422,
4trk, 2chnl R/P, 2trk, 2chnl PB,
integrated loop design, fits
Technics 1512, 1515 & others.
Never used, still in plastic, $ 125.
Dennis Scott, 615-309-8688 or
ds.musicehome.com.
REMOTE

&

Mustang recorder console, $200.
J. Price, 214-321-6576.

MICROWAVE

Tanberg 15-21 Series (
2), 15
reels, like new, need belts,
$60/pair. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681
or wldrecehotmail.com.

Circuit Werkes HC-3 telephone
autocoupler, brand new, (2)
w/manual, $ 140 ea,
COD.
Douglas Neatrour, Radio Omega,
379 N 9th St, Lebanon PA 17046.
717-270-6651.

Want to Sell

EVANS
at

soCè•
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Communications

I

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
FCC Applications and Field Engineering

Engineers

•Frequem ySearches and Coordination
AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

FCC Applications • Design • Fold Engineering • Tower DetunIng
Upgrade A. Relocatton Stucfies • AM Directional Array Tonato S PrOo!

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

EXPERTS W.
TV • DTV Transition • • '.

,onal

Antennas • RF Exposure

210 S. Main SI. Thuensvtlle, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http://Www eyansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

infoltovAeng.com

1-800-797-1338

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

PC - SOFTWARE

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping-STL Paths
RFHAZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

ir 1-301-913-9287
FAX: 1301) 913-5799 • 5272 River Rd. #460 • Bethesda. MD 2lis I

MUNN-REESE, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/A1 .X Services;
Field Work:Antenna and
nertign

AM - FM - TV
RO. Box 220, 100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973

wayneQmunn-reese.com

Oyer 35 rears engineering
and conSulling experience

iistpweialar

Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
I
600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
•
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
dic ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES
,AM M IV IPi NPV. flrihtles
xlv ielocalion. FM in •• fiulex

Engineering Softm are
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Sales Marketing Packages

o ‘NNS . dataworld.com

8IN1-368-575-1

infoiiidataworld.com
fax: à01-656-5341

FM/ SIM ASPECIALITY
•AM Dfiectional •
antenna adiustment.
measurement 8proof • 1.,
•RAIYIAZ measureI
nalts FlAniritinn
• .> •
, ‘ir

WE'LL BUILD YOUR STATION!
COST-EFFICIENT ( DM CHEAP)
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION.
FROM MINOR MODIFICATIONS TO
COMPLETE TURNKEY PLANTS.
REPAIRS, REBUILDS, DIPLEXING,
DETUNING, UPGRADES, PROOFS,
WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS, WE
CAN HELP SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEMS. AM -DA SPECIALISTS
WITH OVER 60 YEARS COMBINED
EXPERIENCE.
ELEKTRA BROADCAST SERVICES
Mike Saiihotoer
are Manford
284-725-5621
817-N32-1191

vo"

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

Custom Full-color Mapping

1

System One Communications
888-625-5649
AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

•

Pen0,e5

ELECTROACOUST1CS
OSHA measurements
301-1144-3844

Fax 301-330-5518

Buy an FCC Certified low power
AM transmitter & cover up to a 4-

silverlakeaudio.com

mile radius. Why wait 3 years or

Moseley MRC-1600, 16 channel
remote
control
with
subcarrier/telco cards, $350. Tom
Toenjes, KJ-EV, 6120 Riley Cr, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-437-6549.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines

Exciten

Zephyrs

Sits

Nexus

FM Mr Amps
test Equipment

Audio

If we don't have it, we will pet ItS
SCMS, INC. ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

TFT 8300 & 8301 composite
STL xmtr & receiver on 951.5
MHz, very clean condition
w/book, $ 1600/80.
Gary
Kimball, National Audio, 7463
Canton St, Baldwinsville NY
13027. 315-635-9310.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Want to Sell

STATIONS
Want to Sell
AMFM Combo, 25,000W FM,
1,000W Daytime AM, in
Springfield
MO
market.
Phone 417-777-5089.

www.whlq.org

order

a transmitter,

send

Post Rd, Westerly RI 02891. FCC
OPP62-/T1
ité now accein 111,1101' Credit ( Yin/S.

WULA-AM Eufaula, AL, 1240
at 24 hours. No property but
WULA is profitable. Great
market, great climate. 150K
firm. Call Deb at Buysell
Radio, 941-573-4707.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
Various 20 seci5.5 min, $. 50 ea;
Various 10.5" plastic empty, $ 1, full,
$3.50. JLatino, WLAL, 319 Rt 29,
Middleville NY 13406. 315-8913110.
Tapecaster X-100 reel winder, gd
cond, BO. Tim Zeimann, KTAA,
RR 6, Box 6000, Big Sandy -DC
75755. 903-636-2000.

Hewlett Packard 87148 RF
Vector Network Analyzer, up to 3
GHz
with
integrated
transmission/reflection test set 3
channel broadband/narrowband
receivers. 50 ohm. Options include
Firm Ware, aStep Attenuator, a50
and 75 ohm RF Bridge, a50 and
75 ohm Calibration Kit as well as
two 50-75 ohm Minimum- loss
Pads. In mint condition. Priced at
$21,500 or best offer.
Contact
Ralph Evans at 262-242-6000.

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad. California 9200H
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e- Mal

Consulting Engineers

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!
SPACE IS AVAILABLE!

Vow. 856-546-8008 - Faa 858-546-1841
E - Marl twd@radrotechnogues.com
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Field Work
Transmitter Plant Design
Acoustics and Sound
Edward A. Schober PE
P, nc pal Eng.nce,
Member AFCCE

Call Simone Mullins for
more information
at 1-800-336-3045 ext. 154.

doss n

address to: niPonti Comm., 244

CORNELL-DUBILI ER
MICA CAPACITORS

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio.org/consulting

more

payment of $ 500. along with your

linkrestIrcoM.COIll

www.surcont.coin

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

- 402 Tenth Avenue - PO 1Soa 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035

for

info. No FCC license required. To

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

) Coverage Maps - $ 39

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

online:

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

lï

low

Want to Sell

Computer toots by Ron Balonis
at www.computertoolboxes.com.

iLPFM fee includes freq search' ,

Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail

Non- Commercial

power FM. Call ( 4011 322-1743 or

TEST EQUIPMENT

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions • Petitions

TV-$550: LFTV-$550: FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications. Amendments
& Upgrades

for

inure

FREQUENCY SEARCH • $ 199
FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1199
LPFM APPLICATIONS - $ 748

M Celenm
Communications Consultants

RADIO STATION
ANYWHERE IN THE
COUNTRY FOR ONLY
S1500!!

(516) 763-1776

Broadcast Constructors 8. Consultants
Houston, Texas

800- 7z13- DOUG

912-638-8028

Market Analysis

Fax ( 763) 7854631

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 (763) 785-4115

OWN A COMMERCIAL

Silver Lake Audio

Wegener 1806-012-030-003 (
2),
BO. Mike McConnell, KWOF,
3232 Osage Road, Waterloo, IA
50703. 319-961-OFFe.

CONSULTANTS
Consulting

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet

EE
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TEST EQUIPMENT (cont.)

REBUILT
POWER TUBES
APPROXIMATELY
1
/2

THE

COST OF NEW!

Ampex 300E vacuum tube
voltmeter. $35; B&W Nidek 400
distortion meter, $20; Beta Scope
non destructive thickness gauge,
Twin City Testing Co, Lionel
Electronic, $30; Eico 250 AC
VTVM 8a amp, $20; Electronic
Designs
100
electronic
voltmeter/ohmmeter, $25; General
Radio Type 1564-A sound &
vibration analyzer, $45; HP 3306 &
330C distortion analyzer, $25 ea;
(4) HP 400D vacuum tube
voltmeter, $45/all four units. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt
1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952.
573-998-2681
or
widrecChotmail.com.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

300W

RA

1KW

FM 1981 Hanis FM 1K

1988 Kama mow said state

2.5KW FM 1976 Collins 831D Single Phase

HP 5308A counter, for parts, BO;
HP multimeter 5306A, for parts,
BO. J. Price, 214-321-6576.

10KW FM 1974 Hams FM1OHK

10KW FM 1995 CiEl FM010,00313

RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW single
phase
FM.
Continental
Communications.
314-6644497.
Email:
contcommefiastl.net.
BE AM1A Solid State lkW AM
transmitter,
currently
in
service, available April/May
2001, on 1270. John Mulhern,
KSCB, 1410 N Western Ave,
Liberal KS 67901. 316-6243891.

CSI T-20-F, 20 KW FM with
exciter, $ 10,500. Tom Toenjes,
KJTY, 6120 Riley Cr, St Marys
KS 66536. 785-437-6549.

McMartin BF-5K 5 kW FM
factory rebuilt in perfect, like new
coed, includes new tubes, tested &
tuned on your freq, guaranteed,
fully adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Ent, 402-493-1886.
RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
314-664-4497.
Email:
contcommafiasttnet.

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1980
1983
1982
1985
1978
1982

Harris MW5A
Continental 316F
Harris MW10A
CSI T-25-A
Continental 317C-1
Harris MW-5013

,

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Harris MW-5-B five KW pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiasenet.

5KW
10KW
10KW
25KW
50KW
50KW

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Continental 831-D2 2.5 KW
FM with exciter, $2900. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Cr,
St Marys KS 66536. 785-4376549.

Continental 831-D2 2.5KW FM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiaStnet

AM 1977
Collins 828E-1
:i ;A
11
,1 982Continental 315R-1

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@frnanitv.coni

Continental 315-R "Power Rock"
pulse modulated five KW AM xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
314-664-4497.
Email:
contcommefiasttnet.

MRS Inc 18001 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

5KW
5
5
Kw
K
w

Miscellaneous Equipment:
CAL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor
CAL MDF 800 Stereo De-Emphasis Filter
CAL SEC 800 Compressor
Marti AR-10 (450) Mobile Repeat Receiver
Marti RPT-2 (450) 2.5 wt port Transmitter
Marti RPT-40 (4501 40 watt RPU Transmitter
TFT AM Modulation Monitor ( 1990) 1200
TFT EAS System: EAS 911 with 930A (receiver module)
&940A (prog. interupt unit)

3.8KW FM 1994 Continental 814J Solid State

FM 1994 Henry6cooD

Want to Sell

se

2.51(W FM 1980 Harris FM 25K Single Phase

FM 1967 Collins 830E

TRANSMITTERS

_singie %

2.5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 25K Single Phase

6KW

Tektronix digital multimeter
DM 501A, $ 150; Tektronix
digital multimeter DM 502A,
$150. J. Price, 214-321-6576.

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
EXT. 110

SERVICES
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINES
4“..1111.1111bell•

SPACE IS AVAIMABII,
•

elb, «lb

.11

Cull Simone Mulliums at 1-80

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

5KW

Oscilloscope
FM
radar,
AN/USM Dept of the Navy.
Bureau of Aeronautics, Model
engineering 8i MFG Co, OS4A/AP in nice metal box with
carry
handles, $ 20.
Will
Dougherty,
WLD,
Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.

CONCL

TRANSCOM CORP.

Eico 150 solid state signal
tracer, $ 100. J. Price, 214321 - 6576.

Nuvistors, assorted, $25. J.
Price, 214-321-6576.

March 1, 2001

RID Online
CSI- T- 25-A1
25KW
AM
transmitter, early 80's model in
good condition, BO. Angie
Sugalski, WBXR, POB 444,
Spartanburg SC 29304. 864585-1885.
InfoMax
LPAM transmitter
system. whip antenna, cable,
ground plane, plane system. FCC
certified, legal coverage, approx
1/2 mile, new, $800/B0 COD.
Douglas Neatrour, Radio Omega,
379 N 9th St, Lebanon PA 17046.
717-270-6651.
readbox
30
watt
Am
transmitter, on 1270. John
Mulhern,
KSCB,
1410 N
Western Ave, eral KS 67901.
316-624-3891.

Gates Model FM- 10B. 10 kW
transmitter,
two
cabinets,
works but needs TLC. Has
remanufactured, never used
4CX1000D-R
tube
worth
$1235.
Make
offer
for
transmitter or tube or both.
Dennis Voy, KMAQ, Box 940,
Maquoketa IA 52060. 319652-2426, fax: 319-652-6210
or email: kmaaekmaq.com.
TUBES
Want to Sell

urle
Thomson
Svetlana
Freeland
i RCA
EEV
ARS
4CX15000A - EEV
4CX2508 - Eimac
3CX800A7 + more
hl.f?.11(& Rebuilt.rulag
Export Shipping

I

ARS Electronics

USA 800.422-4250 Ca 800-422-4277
Sam. Day World Wide Shipping

AMPEREX,
EIMAC,
SVETLANA 3CX400A7/8877,
3CX3000A7,
3-500ZG,
4CX250B, 4-400, 4CX400A,
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate
800-213-4563.
CAIN
ISO 9001 Certified

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821
TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-469-4291
amsehard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net
C Electronics Co.
NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the

lowest pnces. dIrect frorn Svetlana
Worldwide Availability

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988

OUR STOCK.

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
[352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

e

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Panaxis ACC100 LPFM micro
transmitter, FCC certified, in
waterproof case with power
supply, hardly used, $ 160 COD.
Douglas Neatrour, Radio Omega,
379 N 9th St, Lebanon PA 17046.
717-270-6651.

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
••••
MOM, — ...111r--1111.
C•ma...... *ow... • Pow. , ...en«,

THIS SPACE I
AVAILABLE!
CUB Síuru',iw kw details
70.3 998 7600, ext. 154

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
Cumulus
Broadcasting
of
Shreveport, LA has an opening
for Technical Director. Applicants
should have a minimum of ten
years
experience
and
be
knowledgeable in the repair,
maintenance and installation of
transmitters, studio equipment,
microwave
systems
and
broadcast computer technology
(i.e. Prophet) and other related
digital audio equipment. Salary
commensurate with experience.
Qualified applicants should send
resume to Market Manager,
Cumulus Broadcasting, 3109
Alexander Avenue, Shreveport,
LA 71104. Cumulus is an equal
opportunity employer.
CUMUWS BROADCASTING
has openings for Market EnçPneers in several
areas of the country. We offer excellent pay,
401K & Stodc Purchase Plans, great benefits &
opportunity for growth. Qualified candidates
will have knowledge & experience in
broadcast engineering, including transmitter
&studio equipment repair, mointenoixe
installation. A working knowledge of
computer, server & LAN systems preferable.
FCC General Class License, SBE Certification or
Associates Degree ore minimal requirements.
If you have the technical skills & desire to work
with professionals, come join the Cumulus
Team. Send resume vio fax to: John Dickey at
404-443-0741. Cumulus 'is an EDE.

GREATER MEDIA's WCTC &
VVMGQ are seeking a qualified
assistant chief engineer to join a
three person technical department
at Central Jersey's premier radio
stations. Several years experience
in hands on broadcast operations,
maintenance and troubleshooting
is required. SBE certification
and/or experience with major
technical projects is aplus. Greater
Media is a highly respected
privately owned company with
substantial
opportunities
for
advancement and acommitment
to technical excellence. EOE.
Applicants of all backgrounds are
encouraged to apply. Resumes
can be sent to: Greater Media Inc.,
2 Kennedy Blvd., East Brunswick
NJ 08816. Attention: Assistant
Chief Engineer Position, or fax to
732-247-0215 or email to:
resumeegreater-media.com.
Place your next
employment ad here.
For information, call
Simone Mullins at
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

email:
smullins@imaspub.com

Does Your Career Seem Static?

Change the Channel.
Harris Broadcast Communications
Division is aworldwide leading
provider of radio and television
equipment. See your talent
come through with Harris at
our Quincy, Illinois location.
Contact Harris today. No static
here—just great careers.

I LEAD PHASOR ENGINEER
Successful candidate will develop, design and test phasing systems,
diplexers and antenna coupling units; write sophisticated design
software; have responsibility for bids and proposals; write purchase specifications, technical manuals, assembly instructions and
other engineering documentation. BSEE, MSEE preferred. 15
years of relevant work experience in RF design of Phasors,
Diplexers, Combiners and ACUs; and knowledge/experience in
high RF power design techniques, impedance modeling, azimuth
pattern generation, control system design and lean manufacturing
required.
Here you'll find a creative technical environment where
talent and ambition define your future—as well as competitive compensation and excellent benefits. Please
contact: HARRIS CORPORATION, Human Resources
Department, Broadcast Communications Division,
3200 Wismann Lane, Quincy, IL 62301; FAX: (217)
221-7082; E-mail: eagard@harris.com fFO

ZIZIS
www.broadcast.harris.com

BEE

March 1, 2001

POSITIONS WANTED
American
Broadcasting
School graduate, hard working,
team player, ready to go to work
at your Christian station. Ricky
Martin, 972-223-9934.

I'm just the girl you need to
make your team complete.
Knowledgeable in boards,
digital
production,
on- air
delivery, copywriting. Alexis,
817-295-3592.

Fresh new voice ready to
spread the word of God. Ican
play it and say it. Jovan-Justin
Love, Ph.D., 214-821-4323.

Intensive
radio
training!
Outstanding mic & production
skills! Competition annihalation
inevitable! Jasvir, 817-469-9272,
huertas81eaol.com.

Friendly, industrious, FCC
commercial/amateur
radio
licensed CE seeking FT, PT,
contract work, AM/FM, cable,
TV, within a 75 mile radius of
metro NYC. 718-969-5224 or
write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave #702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372 or email:
Mitchell RakoffeYahoo.com.

Recent
broadcasting
graduate. Female with On-Air
& production experience. Can
handle any format. Creative &
hard working. Full or part time.
Willing to relocate. Jamie,
918-663-2643
or
doodle521eyahoo.com.

Rookie jock equipped with
solid voice, creativity, people &
computer skills. Experienced
in digital editing, board ops,
production &
copywriting,
willing to travel. Jeff, 405-751
6461 wolf1170ehome.com.
Talented
beginning
broadcaster ready to make
his mark. Sports, music,
production, whatever it takes!
Willing to relocate. Tanner,
817-481-2542.
Your search is over! This
rookie is like Top- Gun, the
right stuff. On- air,
news,
production & cool pro. Will
relocate. Billy, 405-433-2293.

Lokïng
to Hire?
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

23

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

47

Allied

25

Aphex Systems

44

Armstrong Transmitters

28, 29

Arrakis Systems

47

ATI

26

Audemat by Auditem

6

Audio Precision

56

Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone

2

Auditronics/VVheatstone

12

Belar

18

Bext

24

Bradley Broadcast

47

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

3

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

16

Broadcast Richardson

www.broadcast-richmond.com

15

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

47

Broadcast Technology Company

19

BSW

4

Burk Technology

47

Circuit Werkes

26

Commercial Communication Assoc.

with an employment ad in the official

7

Comrex

NAB2001 Daily News.

45

Crown Broadcast

49

D and C Electronics

Target over 115,000 industry professionals

It's the first place attendees turn to for
show news and advertisements. And it's
the best place for you to find your next hire.
Choose any of the 6 editions distributed
over 3 days at the Las Vegas Convention Center,
Sands Expo Center and major hotels.

Look no further than the
NAB2001 Daily News.

DAILY
NEWS

Econco

34

ESE

42

Excalibur Electronics

47

Freeland Products, Inc.

47

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

1

Harris

21

Henry Engineering

www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audemat.com
www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.auditronics.com
www.belar.com
www.bext.com
www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.broadcast-devices.com

www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttech.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cca.ws
www.comrex.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
www.dandcelectroincs.com
www.econco.com
www.ese-web.com
See ad for contact information
www.freeland-inc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.harris.com
www.henryeng.com

8

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

17

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

22

Inovonics

42

JSquared Technical Service

27

Kintronic Labs

26

LPB

43

Lynx Studio Technology

49

Mager Systems

31

Management Data AG

39

MeasureCast

www.inovon.com
jsquared@cdsnetnet
www.kintronic.com
www.Ipbinc.com
www.lynxstudio.com/rw
mager@magersystems.com
www.mdata-us.com
www.measurecast.com

33

MediaTouch

42

Nott Ltd.

12

NSN Net

41

OMB America

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

20

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

42

Propagation Systems

47

QEI

800-336-3045, ext. 154 or

36

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

email: smullins@imaspub.com

26

Radio Design Labs

30

Radio Frequency System ( RFS)

info@rfsbroadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Realnetworks Inc

26

SBS/Broadcasters General Store

10

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

47

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

47

Silicon Valley Power

23

Sine Systems

Onver
n« ,
Mar kt•tpla,t•

Call Simone Mullins by March 21 to reserve your
employment ad in the NAB Daily news.

RocJie

World.
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Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2001
lx

6x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$80

Distributor Directory
Professional Card

$ 120
$90

13x

26x

90

85

80

70

60

50

115

110

105

85

80

75

Station/Studio Services $ 175
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

42

www.ocwhite.com

$2/word
$ 15 additional

Call Simone Mullins,
Ext. 154, Classified Ad
Manager, to reserve space in the
next issue. Use your credit cant to
pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.

46

Syntrillium Software

13

Telos Systems

37

WARP Radio

55

Wheatstone

www.mediatouch.net
www.tjantenna.com
www.nsn.net
www.omb.com

psiba@surfshop.net
www.qei-broadcast.com
www.rcsworks.com
www.rdlnet.com

www.realnworks.com
www.bgsfl.com

www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.cooledit.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.warpradio.com
www.wheatstone.com
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER'S
Man of few words
Regarding Reader's Forum "AM
Receivers Trash AM Signals" on page 5of
the Jan. 3issue:
Ditto.
Mike Edmonds
Engineer
Keane Inc.
Tucson, Ariz.

Nothing new
I read with some interest Gary
Palamara's description of the "Regency
Tester" in the Nov. 22, 2000, issue ("Build
Your Own ' Regency Tester").
This idea is not particularly new. Ihave
used asimilar system for more than 35
years.
My system used 10 K resistors wired in
series and no battery. One put the first wire
on the first 10 K resistor, the second wire
on the second resistor, etc. The shield of the
cable ( or a known spare wire) was the
"common" at the bottom of the resistor
string.
To use it one merely used an ohmmeter
set to an appropriate scale. The first wire
then read out as 1 (or 10), the second wire
read out as 2 (or 20) and so on. After all, if
you are using amultimeter, it already has a
battery (for the Ohms scale) so there's no
need for another battery in the system.
Gary D. Sharpe
Technical Sales Manager; North America
SCO7TY TeleTransport Corp.
of the Americas Inc.
Norcross, Ga.

Old EBS tones
Please do not release old EBS tones.
I field several calls a year from
researchers looking for material on the old
Emergency Broadcast System that has now
been replaced by the Emergency Alert
System. Sometimes the point of this
research is for adrama or news event that
will wind up being broadcast. The producer wants to have aprogram element that is
authentic.
What many people do not realize is that
broadcasting the old two-tone EBS attention signal will activate old warning
receivers that are still in use in many parts
of the country.
Turns out that the current EAS warning
format contains the old two-tone attention
signal, so those receivers will trigger on

FORUM.

We love passing along news about radio
stations doing good work.
Kudos are due to Y-107, Big City Radio's
four- station "quadrocast" on 107.1 MHz.
The New York City- area complex has just
raised another $ 1.1 million to help kids of St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital.
It's an example of how alocal radio station
or cluster can create apowerful relationship
with acommunity organization and agroup of special sponsors — to the
considerable benefit of all involved.
St. Jude is aresearch and treatment center for pediatric cancer and other
catastrophic childhood diseases. The hospital, located in Memphis, sees
approximately 4,000 patients each year, most on acontinuing outpatient basis.
It has treated 16,000 children from the United States and 60 other countries.
Its research includes work in gene therapy, chemotherapy, radiation
treatment, viruses, blood and hereditary diseases, influenza, pediatric AIDS
and the psychological effects of catastrophic illnesses.
New Country Y-107 collected the pledges during its Fourth Annual St. Jude
Radiothon, a39-hour live event in February held at Woodbridge Center Mall in
Woodbridge, N.J.
Radio stations are always good at attracting musical talent. In this case, the
hospital also has along association with entertainers, and in fact was founded
by Danny Thomas in 1962.
Past performers have included LeAnn Rimes, Bryan White, Martina
McBride, Kenny Rogers and Keith Urban. The organizers arranged live
appearances this year by Alabama singer Randy Owen, the founder of St. Jude
Country Cares, and fellow country singer Reba McEntire.
Y-107's first Radiothon just three years ago earned $426,000. Now the effort
has broken the million-dollar mark, and it doesn't show signs of slowing down.
New Country Y-107 is made up of WYNY(FM) in New York, WWYY(FM)
and WWZY(FM) in New Jersey, and WWXY(FM) on Long Island. Thanks to
the efforts of this radio station cluster, St. Jude Hospital in the past four years
has received more than $3.2 million in pledges!
What aremarkable testament to radio's ability to bring people together.
There is acommunity organization somewhere out there that could use a
radio station angel of its own. Could it be yours?

Big City,

either an EAS or EBS alert. Those
receivers will activate any time they hear
the tones, even if there is no EAS digital
header.
To avoid broadcasting false emergency
alerts, we need to discourage the use of the
old EBS two-tone format whenever possible.
Richard Rudman
Chairman
Los Angeles County EAS Local
Emergency Communications Committee
Los Angeles

Big Heart

Antenna articles
The recent articles on the CFA and EH
antennas are quite interesting. They
reminded me of some of the historical
records Ihave read on antenna development over the years.
A lot of work was done in the 1930s on
the improvement of AM broadcasting. It
was at that time that the standard for avertical radiator with aground system was
established. Ibelieve that Carl Smith had a
lot to do with this development along with
the creation of directional arrays.
From the early 1920s through the ' 30s
there were a lot of short, horizontally
polarized long wires on the tops of buildings. Some lasted until the ' 60s.
WOR used a long wire extended
between two towers in Carteret, N.J., into
the late 1960s. It would be interesting to
revisit some of this research to see what
led to the present AM antenna.
Are these new systems revisiting the
past? Idon't know. Can they deliver an
equivalent RMS field in the primary service area? What are their night radiation
patterns?

Someone needs
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generated by electronic devices next to
receivers.
The installation of this system should be
underwritten by an organization (business,
university, etc.) that believes this system is
as good as, or superior to, the present

one of the expanded AM band frequencies.
I'm not saying the CFA or EH won't
work. I'm not qualified to do that, but
someone needs to test these systems in the
current broadcast environment in America.
You have to move past theory and offer a
system that is equal to or improves the current design.
Ed Montgomery
Annandale, Va.

to test these systems in

Write to Us

the current broadcast environment in America.

RADIO WORLD
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P.O. Box 1214
It would be interesting to get someone
to experiment with one of the many Class
IV AMs that have suffered over recent
years from decaying antennas, buildings
constructed next to their sites and the noise

Falls Church, VA 22041

antenna. Idon't believe a broadcaster
should shoulder the entire cost of such an
experiment.
Will the new antennas improve their
signal? Someone could also experiment on
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THE W HEATS TONE D-5000
DIGITAL A UDIO CONSOLL

This new D-5000 audio console from WHEATSTONE gives you
our top-of-the-line D-600 digital technology— at a modest price!
• Totally modular design lets you hotswap all modules for on- air servicing;
even DSP and CPU functions reside
on easily changed modules.
Traditional user interface with clean
layout and familiar control surfaces.
Available with up to 26 input modules
(anv
7.,,salog and di
4 stereo
and balanced

igital

Flexible mainframe layo
Inputs can be field-converte
analog to digital ( and back) through a
simple daughterboard change.
• Choice of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz console
clock rates ( can be synced externally).

• Serial pert allows true integration with
routers and automation systems.
• Dedicated phone module with DSP
generated MXM two modules can be
combined for up to 4 MXM sends.
• 8- character alphanumeric source
displays above each fader...
• All charnel fader, display and switch
settings are addressable via the serial
port or remote control and router/
automation communication.
usiVe VDIPTM software lets you
o
. ,,console with a laptop PC ( no
pulling modules, installing jumpers or
setting dipswitches). Once configured
console runs standalone.

Ccpèr- cDsrc)tic:Dr)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.corn /www.wheatstone.com

copyright Ci 2000 by Wheats one Corporation
specifications and features subject to chalge without notice

PACKED WITH
FEATURES
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FEATURES YOU'LL NEED FOR DIGITAL RADIO
Features like PRESET SNAPSHOTS, direct ROUTER

from 32, 44.1 or 48KHz clock rates to accommodate
your system standard—and with four stereo outputs plus
two stereo aux sends ( each with simultaneous digital

up to four callers, individual channel EQ and dynamics
processing plus eight- character source/cut ID displays,
you'll be able to handle ANY format.
With the D-700 your digital console, your digital hard
disk, your automation system, and your station's audio
router can work as ONE! CONTACT WHEATSTONE, THE

and analog outputs), automatic mix- minus support for

CONSOLE EXPERTS!

SOURCE ACCESS, AUTOMATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
and easy SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION. You can choose

cDr-)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com / www.wheatstone.com
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